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Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Central Eastside Industrial Council Cleanup Program
BES currently has a partnership with Central Eastside Industrial Council (CEIC) and Trash for Peace,
Ground Score (https://www.trashforpeace.org/ground-score) to support their Central Eastside Together
Project Description:
Program. Through the program, houseless individuals are hired to do stewardship activities within the
Central Eastside Industrial District, specifically at the eastside bridgeheads.
(http://ceic.cc/centraleastsidetogetherservices/).
COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
This proposal benefits Portland's houseless population, which is identified as an impacted group in the toolkit.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Individuals experiencing houselessness will benefit by increasing skills in leadership, communication and green street maintenance and in
bettering circumstances via employment and by building employment opportunities, history and relationships.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Houseless invididuals will be better off having received fianacial compensation for their work. The program is set up to track number of
individuals hired and number of hours worked.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
None anticipated

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This work falls into category 1: Responding to the public health and negative impacts of the pandemic.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
The proposal is a pilot project. If the project partners can increase their capacity to support and employ houseless individuals and to do
greenstreet maintenance work, there will likely be other local funding sources available to support.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Currently, the greenstreet stormwater inlets, ground cover vegetation and trees are being negatively impacted by camping and
vandalism. With the presence of the green street stewards, it is anticipated that trees and vegetation will flourish and provide shade and
green cover to mitigate increased temperatures. Greenstreets will be able to function propertly, allowing stormwater to soak into the
ground, keeping the areas greener and cooler.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
The Portland community repeatedly requests via calls, emails,etc. ongoing and increased clean up and maintenance of community
spaces.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
The program is set up to track the number of individuals employed and the number of hours worked. Monthly partner meetings will
review lessons learned and document programatic accomplishments. A maintenance log and inspection notes which details the
conditions of trees and shrubs located within the bioswales and any erosion and water quality concerns, will also track program
performance. A detailed list of participants and events will be maintained throughout the project.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Brownfields
When siting new facilities for affordable housing or temporary shelter, one common barrier is that many
urban properties have soil contamination from historic uses. Our request will fund preparation of
brownfields for reuse as affordable housing, temporary shelter, and other uses that support the shelter to
Project Description:
housing continuum, while furthering our core mission of protecting watershed health through
environmental remediation. Activities will be structured to address current resource gaps, enabling site
reuse that prioritizes equity, addresses past patterns of displacement, and is protective of human,
environmental, and community health.
COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. Cleaning up brownfields for affordable housing benefits seniors, extremely low-income residents, immigrant and refugee
communities, and residents historically displaced from N/NE Portland, particularly Black Portlanders, through the N/NE Housing
Preference Policy. Increased investment in brownfield work greatly expands the map of properties available for development of
affordable housing and temporary shelter options, especially in close-in neighborhoods and areas connected to transit and other
essential services.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Yes. Communities will benefit with increased housing stability including increased access to shelter and to affordable housing. This will
be measured with metrics including number of people served by shelter and affordable housing created on brownfields, and racial
demographics demonstrating that housing stability was improved for those most impacted.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Many of the improvements can be measured, including number of more stable shelters provided, and number of affordable housing
units created. These measures can and will be disaggregated by geographic location. Some measures will be disagregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, and disability; challenges include the temporary nature of certain shelter provision. It may be easier to
more fully capture these measures with affordable housing.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The project is specifically designed in service to vulnerable communities, and those most experiencing existing disparities, to reduce
these disparities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Eligible Expenditure Category: Housing Support: Other Housing Assistance. COVID-19 led to reduced capacity for some services,
including shelter, for those experiencing houselessness, and strained existing social services. COVID response has depleted financial
resources that might otherwise be available to address brownfields.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
Brownfield assessment and cleanup does not require ongoing expenses or create a new service for an ongoing need. Sites typically
require a single investment to address contamination and be restored to full use.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Brownfield Remediation is identified as Goal 4FF in Portland's Climate Action Plan, and is recognized in the Plan as a stratgey that
reduces carbon emissions, supports jobs and prosperity, has a high potential to advance equity, a high potential to improve local
environmental quality, and a high potential to improve health. Brownfield cleanup is broadly recognized as a climate action strategy
because it reduces pressure on undeveloped land, removes pollution, and makes use of existing infrastructure.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
BES's mission is: "We protect public health and our environment by collecting and recovering resources from the city’s wastewater,
managing stormwater, and restoring and protecting Portland’s rivers, streams, and watersheds." Supporting the shelter to housing
continuum is the focus of this proposal, but cleaning up brownfields by definition will advance our bureau's service by reducing nonpoint
source pollution that negatively impacts watershed health.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Specific measures will need to be developed based on exact level of funding, but will likely include number of sites assessed and/or
cleaned up, land area assessed and/or cleaned up, number of shelter spaces made available on program sites, number of affordable
housing units made available on program sites, number of individuals served by reused sites, and demographics of those able to access
shelter and housing, including BIPOC community members and those with low incomes.

Rescue Plan
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NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Green Workforce Opportunities Program

Establish a paid career opportunities program with the Green Workforce Collaborative to protect public
health, the environment, and expand economic opportunities for community. Recruit from graduates
Project Description:
of the GWC’s Academy, a nationally accredited program that introduces BIPOC people to green jobs, to
provide professional experience, continuous support, and mentorship at BES. Leverage an apprentice
model with multiple positions across many disciplines and provide entry-level jobs and skills building,
mentorship and guidance. After a year of learning/training/mentoring/job coaching, incumbents would
advance into entry-level positions; thereby, creating a sustained career pathway in the City.
COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes, this would benefit BIPOC community members in Portland. This proposal introduces a workforce development strategy designed to
eradicate imbalances in access, opportunity, and support – particularly for BIPOC communities who have disproportionately bore the
impact of these inequities – by expanding career opportunities for more diverse community members to enter into the workforce.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
This program provides for training, entry-level jobs, and mentorship that can lead to long-term employment. The Workforce Program will
establish a range of pipeline careers at BES (and throughout the City) and expand economic opportunities for members of our
community who face historical or contemporary barriers, particularly Black, Indigenous, and other communities of color. A key feature of
the program is that it will focus recruitment to graduates of the GWC’s Green Workforce Academy (GWA), which is a nationally
accredited program that introduces BIPOC community members to green jobs. The Green Workforce Collaborative (GWC) is a
community-focused collective comprised of the Blueprint Foundation, Self-Enhancement Incorporated, Wisdom of the Elders, Native
American Youth and Family Center, and EcoTrust. Additionally, the Workforce Program is scalable and can be expanded to partner with
other community-centered organizations with workforce and socio-economic goals that parallel those of the bureau and City of
Portland.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
The program will provide participants expanded access to social networks, technical training, & STEM careers; direct on the job training
via an approved Training Plan; education about specific job skills needed to perform the duties of a particular job classification;
increased technical and STEM-focused employment opportunities for BIPOC community members; and social capital expansion of BIPOC
by minimizing isolation, which could translate to more job prospects. It will also allow for more diversity within and across the
organization/City; expanded social interaction benefits that enhance Bureau/City culture through increased cultural competency
throughout the organization/City; as well as improved policies, strategies, and systems.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
None anticipated.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Negative Economic Impacts
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
The Bureau does not anticipate phasing out this program and continues to explore opportunities to deliver enhanced services to Portland
communities. Through review and assessment of current investments and desired levels of service, we actively work to ensure strategic
alignment with our strategic and equity priorities. This may require staffing decisions to explicitly and better meet those goals, like
reallocation. The Bureau proactively engages in workforce planning throughout the year and this includes making strategic workforce
decisions around how to fill those positions in a manner that aligns with our workforce equity and diversity goals.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
A career pipeline such as this one offers BIPOC community members access to more wealth. Community wealth helps to build up
economic resilience to climate change, particularly for low-income communities who have the least capacity to recover, and are
overwhelmingly communities of color.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Increased diversity within and across the organization/City has social interaction benefits that allow for enhanced Bureau/City culture.
Employees have the opportunity to become more culturally competent and aware. This has the potential to translate into improved
policies, strategies, and systems, and it better positions the Bureau/City to meet our core values of equity and anti-racism.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
% employees that demonstrate new core competencies and skills (by race/gender)
#/% new skills or knowledge gained for a specific job classification
# workgroups/teams at BES/City with Green Workforce Program participants (by race/gender)
# of Green Workforce positions annually
# Green Workforce opportunities in a represented job class
# Green Workforce opportunities in a non-represented job class
#/% of workforce in Multnomah County working in quality jobs
% of Bureau/City workforce by race/gender
#/% staff of Color who feel a sense of belonging at the organization
#/% staff of Color who feel supported at their organization
#/% Employees who did not pass probation, by race and gender
#/% Terminations, by race and gender
#/% Promotions, by race and gender
Time to promote, by race and gender
Time to promote by classification, by race and gender
**Plus others TBD
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NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Health Software Purchase

Project Description:

The Bureau of Human Resources (BHR) is requesting $85,000 in FY 22-23 ARPA funding to purchase occupational
health software to streamline and centralize data collection and reporting that will help improve the health and safety
of employees and the City’s response to the COVID-19 public health emergency. Software will improve compliance
with Oregon OSHA rules, lower risk and potential health plan costs, and improve response to exposure events,
vaccination campaigns, and other public health and safety programs. Making occupational health services and
records more efficient and accessible to all employees also helps BHR meet its equity, fiscal responsibility, and
accessibility goals and improves the level of service and satisfaction the program provides to City employees through
their entire employment life cycle (onboarding, new hire, employee, retiree).

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
This project will benefit City of Portland employees including those from diverse communities and those that are front-line essential
workers who have been disproportionately impacted by the COIVD-19 health pandemic. City staff are a diverse group of people that
include Black, Indigenous, People of color, individuals with disabilities, people impacted by poverty, immigrants, and women.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Employees will benefit from greater access to City Occupational Health services including vaccinations, testing, safety programs, and
exposure management including access to health information and records. Health software will provide greater to access healthcare
services, promote sharing of health information including vaccination status, and helping staff know what healthcare services are needed
and an easy way to schedule those services. Expected outcomes include increase in number of clients served, increased satisfaction and
trust in the services provided, improved knowledge about the healthcare services offered (risks, benefits, etc.), and improved compliance
with health and safety requirements (City mandates, Oregon OSHA, etc.) including greater rates of vaccination.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Employees and communities will be better off by having a better experience of workplace healthcare that is transparent, informative,
streamlined, efficient, accessible, and builds trust. This will result in employees utilizing more occupational health and safety services and
accessing their health records with greater frequency. These will be measured by utilization of the health software including frequency,
purpose, user demographics and workgroup on an aggregate level. This data will be limited by what information the City collects
regarding demographics of our staff.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The Health Software will be primarily in English with only select documents and forms available in other languages which could make it
less accessible for those who are not fluent in English. It will also be web-based which may have the unintentional consequence of making
it harder to access for those who are not computer literate or who don’t have access from home. Depending on the vendor, the software
will need configuration to promote gender identify and ethnicity inclusiveness. Data collection will target non-users of the software
platform and explore specific reasons when a user rates their experience poorly to help identify disparities and unintended consequences.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This program helps the City respond to the COVID-19 public health emergency (Category A) by improving our ability to provide COVID-19
vaccinations, track vaccination status of employees, provide incident and exposure response, and increase access to Occupational Health
and safety services. Software will streamline the data collection and reporting process which will allow some staff currently involved in
responding to the pandemic to return to their regular work assignments.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
BHR will work with bureaus to determine how to best support the ongoing funding requirements through overhead, interagency
agreements, or a combination of both funding sources.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
N/A
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project will improve the level of customer service that BHR provides to all employees by improving their access to Occupational
Health services including communication when services are needed, self-scheduling of appointments, seeing lab results, finding
information and forms, and obtaining records. This will improve the experience for employees from the time they are hired during
onboarding all the way through retirement.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the
specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while
outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output metrics include number of unique employees that use the software system and their demographics on an aggregate level, which
services they use and at what frequency, satisfaction with the system and any ways the system could improve. Outcome measures
include vaccination rates, compliance rates for City and OSHA mandated health and safety activities (vaccination, health screenings, etc.),
and overall perception/opinion about City health and safety. These will be measured and reported through the software itself and through
a satisfaction/opinion survey of both users and non-users of the software.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Mental Health Program Manager

Project Description:

BHR is requesting $175,750 in FY 22-23 ARPA funding to add a Mental Health Program Manager to the Occupational
Health and Well-being team to address the psychosocial effects of the COVID-19 global pandemic and other adverse
events of the past two years which have resulted in employee stress and impaired mental health including low
morale, absenteeism, position vacancies, and decreased worker productivity, all of which have had negative economic
impacts. A Mental Health professional will help the City recover by implementing a trauma informed care framework
that promotes a safe and accepting workplace where mental health challenges and difficult life experiences are
anticipated and considered carefully in the design of work policies and practices that heal the workplace by using a
scientific approach to assess diagnose, plan, and treat the City as an employer facing this psychosocial crisis. Adding
a Mental Health Program manager will help return the City to its status as an employer of choice where morale,
retention, and productivity are high and reflect the good mental health, sense of safety and value that employees
experience with improved quality of work life.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
This project will benefit City of Portland employees including those from diverse communities and those that are front-line essential
workers who have been disproportionately impacted by the COIVD-19 health pandemic. City staff are a diverse group of people that
include Black, Indigenous, People of color, individuals with disabilities, people impacted by poverty, immigrants, and women.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Employees will benefit from having a mental health expert design and implement a recovery plan to address the mental health and
emotional challenges for City employees resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic. Programs, policies, and procedures will be tailored using
a trauma-informed and person-centered approach which will promote healing, equity, and avoid further traumatization of staff as the City
brings more people back to worksites and designs work changes going forward.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Employees and communities will be better off by having improved mental health and emotional well-being including a better work life
balance and experience while they are at work. Expected outcomes include improved utilization of healthcare services (more Employee
Assistance Program (EAP) and outpatient visits, fewer inpatient visits), improved attendance, job satisfaction, retention, productivity, and
employee morale. Employee responses and health claims can be reported by race, ethnicity, and other demographics but are limited by
what information the City and its health plans collect from staff.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The project will focus on improving the work experience and mental health of those who are essential front line-workers who have been at
worksites throughout the pandemic as well as those who have been teleworking and are adjusting to re-entering the workplace. It is
possible that the interventions designed to benefit teleworkers could have unintended consequences for essential front-line staff, including
re-traumatization or creating more perceived disparities in delivery of services. Data collection in the form of focus groups, surveys, or
meetings must deliberately include a diverse cohort of both groups to measure well-being, mental health outcomes, and access to
program interventions.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This program helps the City respond to the COVID-19 public health emergency (Category A) by addressing the mental health and
emotional impacts that the pandemic has had on the City workforce including increased stress, low morale, absenteeism, position
vacancies, and decreased worker productivity. A mental health expert’s input on design of programs, policies, procedures, workflows, and
communications will help effectively address these effects and rebuild a resilient and healthy workforce.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
BHR will measure the performance of the Mental Health Program and determine the ongoing need throughout the upcoming year to
inform what resources will be needed and what funding mechanism best addresses funding for additional years.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
N/A
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project will improve the level of customer service that BHR provides to all employees by ensuring programs, policies, and practices are
following evidence-based best practices that are person-centered, trauma informed, inclusive, and supportive. The result will be a
workplace perceived as safe, supportive, accepting, and accommodating for staff who have experienced adversity because of the COVID19 pandemic.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the
specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while
outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output metrics will include number of staff surveys, focus groups, and meetings used for information collection along with the number of
staff who participate. Quarterly reports will be delivered on data trends with suggested interventions that address these opportunities.
Outcome measures will include utilization data from health plans and EAP that indicate more outpatient utilization and less inpatient
expenditure. Employee surveys will trend toward better emotional well-being and morale, improved attendance, productivity, retention,
and job satisfaction.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Decrease 9-1-1 Long Wait Times via Augmented Coaching (on-the-job
trainers) Staff

Project Description:

Before working independently, all trainees recieve up to 2 years of on-the-job training with a dedicated coach. This
request seeks funding so all coaches from July 1, 2022 through June 30, 2023 will receive an additional 5% on top of
the 11% premium they currently earn, for all hours worked coaching, totaling 16%. This incentivizes current coaches
to maintain their status and encourage other employees to join the coaching program. Employees who opt to become
coaches during this time period would also receive a total of 16% percent of their base pay to coach.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
[Answer] - Yes, the result of this action would benefit all Multnomah County 9-1-1 callers.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
[Answer] - this incentive will result in additional resources for new trainees to become certified resulting in more dispatchers available to
answer 9-1-1 calls, thereby decreasing wait times.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
[Answer] Incoming calls to 9-1-1 are counted and the wait times are measured. Currently the bureau is not meeting call answering
processing times due to low staffing and a dramatic increase in 9-1-1 calls.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
[Answer] no

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
[Answer] 1.9 Payroll Costs for Public Health, Safety, and Other Public Sector Staff Responding to
COVID-19. Emergency communications dispatchers answer 9-1-1 calls directly associated with attending to 9-1-1 issues.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
It is a one time funding request.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This proposal does not impact the City's goals related to climate and sustainability, however, by ensuring we are appropriately staffed
with certified employees capable of all facets of 911 calltaking, it does lend itself to overall resiliency within the City.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
[Answer] BOEC is facing two challenges at the moment; a staffing level so low that it is difficult to staff 911 operations sufficiently to
effectively answer emergency calls and an increased call volume that is unprecedented. BOEC has a significant number of trainees and
multiple future academies planned to ensure the ability to staff at the necessary level. What we do not have, however, is sufficient
coaches to train new employees so they may work independently. With an additional incentive for employees to coach, BOEC will be
better able to answer calls from the community in a more timely manner.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
[Answer] EC_0032 Total number of Certified Call Takers by Fiscal Year to take
9-1-1/Non-Emergency calls
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NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Anti-Predatory Homeownership Assistance Program

Project Description:

The adoption of the Residential Infill Project (RIP) increased the development potential of single-family homes across
Portland. At the same time, the pandemic has put many low-income homeowners in precarious financial situations
that may result in foreclosures or a quick cash short sale. BPS has heard community concerns that predatory buyers
will take advantage of this situation and homeowners may not realize the full value of their property.
This assistance program will provide materials and workshops to educate homeowners on the increased development
potential from the RIP zoning changes and how those changes affect the value of their home. BPS will translate these
materials into multiple languages and provide grants to community groups to help distribute the information and
conduct community workshops.
In addition, these outreach activities will provide marketing and referrals to other City housing
stability/homeownership preservation programs that provide foreclosure assistance, home repair, weatherization
programs, and utility assistance.
Funding (internal/external)
Cost: $600,000
BPS staff (1.0FTE for 3 years) - $300,000
Internal Materials (direct mail, translation, etc.) - $50,000
External – community grants for education partners - $250,000 (CBO grants for outreach and education)

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes, this program will focus on outreach to low-income homeowners, especially in Qualified Census Tracts that are mostly located in
East Portland (see map).
According to the Census Bureau’s COVID Household Pulse Survey data from October, 2021, 5% of Oregon households are not current on
their rent or mortgage, and half of those households report that eviction or foreclosure is likely in the next two months. 17% of Oregon
households have either missed last month’s rent or mortgage payment or have concerns about paying next month’s rent or mortgage
on time.
The state and federal foreclosure moratoriums, mortgage forbearance programs, and mortgage servicing guidelines have kept
foreclosures artificially low over the past two years. While the recovering economy should prevent a huge increase in defaults, a gradual
increase in foreclosure activity is expected as these programs expire. In the fourth quarter of 2021, nationwide foreclosures increased 23
percent from the previous quarter and 82 percent from a year ago.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Low-income homeowners will benefit from this program by having better access to information on their home values to inform their
decisions about their home ownership during a stressful situation. In addition, low-income homeowners will receive information about
other programs (foreclosure assistance, home repair, weatherization programs, utility assistance) that can contribute to their stability.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Portland has 34,000 low-income homeowners (<80% AMI) of which 24,000 homeowners are cost-burden (>30% of income on housing
costs), which places them at-risk to foreclosure due to lost income during pandemic. (2018 CHAS)
There are approximately 9,800 low-income homeowners in East Portland - which is a greater share of low-income homeowners even
though the homeownership rate in East Portland is same as the citywide rate (54%).
The main performance measures will be maintaining the number of low-income homeowners in East Portland and citywide.
In addition to household income, for the city as a whole, the homeownership rate can be disaggregated by race/ethnicity.
In 2019, 57% of white households owned their homes, whereas on 42% of people of color households were homeowners.
The better offer performance measure will be to maintain those homeownership rates for households of color.
Disaggregated data by other demographic characteristics is limited by data collected as part of the US Census Bureau's American
Communities Survey (ACS).
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
No. The program is focused on providing education and information to stabilize BIPOC and low-income homeowners to prevent them
from falling victim to predatory buyers.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This program can be assigned to the Services to Disproportionately Impacted Communities - Housing Support - Other Housing
Assistance category.
This program will focus on outreach to low-income homeowners, especially in Qualified Census Tracts that are mostly located in East
Portland (see map).
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This program does not create an ongoing need. This program is designed to address a specific risk (predatory buyers) at a specific time
(pandemic harm to household income) when there was a significant change to the development potential to single-family houses
through the expanded housing types (duplex, triplex, quadplex) allowed through the Residential Infill Project. This program will create
information and education materials that could be useful beyond the one-time ARPA allocation, but not trigger the need for continuing
outreach.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The Climate Emergency Declaration has stated that “strategies and programs that prevent involuntary displacement of frontline
communities, businesses, and cultural institutions is a significant climate change mitigation strategy.” Displacement results in increased
vehicle miles traveled as community members seek to maintain their communities, businesses, and cultural institutions rather than stay
or move within the neighborhoods of their choice. The anti-predatory education program is designed to prevent the involuntary
displacement of low-income homeowners, which will help the homeowners stay in their neighborhoods of choice.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This program will increase our bureau's service to low-income households, especially in East Portland by expanding our outreach
activities in the community and strengthening our partnerships with community organizations to distribute the information to priority
populations, especially in East Portland.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the
specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while
outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output Measures
Number of direct mail pieces.
Number of community meetings held.
Number of telephone calls for assistance received.
Outcome measures
Number of low-income homeowners in Portland.
Number of low-income homeowners in East Portland
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Project Title: BPS Smart City PDX ARPA Data Governance Proposal

Project Description:

This decision package funds an ARPA Data Governance Analyst (Limited Term Analyst II) for 2 years to support an enterprise business intelligence and data
visualization pilot service. The focus of this work would be to develop a long-term resource support plan for the BTS data services and BPS data governance
work to transition from a pilot supporting ARPA projects to production systems supporting the enterprise needs of the City of Portland. In addition, the
Decision Package resources will provide critical data governance consulting, structure, and best practices with bureaus whose ARPA data is included in a new
BTS business intelligence/data visualization service pilot.
There is a companion FY 2022-23 Decision Package being submitted by BTS to create an enterprise business intelligence and data visualization pilot service.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing
those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Data governance is the practices and policies set to ensure and maintain data usability, integrity, and privacy within an organization. A foundation of data governance for the
City of Portland supports improved meaningful access to information for communities and collaboration opportunities for organizations. Two needs highlighted by community
organizations in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit.
Community leaders working with people experiencing houselessness, people in recovery, immigrant, refugee, Black, and Latina communities have shared with Smart City PDX
how their community members are refusing necessary services because they are afraid to provide required data. Community members need to understand how their data is
going to be used, where the data lives and who has access to it so they can make informed decisions about participating in City programs and accessing services. Data
governance provides City staff and organizations answers to these questions, tools, and support so trust can be rebuilt with these impacted populations.
This project creates a 2-year Limited Term ARPA Data Governance Analyst (Analyst II) position and partners with the Bureau of Technology Services (BTS) on a new business
intelligence and data visualization system service offering management, analysis, visualization and sharing of data. Data governance requires both technology infrastructure
and analyst support to develop processes to use and access the infrastructure. The analyst position would coordinate with internal stakeholders across the City and external
community partners to develop data governance processes. Incorporating frontline community members into the data governance structure is needed for accountability and
to ensure community priorities of those most impacted are reflected in the City’s data practices and outcomes. Robust data governance and technology structures will
enhance the work of the existing ARPA Data & Reporting Analyst for evaluation of the City of Portland's use of ARPA LFRF. Coordinated, centralized structures will allow
community partners and programs across the City to better understand disparities, connect to other data sets, and improve an array of critical City services for pandemic
response and recovery in the Council Investment Priority Areas. With a data governance practice and the partnership with BTS on a business intelligence and data
visualization service, the investment in a proactive data management and equity strategy for ARPA LFRF projects can be applied to future program coordination and build a
foundation for improving all City services.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a
project's intended impact.
The communities identified in question #1 have experienced trauma with past data collection experiences and have had data used against them. Investing in citywide data
governance practices and policies along with supported technology systems and tools creates an important set of resources for staff to work with communities on new
experiences around data. GARE’s six-part strategic approach to address all levels of institutional change includes being “data-driven” and advises transparent, proactive data
governance, analysis and use to not only become a part of your organization's structure but part of your partnerships with communities.
Through implementation of this proposed project, frontline community members accessing City ARPA project services will better understand why City staff or partners need to
collect data about them, where that data is stored, how data is protected, where data can be accessed, and how it will be used to evaluate a program and make future
decisions. Community organizations working with these populations will better understand the impacts of their work. Through engagement in building data governance
practices, community members will be able to participate in data management and data use focus groups. This participation can facilitate understanding of how community
data experiences and stories are or are not represented in City practices. City and community organization staff can both leverage more robust data sets and analyses to
better understand disparities, design future programs and develop additional grant applications to further serve impacted populations.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

The ARPA Data Governance Analyst position will work closely with the ARPA Data & Equity Strategies Team (led by the BPS Smart City PDX team) and the BPS ARPA Data &
Reporting Analyst to develop new data management systems for ARPA LFRF, evolve data and metadata standards for disaggregation of data, mature data policies and adapt
and extract best practices. Data governance support, and a more comprehensive set of technology tools through a companion BTS package, allow current investments in
proactive data analysis and transparent reporting to go further. The support from this proposal would bring system-wide impacts and new experiences and relationships with
data. Focus groups with community members described in question #1 and with organizations that work with these communities and are implementing LFRF projects could be
used to measure the impacts. Did community members feel like they better understood why they needed to provide data about themselves to receive services? Do they
understand where that data is? Are the tools created for data sharing accessible? Did community organization partners feel like they had new tools to assist their data
collection and understand the impact of their work? Did community members feel like they could make a meaningful difference in how the City approaches data collection
and use of data? Demographics of participants in these discussions and assessments could be disaggregated.
There is also a companion fiscal year 2022/23 budget decision package and ARPA LFRF request being submitted by BTS to create an enterprise business intelligence and data
visualization pilot service, providing capabilities across all City bureaus and with the community.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a
disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

This project in and of itself does not ignore or worsen disparities. However, continuing to not invest in long-standing needs to improve the City of Portland’s collection,
management, analysis, visualization, and sharing of data continues the status quo. The status quo ignores community feedback we have received about on-going disparities
due to lack of information, and meaningful ways to participate in City decisions about data. BIPOC and vulnerable communities for COVID-19 risk are also the same frontline
communities who do not receive equitable benefits of data and technology advancements.
This project is envisioned to provide critical data governance consulting, structure, and best practices with bureaus whose ARPA data is included in a new BTS business
intelligence/data visualization service pilot to enable collection of data and tracking of equity impacts and disparities at an enterprise level. These services and systems must
be built in partnership with impacted communities so they are accountable and community needs are prioritized. The COVID-19 pandemic has only amplified the need for
community partnerships to improve access to service and information.
The intent is to use ARPA LFRF project data as the foundational business case in partnership with the ARPA Data & Equity Strategies team – led by the BPS Smart City PDX
team in partnership with the Office of Management & Finance and the Office of Equity & Human Rights – BTS, and a new citywide Data Governance Committee that will be
staffed by the ARPA Data Governance Analyst position. The analyst will work with community partners to understand how to integrate community leaders into the data
governance structure and processes needed to be responsive to emerging needs. Coordinated citywide data decisions can be made in that structure rather than these
decisions happening within individual project groups or bureaus/offices.
The guidance for authentic engagement, informing impacted communities, and data disaggregation standards laid out in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit and ARPA Data &
Equity Strategies team’s ARPA Data Reporting Standards will be incorporated at the inception of the system. This creates a foundation for more meaningful comparative
analysis of disparities in the future.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure
Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Expenditure Category 7.1, Administrative Expenses. The interim final rule included guidance about how LFRF funds could be used in this eligible use category, including the use
of targeted consumer outreach, improvements to data or technology infrastructure, impact evaluations, and data analysis.
Community members at high risk of COVID-19 are fatigued and have experienced past and current trauma around data collection. To receive various services and participate
in programs for COVID-19 relief and recovery, community members need to provide some level of data about themselves. Community organizations and other types of
partners are often at the front of these data collection efforts to implement projects with the City. This project directly responds to needs expressed through engagement with
community leaders to provide more information on why, how, and where data is being used. This project would allow us to provide community members and partners with
tools and resources on how data is stored, where they can see their data and how it is used. It would also create new pathways for how impacted communities can have a
meaningful impact on the City’s data management and analysis processes.
The investment in an ARPA Data Governance Analyst also addresses the impact of COVID-19 by facilitating analysis and visualization of data needed to evaluate the City of
Portland’s use of $208 million in ARPA funds. It builds on a previous investment and increases the efficiency of ARPA funds already allocated to support the ARPA Data &
Reporting Analyst position by adding dedicated data governance support. Currently, the ARPA Data & Reporting Analyst and support team have added significant design work
to their scope to make sure data analysis and compliance reporting is successful because of a lack in existing data management infrastructure and coordinated, approved best
practices. And the partnership with BTS on a new business intelligence and data visualization system service offering is the initial foundation for better governance,
management, analysis, visualization and sharing of data that would improve an array of critical City services for pandemic response and recovery. The data lessons learned
from this work are an opportunity to turn the $208 million ARPA investment into broad and ongoing improvements to City programs and services.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing
funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding
source to the proposed use.
The 2-year Limited Term ARPA Data Governance Analyst position will support the data governance needs of the ARPA LFRF projects through December of 2024, as a
partnership of BPS with BTS, OMF, and the Office of Equity & Human Rights. Part of the scope of the position is to develop a long-term resource support plan for the BTS data
services and BPS data governance work to transition from a pilot supporting ARPA LFRF projects to production systems supporting the enterprise needs of the City of Portland.
BTS has solicited customer support for and is submitting a decision package in the FY 2022-23 Requested Budget to cover ongoing interagency costs associated with a new
business intelligence/data visualization service, starting with ARPA Project data as the pilot business use case.
In addition, data and equity analysts across the City have expressed the need for consistent data governance and data justice leadership. This includes modern data
guidelines, data standards, and shared tools like a citywide data inventory. Employees who work with data span many job classifications. These staff are participating and
sharing how data governance would improve their jobs through the Data Governance Planning and Analysis Group, Open Data Work Group, Privacy Work Group, and the
Equity & Diversity Data Practitioners Group. This investment would build the initial foundation to improve their access to quality information to inform decisions, allow them
to not recreate the wheel each time they are starting a project with data collection, follow standards so the impact of data across projects can go further, facilitate the work
of their bureau's specific data management processes, mature the organization's culture and relationship with data as public stewards, and facilitate improved collaboration
with communities on data sharing and analysis to rebuild trust.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project in and of itself does not further the City's climate goals. Rather, the project is envisioned to provide foundational data governance and an initial data platform
through which data can be shared to enable better tracking of our progress on addressing the City’s climate goals at an enterprise level.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
From 2019-2021, at the direction of City Council via a Budget Note, BTS contracted with consulting firm Delaris LLC to gather requirements for a citywide data visualization
platform. A key finding from this work revealed that visualization is the easy part – data analysts’ predominant struggle is in finding data, understanding its source, and
“cleaning” it for use.
Building on the work of Delaris and Smart City PDX, BTS and BPS are proposing a new business intelligence and data visualization service to overcome challenges associated
with enabling all city government entities to become more data-driven in their decision-making. The initial effort focuses on building a system to house, share, and facilitate
analysis and visualization of data needed to track ARPA project budgets, outputs, and community outcomes. Through starting with ARPA LFRF project tracking, this project
leverages data gathering and governance work currently in progress with BPS, the Office of Equity and Human Rights, and the Office of Management and Finance’s Bureau of
Revenue & Finance across a broad spectrum of critical City services. The initial set of data standards created as part of the proactive data and equity strategy for round one
ARPA projects are already supporting other City projects and programs. For example, the City’s 311 program will be adapting these for upcoming demographic data collection.
The resulting system, data and data governance practices, including new community partnerships, would be used as the basis for an enterprise service, improving the data
capabilities and decision-making of the City as a whole and thus improving citywide services.
Data governance support from the BPS Smart City PDX Team is foundational to the success of this solution. Data governance is the practices and policies set to ensure and
maintain data usability, integrity, and privacy within an organization. Community priorities also need to be visible in the City’s data practices and outcomes. Meaningful
pathways for impacted communities to participate in the data governance structure and evaluation of accessibility of data are also elements of this work. The Smart City PDX
program is focused on data governance practices and policies that create equitable outcomes for marginalized and underserved community members and that align with the
City of Portland core values of anti-racism, equity, transparency, communication, collaboration, and fiscal responsibility.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome
measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to
communities.
This project essentially supports the ability of all ARPA LFRF projects to track performance and output/outcome measures more effectively by developing policies, practices
and systems for better governance, management, analysis, visualization and sharing of data. This will result in community members and community organizations better
understanding why the City is collecting these data, where data lives, how data is being used, and impacts of their work.
Specific output measures:
-Number and type of engagements with community members on data governance process and structure development disaggregated by race and ethnicity, gender, age,
household income, household size, presence of disability.
-Citywide Data Governance Commi ee Charter created and reviewed by every City bureau/oﬃce along with an open external review period, feedback would be grouped and
tagged to facilitate analysis of qualitative data collected.
-Citywide Data Governance Commi ee holds at least 4 open public regular mee ngs to help receive wider feedback and par cipa on once in implementa on in addi on to
recurring meetings established by charter development.
-Number and type of data workshops to work with community members and community organiza ons on understanding data processes, reviewing shared data and data
analysis products. Participant information may be disaggregated by race and ethnicity, gender, age, household income, household size, presence of disability for individuals
and/or race and ethnicity of staff and board for organization participants.
-Number and type of data sets available in the business intelligence pla orm.
-Number and type of data visualiza ons created disaggregated by requests from City staﬀ and community partners.
Outcome measures:
-Survey of City employees who interact with data pla orm and governance processes to understand how these services and tools impacted their work. Ques ons could
include asking if staff felt more supported and successful in their work, why or why not and additional support they need.
-Survey or interviews of community members involved in data engagement ac vi es and processes to collaborate on data governance structure building to understand how
these processes met the community benefits described in answers 1-3.
-Number of data sets outside of ARPA projects that are ready to be implemented into business intelligence pla orm (because of our clear standards and processes).
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Project Title: Food Cart Recovery and Growth

Project Description:

Food carts and mobile vendors are a key ingredient to downtown’s recovery and long-term vitality and livability, especially for essential workers, immigrants,
and entrepreneurs of color. This Decision Package will support the food cart and mobile vendor industry with strategies, incentives, and code amendments to
support, retain, and buffer against displacement in the Central City and revitalize Portland’s brand as a premier food cart destination and small business
economy. This package will build capacity for food cart owners and deliver multi-pronged approaches to continue business retention and opportunities for
BIPOC business owners

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing
those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Food carts are a model of Portland’s small business economy, downtown and neighborhood vibrancy, and street food scene that attracts residents and tourists alike. They
provide a low barrier of entry for entrepreneurship, resulting in a diversity among vendors, including high percentages of BIPOC- and immigrant-owned operators. In the
Central City, the makeup of food cart owners is more diverse than food carts elsewhere and more financially profitable (Food Cartology: Rethinking Urban Spaces as People
Spaces, Portland State University, 2008). While food carts have been a force of positivity, they are also at high risk of displacement.
Food carts are not formally encouraged or intentionally planned for and current code presents key barriers. Their locations on undeveloped parking lots is a source of
instability, disparately impacting BIPOC and immigrant business owners.
Unfortunately, the economy’s downturn has placed the food carts at greater risk. The global pandemic of 2020 has threatened the livelihood of food cart vendors across
the city, but especially downtown. With students and office workers conducting most or all of their work at home, the lack of people and customers has hit food carts hard
– again, exacerbating conditions for low-wage workers, immigrants, and BIPOC communities. Many food cart owners have reported a substantial loss of profit since the
pandemic due to loss of foot traffic and recent public perceptions of feeling unsafe downtown (Food Cartology 2021: Recovery in Central City, Portland State University,
2021).

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a
project's intended impact.
One of the projects key goals is the following: Build capacity for food cart owners and mobile vendors. Specifically, this project aims to engage immigrant and BIPOC
business owners and workers through the community outreach process and identify and work with them to build the skills, processes, and resources that are needed for
them to survive and adapt. The project will pay them for their time and participation and empower them to co-create the necessary tools they need to retain and grow
their businesses. Engaging with cart owners directly to identify their needs will also ensure that the project can identify and dismantle key barriers and provide
opportunities and solutions, including knowledge of and access to resources, regulatory changes and on-site improvements.
Immigrant and BIPOC food cart owners, vendors, and workers will benefit from this work through strategies, incentives, and potentially code amendments that reduce
regulatory burdens. These tools will support, retain and grow the industry, buffer it against displacement, and proactively integrate food carts into the city’s pandemic
recovery. This work will use a racial equity framework to build organizational capacity, partnering with community organizations that lead with racial equity. The project
will focus on Central City recovery from the effects of the pandemic, building on the Mayor’s Business Success and Job Creation Action Table, food cart working group, the
prior investments and outreach at the Ankeny West food cart pod, and the Portland State University Masters of Urban and Regional Planning thesis work, Food Cartology
2021. While focused in the Central City, the project will engage and support food cart owners and vendors citywide.
Performance measures:
•How many food cart owners and workers were engaged? Examples may include: Quan ty of people, number of carts, diversity of vendors , number of geographic pod
locations)
•How well were vendors engaged? (Examples may include: Track level of sa sfac on, Percentage of repeat interac ons and engagement)
•Are vendors be er oﬀ? (Examples may include: Percentage of vendors that have gained knowledge of resources, informa on, business planning, ﬁnancial assistance, and
job training; Increased number of food carts/pods/vendors; Increased sense of stability for vendors; Number of dollars spent on on-site improvements)

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

By engaging food cart vendors early, staff will be able to identify the types of performance measures that best serve as indicators for project success and will have the ability to measure
early so that progress can be tracked throughout. The following provides a framework of Project Tasks and how performance measures can track impact.
Project Tasks:
•Inventory. Conduct a thorough inventory of currently opera ng mobile vendors including push carts, food carts, and mobile vending units.
If possible, the data collection can be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, gender, and disability. Some of this information may be difficult to obtain with reported data, and communities may
not desire to disclose demographic data on race, ethnicity or immigration status. However, the project can track types of business. Performance measures can include changes in inventory
and stability as measured by years in operation, disaggregated as the data is provided, including increases in the number of employees, vendors, and pod locations.
•Business and community engagement. Iden fy cart operators who will work with the City to iden fy barriers and opportuni es and recommend solu ons.
This work will inform the subsequent tasks of Opportunity Identification and Mapping, Policy and Regulation Review, and Strategies. On-site capital improvements for currently operating
food cart pods may be recommended and implemented by this task. Performance measures that have been identified in the initial project scoping are: Percentage of vendors that have
gained knowledge of resources, information, business planning, financial assistance, and job training; Increased sense of stability for vendors including as main (sole) source of income; and
increased trust between food cart operators and the City. This information will need to be gathered through continued engagement and will require repeated surveys to current vendors to
note changes. Performance measures for on-site capital improvements may include number of or dollars spent, increased customers, increased food cart operator capacity, and increased
accessibility for cart workers and customers, increased satisfaction within the area surrounding the impacted pod(s).
•Opportunity Iden ﬁca on and Mapping. Iden fy desirability criteria for si ng food carts and pods (e.g. adjacency to public restrooms for hand-washing). Create an opportunity map of
potential public and private sites that meet desired criteria and highlight necessary supportive frameworks (e.g. “timed” operations, access to dumping facilities, etc.).
Food carts and vendors can offer food choices at lower price points due to lower overhead costs, and vendors can also offer low-wage job opportunities. Performance measures for this task
can include where opportunity sites are available within all neighborhoods in the Central City and beyond, targeting areas with low-income, high proportions of people of color and low
education attainment. Other measures can include number of sites identified as a safety net if relocation is necessary.
•Policy and Regula on Review. Iden fy current barriers within Portland’s and the Central City’s regulatory process that prevent food carts, trucks, and push carts from opera ng in these
mapped areas.
Currently, food carts are only legally allowed in paved areas designated as legally established parking lots, because food carts are designated as vehicles. Further, recent amendments to the
Central City Plan District established new minimum density requirements on underutilized lots, including surface parking lots, and the creation of new surface parking areas are prohibited.
These
collectively
limit
where existing
food carts
may be located,
while prohibiting
the abilityconsequences
to create new areas
for food
carts
and encouraging
the redevelopment
of those
few areas
4. Willprovisions
the project
ignore or
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or produce
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and
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including people
living
with a

disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

The project recognizes that food cart owners and operators as an industry are represented by high percentages of immigrants and people of color, and the project goal is
to support the industry with strategies, incentives, and code amendments to support, retain, and buffer against displacement. The Inventory task described in Question 3
will seek to collect demographic data, with acknowledgement that it may be difficult to obtain as communities may not desire to disclose information related to race,
ethnicity or immigration status. This Inventory will serve as a framework and base case for collection of data annually through the life of the project to track the project’s
success related to retention and job growth, especially for vulnerable groups. Survey work as part of the Business and Community Engagement task described in Question
3 will also serve as a base case to identify disparities or unintended consequences of the project. On-site improvements recommended and implemented by this project can
prioritize accessibility for workers and customers.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure
Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Category is identified below:
•Respond to the far-reaching public health and nega ve economic impacts of the pandemic, by suppor ng the health of communi es, and helping households, small
businesses, impacted industries, nonprofits, and the public sector recover from economic impacts
Covid-19 has impacted the tourism and hospitality industry and food cart and truck vendors have not escaped these impacts. Early in the pandemic, restaurant closures
and people eating and working from home dramatically impacted the primary income source for this industry. In some situations, brick and mortar businesses resorted to
operating food carts to allow their businesses to remain open, as indoor dining was not an option. Further, social distancing and working from home measures that
Portland has taken, like many cities, has reduced foot traffic downtown at numerous locations where food carts and vendors are located.
As a result, some food carts have permanently closed, while others have significantly reduced their hours of operation, and/or reduced the number of staff hired to support
each food cart. In many cases, food carts are operated fully by a single owner/ employee, limiting the time they have during regular business hours to address
administrative and governmental compliance issues associated with their businesses.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing
funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding
source to the proposed use.
This project proposes a two-year timeline. The project’s goals of building capacity and leadership among food cart owners aims to create a sustained network of
advocates by elevating community organizers and building institutional knowledge about food cart issues. It also aims to provide a framework by removing regulatory
barriers and re-establishing Portland’s commitment to the food cart industry. Further, it will identify sites in the Opportunity Identification and Mapping task described in
Question 3, to serve as a safety net for inventory and shield against food cart displacement as the Central City grows, ensuring the industry’s long-term survival. This
project will also identify how to track progress in the future.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Supporting Complete Communities. Food carts thrive in areas of high foot traffic and density, clustering close to residents, workers, students, and visitors. They directly
support Portland’s goals for complete communities to reduce carbon emissions and lower vehicle miles traveled by providing nearby access to food and services. However,
though they provide multiple benefits to the city, food cart vendors have not historically been engaged with the policymakers. This project will aim to engage directly with
vendors to accelerate investments that benefit their businesses and build well-being and wealth as well as strategies to avoid displacement while meeting Portland’s
climate reduction goals.
Avoiding Involuntary Displacement. This proposal recognizes that the Central City’s food cart pods emerged prominently from the Great Recession and have remained
primarily on vacant parking lots. The parking lot locations offer cart owners few regulations, but also a lingering threat. The carts, much like the lots themselves, are
perceived as an interim use until the “best and highest use” can yield higher returns on the land. These parking lot locations indicate a vulnerability for displacement at the
mercy of market conditions. The most visible and recent example of this vulnerability was the removal of 55 food carts to make way for a multi-story development
between Washington and Alder.
The Climate Emergency Declaration has stated that “strategies and programs that prevent involuntary displacement of frontline communities, businesses, and cultural
institutions is a significant climate change mitigation strategy.” Displacement results in increased vehicle miles traveled as community members seek to maintain their
communities, businesses, and cultural institutions rather than stay or move within the neighborhoods of their choice.
Lowering Health risks. Parking lot locations are the worst heat islands in the Central City. The food cart owners and workers, a high percentage of whom represent Black,
Indigenous, and people of color and immigrants, have limited access to air conditioning, air purification systems, or insulated carts that keep out the heat, smoke, or other
toxins.
This project’s Opportunity Identification and Mapping task outlined in Question 3, engage vendors and the TAG to identify desired characteristics for food cart pods. These
desired characteristics can mitigate against the types of harsh conditions that food carts have depended on to survive, such as locations with access to tree canopy,
locations adjacent to parks and open spaces, and locations buffered from freeways. During the Policy and Regulation Review Task, the project can identify current barriers
that prevent vendors from operating in locations other than vacant parking lots. The project aims to propose code and regulatory amendments to reduce these barriers so
that vendors are at less risk for displacement while reorienting them towards locations with better air quality and shade.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.

Over the next 20 years, the Central City is projected to gain approximately 38,000 new households (a roughly 160-percent increase) and about 51,000 new jobs (a roughly
40-percent increase). The Central City 2035 Plan (CC2035) and Comprehensive Plan detail City Council’s vision for supporting commercial affordability, entrepreneurship
and business innovation.
Besides building capacity for food cart owners, a major key deliverable for this project is to Deliver multi-pronged approaches that allow continued business retention and
opportunities, centering immigrant- and BIPOC- owned mobile units. Facilitating coordination among City bureaus to review policies and current regulations regarding
land use, public and private property, economic development, and the relationship between parks and rights-of-way and adjacent businesses is a key role that the Bureau
of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) can serve while centering equity. Identifying regulatory barriers to mobile vendors in the Central City will take a coordinated effort
toward creative solutions. Working with food cart vendors and City staff on a list of desired criteria, BPS staff will center the voices of BIPOC and immigrant owners and
workers in the solutions generated and help move the City towards the goals in Portland’s Comprehensive Plan and CC2035.
Council-adopted guiding policies include:
Comprehensive Plan, Policy 4.9 Transi onal urbanism. Encourage temporary ac vi es and structures in places that are transi oning to urban areas to promote job
creation, entrepreneurship, active streets, and human interaction.
Comprehensive Plan, Policy 6.9 Small business development. Facilitate the success and growth of small businesses and coordinate plans and investments with programs
that provide technical and financial assistance to promote sustainable operating practices.
Comprehensive Plan, Policy 6.30 Disparity reduc on. Encourage investment in, and alignment of, public eﬀorts to reduce racial, ethnic, and disability-related dispari es in
income and employment opportunity.
Central City 2035 Plan, Policy 1.7 Entrepreneurship and business innova on. Strengthen the Central City as a loca on for job crea on by addressing development issues
that affect businesses and supporting economic development strategies and programs that facilitate economic growth in the Central City.
Central City 2035 Plan, Policy 1.11 Commercial aﬀordability. Support eﬀorts to make the Central City a compe ve loca on for development and business loca on and
operation.
The result of this project will be a list of potential code amendments, incentives, and/or other tools to support, retain, and encourage food carts and mobile vending units
within the Central City that support these policies. If Zoning Code amendments are recommended, this process will include a legislative effort that involves public outreach
and hearings before the Portland Planning and Sustainability Commission and City Council, and potentially the Landmarks and Design Commissions.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome
measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to
communities.
The Food Cart Recovery and Growth project has two major goals:
1.Build capacity (engagement, outreach and educa on) for food cart owners and
2.Deliver mul -pronged approaches to allow con nued business reten on and new opportuni es for BIPOC business owners
Output and outcome measures listed below are organized by Project Task.
•Inventory
Output Measures, collected through license data and on-the-ground counting:
oMap of and inventory list (year one) of currently opera ng mobile vendors, including push carts, food carts, and mobile vending units, disaggregated (as far as possible)
by race and ethnicity, gender, age, number of workers, type of business, years in operation
oUpdated map and inventory list 12 months later (year two) and 24 months later (year three) to track changes
Outcome Measures, an update of data previously collected for notice of trends
oChanges in inventory and stability as measured by years in opera on, disaggregated as the data is provided, including increases in the number of employees, vendors,
and pod locations
•Business and Community Engagement
Output Measures, developed as scope of work for CBO:
oCommunity-based organiza on (CBO) enlisted for vendor community engagement
oCommunity Engagement Plan created by CBO and reviewed by BPS and Food Cart Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
oNumber and type of mee ngs or interac ons with vendors
oNumber of vendors engaged, disaggregated (as far as possible) by race and ethnicity, gender, age, number of workers, type of business, years in opera on, loca on of
unit
oNumber of on-site capital improvements made
oIden fy City-barriers, informed by food cart vendors directly.
Outcome Measures, collected via survey

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: BPS Solid Waste Management Fund Revenue Assistance

Project Description:

BPS requests funding to make up for reduced funding from the Commercial Tonnage fee due to reduced commercial
activity because of COVID-19-related public health restrictions and other pandemic impacts. These funds will prevent
program reductions and reducing the amount of fee increases needed. The funding shortfall has resulted in temporary
suspension of important programs related to public trash can deployment as well as resources for small business and
multi-family properties.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
This project will support funding for the city's waste collection program. A key priority of this program is implementation of our Waste
Equity Workplan, a set of actions developed in collaboration with a diverse set of stakeholders aimed at increasing equity and diversity in
Portland’s waste collection system. Through this work the Bureau is committed to growing the number of women and minority owned
companies recieving waste related contracts with the city.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The Waste Collections program is prioritizing working with black, indigineous, and people of color communities, supporting women and
minority owned businesses, and improving services to multifamily properties. These communities will benefit with additional city
contracts for waste hauling, assistance with recycling and composting services at their businesses, and improved waste and recycling
services at multifamily properties.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
We can measure improvements to multifamily waste collection services, the support we provide to businesses, and the amount of
contracts awarded to COBID-certified firms. These measures can be disaggregated as needed.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
As mentioned above our work will be guided by our Waste Equity Work Plan to ensure it does not ignore or worsen existing dispairities or
produce unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
For the provision of government services, to the extent of the reduction in revenue of such recipient due to the COVID-19 public health
emergency, relative to revenues collected in the most recent full fiscal year of the recipient prior to the emergency

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This proposal does not require ongoing expenses or create new service for an ongoing need.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project will provide funding to support the city's waste collection efforts that help to meet the city's climate goals. This includes
reducing food waste, supporting reuse, repair, and share of materials, and promoting and supporting recycling efforts.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Providing funding to support the city's waste collection program will ensure that constituents receive excellent customer service when
requesting assistance with waste collection issues within the city. Additionally, funding to support the public trash can program will
ensure that program continues to operate effectively.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Number of organizations trained / supported in meeting or exceeding sustainability requirements. Number of multifamily units provided
with waste reduction education. Cumulative dollar amount of contracts awarded to D/M/W/ESB/SDVBE firms that support waste
collection services. Percent of residents satisfied or very satisfied with waste collection services.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Unite Oregon Climate Resilience Hub

Project Description:

Unite Oregon, with BPS support, seeks to create a climate resilience hub that will transform Unite headquarters, centrally located in East Portland at 1390 SE 122nd Avenue, into a
center with a small business incubator, workforce training center, childcare center, and community space that offers social service programs such as childcare, housing, youth
development, and leadership and emergency resource navigation. The resiliency center would serve East Portland, which is the most diverse part of Portland, in times of emergency
and would serve community members in the event of climate threats, such as excessive heat or wildfire smoke.
This project builds on a 2021 community summit which brought together over 260 people, with nine languages spoken, to define community needs and goals. The project is at the
intersection of climate, economic, social, and racial justice practices.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the
COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, the project is prioritizing those most affected by COVID, and will serve immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other underserved communities. The proposal will create a Climate Resilience Hub in
central East Portland, located at 1390 SE 122nd Avenue, which is within a HUD identified Qualified Census Tract. East Portland, with just under 160,000 people, is the largest and most diverse
planning district in Portland. The 2020 population includes over 45% people of color, with Black, Asian and Latino residents composing roughly 38% of that total. BIPOC community groups
experience health and economic disparities, and are therefore being overburdened by the immediate and long-term impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
East Portland has a median income that is over 25% lower than Portland overall. In 2017, median income in East Portland was $46,357, compared to a citywide average of $63,032. In 2017, with
6,722 families in poverty, East Portland was home to over half of Portland’s total families in poverty. Employment data indicates that low and middle-low wage workers in East Portland suffered
greater job losses than higher income workers during 2020, and the area had a loss of roughly 4,000 of these types of jobs. In 2017, 22% of the adult population over 25 in East Portland held a
college degree, compared to roughly 50% citywide. And according to ACS data for 2019, just over 10% of the population did not speak English well or at all. Finally, a recent analysis by BPS found
that East Portland residents were at significant risk for housing displacement and also impacted by higher rates of COVID infection than other parts of Portland.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a project's intended
impact.
The Unite Oregon Climate Resilience Hub would serve East Portland and provide services to immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other underserved communities as well as lower income households. It would fill a need
in the community by providing community-based social services for a diverse, low-income population, in an area with many immigrant and refugee households and where multiple different languages are spoken.
The resilience hub will serve community members in the event of climate threats, such as excessive heat, power outages, or wildfire smoke. It will also serve as a small business incubator, workforce training
center, child care center, and community space. It will offer social service programs such as child care, youth development, and leadership in addition to resource navigation for underserved community members.
Communities that are isolated and excluded from resources due to digital, linguistic, and cultural barriers to accessing resources will be connected to much needed and emergency resources through a trusted
community partner.
The resilience hub addresses COVID-related impacts in East Portland, and among immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other underserved communities. East Portland residents suffered the highest COVID infection rates
in the city. Among other social services, this resilience hub can serve as vaccination clinic or testing facility, and center for distribution of COVID care kits. East Portland also suffered higher unemployment, as much
of the population is in the low to middle-low wage category which sustained the greatest COVID-related job losses. The resilience hub will serve as resource center for job training and employment referrals that
address this issue. Small businesses in East Portland were also substantially impacted by COVID-related closures, etc. The resilience hub will address this need by offering technical assistance to small businesses
focusing on underserved communities.
Ultimately, the services provided at the resilience hub are intended to result in less unemployment, fewer people in housing crisis, more stable small businesses, and fewer health impacts due to COVID and climate
threats, among immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other underserved communities in East Portland.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender,
disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Impacted communities will be better off because the resilience hub will provide a central location for social services that are intended to specifically assist immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other
underserved communities. It will remove language, cultural and other barriers to economic, housing, and climate-response services. Unite Oregon will operate the climate resilience hub and has
methods for, and experience in, collecting demographic data for the community members they serve. Data will be collected from individuals served by the resilience hub at point of contact. At a
broader scale, BPS will continue to monitor and analyze community demographics and other types of data in East Portland to assess progress toward community health, safety and
prosperity/economic goals.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability, national origin,
and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

The proposed project will not ignore or worsen, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities. Rather, it is intended to address existing disparities in East
Portland which has a greater share of BIPOC and low income households (see #1). Unite Oregon and BPS will continue to track demographic data for community members receiving services to
ensure that intended communities benefit from the services provided at the climate resilience hub. To achieve this, Unite will solicit feedback from impacted communities at all stages of the project
planning and implementation process.
Moreover, this project will combat the displacement of underserved communities by providing services that stabilize communities, and by making specific investments in an area that has both
received those impacted by displacement, and is also vulnerable itself to displacement pressures. The resilience hub and support services prioritize stabilization of communities at risk, and will
include measures to ensure that benefits that may accrue as a result of this investment do not increase displacement pressure on surrounding neighborhoods.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this
proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This proposal falls within the Negative Economic Impacts expenditure category. It provides aid to a nonprofit organization for construction of a climate resilience hub in East Portland that will
provide social services such as a small business incubator and workforce training center, childcare center, and resource navigation for housing, as well as other services and resources such as
COVID-19 tests and equipment. It will also serve the community during increasingly frequent climate events such as excessive heat, ice storms or wildfire smoke.
The resilience hub will be developed by Unite Oregon, a non-profit organization that is focused on serving underrepresented communities, including people of color, immigrants and refugees, and
people experiencing poverty. The services provided at the proposed resilience hub will help address the negative impacts of COVID-19 in East Portland such as unemployment, small business
closures, need for childcare, and housing instability. The services provided at the resilience hub will serve disproportionately impacted communities in East Portland by providing resources and
support for business education/assistance, healthy childhood environments, housing support and other social determinates of health benefits.
Most census tracts in the East Portland community were affected to a greater degree than others within Portland by COVID-19 infections, potentially exacerbating existing disparities. East
Portland has a high percentage of BIPOC community members (over 45%), as well as a significantly lower median income, and a greater proportion of low and middle-low wage jobs - many of
which may be frontline workers - than Portland overall. As a result, the community has suffered economic impacts due to small business and employment losses caused by the pandemic. Many
impacted underserved community members may also lack capacity to seek resources that may assist them. The resilience hub is intended to provide resource navigation for social and other
services that will benefit these underserved communities most impacted by the pandemic. The childcare services and referrals provided at the resilience hub may also help promote healthy
childhood environments by addressing this need for working parents with children.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing funding source after the
one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.

The climate resilience hub will be operated by Unite Oregon, a non-profit community organization with alternate or ongoing resources and funding opportunities. The resilience hub itself is
partially funded as a result of recent land and building acquisition. Unite Oregon also has pending financial commitments from other public sources (Multnomah County) and private sources
(financial and banking institutions; corporate sponsors) to supplement the City of Portland request.
Additional financial resources for Unite Oregon programs include: Federal ARPA funds; the BRIDGES program in partnership with Mercy Corps NW; support from the Oregon Department of
Housing and Community Services and the Portland Housing Bureau.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
In recent years, Portland has begun to experience the effects of climate change more profoundly. The effects of climate change disproportionately fall on communities who are least able to
prepare for and recover from heat waves, poor air quality, wildfires, flooding, and other impacts. In 2021, heat in excess of 110 degrees impacted the city for several days. This fatal heatwave
killed 64 community members. Wildfire smoke also impacted the city significantly in 2020 and 2021. East Portlanders were deeply impacted by the Southern Oregon wildfires of 2020. The Air
Quality Index (AQI) registered as high at 509 and stayed at 200+ (unhealthy) levels for eight days, resulting in a 29% increase in asthma-like Emergency Department visits in the region.
The effects of excessive heat may be more severe in East Portland, a part of the city that lacks urban street tree canopy and has a high percentage of paved areas (roadways, parking lots, etc.). The
climate resiliency hub furthers the city’s climate goals by locating a center to address the impacts of heat, smoke and other climate impacts in a centralized location that is accessible to the
communities it serves by transit, walking and bicycling, thus reducing reliance on auto travel. The proposal includes construction of solar panels as part of the project, which reduce reliance on
external energy sources and reduce emissions associated with energy production.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
The Unite Oregon Climate Resilience Hub is a BPS partnership with a community organization designed to help fulfill the BPS mission in East Portland. It would provide ongoing opportunity to address climate
resilience and provide associated social services to underserved communities in East Portland, as identified through BPS-sponsored community engagement efforts. This includes a Community Summit in 2021,
conducted by Unite Oregon. The Summit brought together over 260 individuals, speaking nine languages, to articulate the needs and desires of the community. A center such as the Climate Resilience Hub was
identified as a high priority by many groups, as were the range of social services and resource networking that will be provided at the resilience hub.
The proposal will serve BIPOC constituents in East Portland and further the mission of the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS) which is to “take action to shape the future of Portland and advance climate
protection for a more prosperous, healthy, equitable and resilient city.”
The Climate Resilience Hub would support the BPS Values in the following ways:
●Racial Jus ce: The resilience hub will focus services on assis ng immigrant, Refugee, BIPOC and other underserved communi es.
●Community Centered: The resilience hub is a product and investment that is a result of a meaningful and inclusive community-led eﬀorts.
●Resilient Systems: The resilience hub, in providing a centralized hub for community services, takes a holis c approach and will address the needs of people, environment, and economy.
●Innova on: The resilience hub oﬀers an innova ve and centralized approach to connect underserved communi es to needed health, climate, and social service resources.
●Credibility: The resilience hub is a result of work with a community based organiza on that assessed needs based on lived experience, and responses to science-based issues such as extreme climate events
impacting the community.
●Outcome Driven: The resilience hub responds to an iden ﬁed community need with measurable outcomes. As an ongoing resource, Unite Oregon has the ability to shi services if outcomes are not met.
●Service Excellence: The resilience hub, and associated social services, respond to the needs of community as iden ﬁed through BPS-sponsored planning and outreach ac vi es.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures you propose to
track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

Output Measures:
●Planning and construc on of Climate Resilience Hub in 2022-2024
●Number of community members served at the Climate Resilience Hub (with info by: race, gender, ethnicity, income)
●Number of housing referrals (to PHB or other housing resources in the community)
●Childcare enrollment/par cipa on (at the resilience hub and referrals to other resources)
●Small business awards (dollars awarded; number of clients served)
●Climate impact tools distributed (fans, AC, kits, respirators)
●COVID/Health impact tools distributed (masks, test kits )
Outcome Measures:
●Open the Climate Resilience Hub by December 31, 2024
●Employment levels in East Portland (by income and race if possible)
●Increase in housing stability (measured by decrease in houseless; school enrollment data)
●Increase in number of BIPOC small businesses
●Reduc on in climate-related illnesses/death
●Reduc on in COVID cases within BIPOC community in East Portland

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Bonding and Technical Assistance Program
This request is for $185,000 in General Fund resources and $1,000,000 in Federal ARPA program dollars to create a new Bonding Assistance Program. The GF resources will create a 1.0 FTE
Analyst II that serves as the program manager to develop the program and execute a contract for bond program education and technical services to disadvantaged, small and minority firms.
The cost of this technical assistance contract is estimated to be $300,000, and $700,000 for the loan and surety bonding components. The program manager will design and implement a
program to provide direct assistance to firms and the collateral needed for the City to support partial performance and payment bonds required of the construction contractors participating
in the program. Consultant services include assessing projects and contractors, recommending strategies for project delivery, providing ongoing contractor support and monitoring of their
work to project completion, and potentially processing collateral documents. This program is a complex new line of business for the City that requires program development, oversight,
program administration, and compliance.
The ARPA funds will serve two purposes: fund the revolving loan fund and the technical assistance services for the bonding assistance program. The program qualifies for ARPA funds because
this program is a direct response to the negative economic impact from COVID 19 by providing small business economic assistance and focuses on communities most impacted by the COVID
pandemic, the economic recession, and resulting market constriction. Additionally, this program aligns with the Council Priorities of Economic Stabilization and Recovery and the City’s Values.
Project Description:

Finance and surety services have often been out of reach for businesses owned by Black, Indigenous, and other people of color and women. These firms are often small businesses that need
technical assistance and programmatic support. The City’s suffered from the economic impacts of the pandemic creating more hurdles for populations that have been denied access to surety
services. Without access to these services, firms face an uphill challenge to win contracts with the City of Portland One of the tools to address these challenges faced by small businesses that
faced challenges accessing finance and surety services is a bonding assistance program designed to help small contractors obtain bid, payment, and performance bonds and increase bonding
capacity. Access to technical assistance, bonding support, short-term financing, and capacity development is a proven investment with compounding returns for the local economy.
Bonding Assistance Programs with contractor development support increase the competitiveness of minority firms, , create the potential for lower contracting costs, and enable greater
equitable participation. This proposal includes staff to establish and manage the program and the funds necessary for program start-up.
This request funds the start-up phase of a new Bonding Assistance Program that utilizes an aligned risk management strategy to increase contractors' capacity and participation in municipal
projects as subcontractors and prime contractors. This highly technical business line includes education and technical assistance, bonding, and working capital support.

By providing small businesses education and technical assistance to grow their firms, this program will build on the lessons learned from the Prime Contractor Development Program, investing
in the skills and support small businesses need to compete for and win City contracts. The program will expand the pool of contractors in the program, rightsizing the program to meet the
skills of our developing contractors.
The heart of the program is the surety bond component which can be satisfied by an insurance policy or a letter of credit from a financial institution. Many small businesses lack the capacity to
meet the requirements to contract with the City. Having access to a surety bond or letter of credit allows smaller firms to bid and ensures that the City's interests are protected if the
contractor does not perform the contracted work.
We know that small businesses need access to working capital to grow. BRFS seeks American Rescue Plan Act funds to develop a revolving loan fund. This funding source will allow the City to
remain in compliance with State and local budget law and provide more flexibility on the part of the City to create tools that benefit contractors. Many small businesses cannot bid on City
contracts because the turnaround time from invoicing to receiving payment from municipal contracts is too long, and the documentation required for payment is labor-intensive. Contractors
in the Bonding Assistance Program will use these funds to pay their subcontractors and other expenses such as payroll. Historically, smaller Black, Indigenous and other people of color owned
firms have not had access to lines of credit or reserves to float between progress payments. These businesses have been significantly impacted by the recession and economic downturn. Their
communities have been devastated by COVID and they need technical assistance to make them competitive in the recovery.
For this program to succeed, the start-up phase will require program development and management, industry research, oversight and development, and management of a procurement
process and contractor selection. Additionally, the program will need funding for working capital. This program will complement reforms to the Prime Contractor Development Program to
grow the pool of contractors in the program and actualize the program's goals to diversify the pipeline of contractors available to bid on and win City contracts.Finance and surety services
have often been out of reach for businesses owned by Black, Indigenous, and other people of color and women. These firms are often small businesses that need technical assistance and
programmatic support. The City’s suffered from the economic impacts of the pandemic creating more hurdles for populations that have been denied access to surety services. Without access
to these services, firms face an uphill challenge to win contracts with the City of Portland One of the tools to address these challenges faced by small businesses that faced challenges
accessing finance and surety services is a bonding assistance program designed to help small contractors obtain bid, payment, and performance bonds and increase bonding capacity. Access
to technical assistance, bonding support, short-term financing, and capacity development is a proven investment with compounding returns for the local economy.

Bonding Assistance Programs with contractor development support increase the competitiveness of minority firms, , create the potential for lower contracting costs, and enable greater
equitable participation. This proposal includes staff to establish and manage the program and the funds necessary for program start-up.
This request funds the start-up phase of a new Bonding Assistance Program that utilizes an aligned risk management strategy to increase contractors' capacity and participation in municipal
projects as subcontractors and prime contractors. This highly technical business line includes education and technical assistance, bonding, and working capital support.
By providing small businesses education and technical assistance to grow their firms, this program will build on the lessons learned from the Prime Contractor Development Program, investing
in the skills and support small businesses need to compete for and win City contracts. The program will expand the pool of contractors in the program, rightsizing the program to meet the
skills of our developing contractors.
The heart of the program is the surety bond component which can be satisfied by an insurance policy or a letter of credit from a financial institution. Many small businesses lack the capacity to
meet the requirements to contract with the City. Having access to a surety bond or letter of credit allows smaller firms to bid and ensures that the City's interests are protected if the
contractor does not perform the contracted work.
We know that small businesses need access to working capital to grow. BRFS seeks American Rescue Plan Act funds to develop a revolving loan fund. This funding source will allow the City to
remain in compliance with State and local budget law and provide more flexibility on the part of the City to create tools that benefit contractors. Many small businesses cannot bid on City
contracts because the turnaround time from invoicing to receiving payment from municipal contracts is too long, and the documentation required for payment is labor-intensive. Contractors
in the Bonding Assistance Program will use these funds to pay their subcontractors and other expenses such as payroll. Historically, smaller Black, Indigenous and other people of color owned
firms have not had access to lines of credit or reserves to float between progress payments. These businesses have been significantly impacted by the recession and economic downturn. Their
communities have been devastated by COVID and they need technical assistance to make them competitive in the recovery.
For this program to succeed, the start-up phase will require program development and management, industry research, oversight and development, and management of a procurement
process and contractor selection. Additionally, the program will need funding for working capital. This program will complement reforms to the Prime Contractor Development Program to
grow the pool of contractors in the program and actualize the program's goals to diversify the pipeline of contractors available to bid on and win City contracts.

Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the
COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

This program does prioritize those most impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic as spelled out in the toolkit. The communities receiving benefits under this proposal will predominantly be local BIPOC
communities, as the target beneficiaries of this program are BIPOC-owned small businesses and their workforce.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.

The intended impact is to grow wealth and prosperity in local BIPOC communities by supporting and providing resources to local BIPOC-owned firms in order to assist them in overcoming institutional
barriers to securing bonds and lines of credit needed to bid on, win, manage, and work on public contracts.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender,
disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

One measure of community well-being is financial stability and living wage jobs. Strong BIPOC-owned businesses contribute to financial stability in BIPOC communities. This project, as described elsewhere,
aims to increase the financial stability of BIPOC-owned small businesses through financial assistance and business technical assistance. We anticipate no challenges to disaggregating data by
race/ethnicity, gender, or geograhic location. We do not currently collect data on disability or income. However, the challenge to collecting that information in the future is low.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or
gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

We do not anticipate negative impacts or unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and
list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Eligible Use: Responding to the public health and negative economic impacts of the pandemic.
COVID-19 Impact: One systemic challenge BIPOC-owned small businesses face is having less working capital than white-owned businesses. Amongst many other impacts, this limits these businesses'
ability to secure lines of credit, bonds and insurance that are necessary to compete for, win and manage public contracts. 1 The COVID-19 pandemic disproportionately impacted BIPOC-owned businesses
in many ways, with one well-documented impact being reductions in cash reserves. 2 This reduction in working capital exacerbated the pre-existing disparity which only increased the existing challenges
faced by BIPOC-owned firms to compete for, win and manage public contracts.
Proposed Response: This project will ultimately increase wealth in BIPOC communities by supporting the growth and stability of BIPOC-owned businesses and BIPOC workers. More specifically, this
project will accomplish this by reducing barriers that relate to the disproportionately smaller cash reserves BIPOC-owned businesses have on hand, which limits their ability to compete for, win and manage
public contracts. This project will reduce these barriers by (1) creating a revolving loan fund; (2) offering collateral to support performance and payment bonds; (3) offering small businesses education and
technical assistance. Reduction in the aforementioned barriers will promote success of BIPOC-owned firms in public contracting, thereby improving the financial standing of these dispoportionately
impacted firms and growing wealth in BIPOC communities.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing funding source after the onetime ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.

This proposal does require ongoing funding. $700k of the ARPA request is one-time and will establish the revolving loan fund. The balance of $300k ARPA requested supports the business ongoing
technical assistance and support functions. Presuming program success, BRFS anticipates requesting future ongoing funding to support this program.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
We do not anticipate that this project will have direct positive or negative impacts on the City's climate goals.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project responds to both general and specific demands of BIPOC businesses and communities. Generally, BIPOC communities have implored the City to address the region's stark economic racial
disparities. Specifically, BIPOC businesses have asked the City to invest resources in a bonding and technical assistance programs as described herein. These demands have been made by many of our
community advisers, including the Fair Contracting Forum, the Community Equity & Inclusion Committee and the National Association of Minority Contractors - Oregon Chapter.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track
and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

- # BIPOC-owned firms receiving technical assistance support [OUTPUT]
- % of BIPOC-owned firms reporting they won work as a result of the technical assistance [OUTCOME]
- # of BIPOC-owned firms receiving financial support (i.e., bonding, lines of credit, etc) [OUTPUT]
- % of BIPOC-owned firms reporting they won work as a result of benefiting from financial support [OUTCOME]
- % of BIPOC-owned firms in program that bid on City project [OUTCOME]
- # of hours worked by BIPOCs on contracts won as a result of the technical assistance. [OUTPUT]
- # of hours worked by BIPOCs on contracts won as a result of the financial support. [OUTPUT]
- total wages and benefits paid to BIPOC workers on contracts won as a result of the technical assistance [OUTCOME]
- total wages and benefits paid to BIPOC workers on contracts won as a result of the financial assistance [OUTCOME]
- # of BIPOC households who earned living wage jobs (above the federal poverty level) [OUTCOME]

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Construction Contract Support

Project Description:

This request is for $2,000,000 in ARPA Phase II funding for the Procurement Design & Construction team providing contracts support to the major infrastructure bureaus of the City.
The City has realized the impacts of COVID in reduced current and forecasted construction activity. The varying magnitude of COVID impacts to contract activity has introduced
severe volatility to service charges that this request looks to address, providing financial relief in the form of interagency charge reductions to all infrastructure bureaus. This request
will address Federal ARPA eligibility guidelines for the provision of government services, per § 35.6 Eligible uses. (d) Providing government services of the US Treasury guidance and
enable the continued service continuity of public construction investment in water, sewer and other infrastructure projects.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by
the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

This program does prioritize the most impacted by COVID-19 pandemic as described in the toolkit, in that the underlying assumption is that City capital improvement projects implemented by
infrastructure bureaus drive both direct and indirect benefits to target beneficiaries described in the toolkit. Furthermore, City construction projects have rigorous subcontracting and workforce
equity requirements that hold prime and subcontractors accountable for utilization of BIPOC- and woman-owned businesses and workers. Construction contract activity is down, one reason
being the underlying revenue is down, impacted by COVID-19. Each dollar invested in this proposal is a dollar that both supports the effective implementation of program contracts, but also
redirects bureau resources to infrastructure project expenditure, outcomes, workforce benefits and community benefits.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a project's intended
impact.
The intended outcome of this proposal in addressing revenue loss that has resulted in a decrease in construction activity due in large part to the to the financial impacts of COVID-19. This
investment will sustain construction contract supports in the short term and allow infrastructure bureaus to redirect funds that would otherwise be paid to overhead support to construction and
infrastructure activity. To sustain, or potentially increase activity by backfilling revenue loss, would capitalize on City programs to invest in BIPOC communities throughout the contracting
process.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income,
gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

While this proposal intends to address revenue loss and therefore result in faster if not increased infrastructure contract supports and outcomes, measurement of outcomes would be challenging
and likely measured by the actual infrastructure bureau capital contract activity above baseline estimates. Also assumed in this proposal, is that investments by the infrastructure bureaus
prioritize City service during this pandemic to the most acute need, i.e. transportation and streets projects, water and sanitary system service and community parks assets that most benefit the
pandemic impacted community.
Procurement Division does have estimated contract activity in the current fiscal year as a baseline, and may potentially acquire estiamtes for FY 2022-23 using esisting systems and processes to
compare pre-pose award impacts. Engaging this enhanced data collection and reporting would be key in measuring impact. Capital Improvement Projects, and the construction contracts should
in some measure contain data that would allow for disaggregating data.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability, national
origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

We do not anticipate negative impacts or unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this
proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

This project is eligible per § 35.6 Eligible uses. (d) Providing government services, and enables the continued service continuity of public construction investment in water, sewer and other
infrastructure projects in § 35.6 Eligible uses. (e) Making necessary investments in water, sewer, and other infrastructure investments.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing funding source after
the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.

This request does not require ongoing resources. This request is a one-time bridge to address the current and acute impacts of COVID-19 on contract activity of the infrastructure bureaus, and to
provide one year of financial relieft in the form of a reduction in interagency charges.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
We do not anticipate that this project will have direct positive or negative impacts on the City's climate goals.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Procurement Division is requesting these ARPA eligible resources on behalf of the infrastructure bureaus to address the impacts of COVID-19 impacts, purposed to allow bureaus to redirect
resources to construction projects as well as continue to receive construction contract service enabling the outcomes to COVID-19 impacted communities, as well as BIPOC firms.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures you propose
to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

# Number of construction contracts exectuted above initial plan, therefore additional investment in City infrastructure (Output)
$ Amount of investment in infrastructure contracts above initial plan. (Output)

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: BTS Business Intelligence - ARPA Project Tracking

Project Description:

ARPA LFRF: BTS BI and DV system build

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the
COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

This project proposes to fund one-time costs associated with developing a Business Intelligence (BI) and Data Visualization (DV) technology platform to house, share, and facilitate analysis and
visualization of data needed to track the City’s investments of American Rescue Plan (ARPA) Local Fiscal Recovery Funds (LFRF) and resultant community outcomes. The resulting system and resident
data would then be used as the basis for continuing to build out an enterprise service, leveraging needs analysis and study by consulting firm Delaris LLC as part of their Data Visualization Assessment,
the experience of the Bureau of Technology Services’ (BTS’s) Corporate GIS program, and the work of Smart City PDX. This project leverages data gathering and governance work currently in progress
with the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability (BPS), the Office of Equity and Human Rights (OEHR), and the Bureau of Revenue & Financial Services (BRFS) across a broad spectrum of critical City
services. Through focusing on project/outcome tracking of ARPA LFRF investments, this system will incorporate data needed to more broadly assess outcomes across City Council’s shared priority areas:
Community Safety, Economic Stabilization & Recovery, Houselessness Crisis, and Livability.

In partnership, BPS is submitting proposal creating a 2-year Limited Term ARPA Data Governance Analyst (Analyst II) position. Data governance is the practices and policies set to ensure and maintain
data usability, integrity, and privacy within an organization. A foundation of data governance for the City of Portland supports improved meaningful access to information for communities and
collaboration opportunities for organizations. Data governance requires both technology infrastructure and analyst support to develop processes to use and access the infrastructure. The analyst position
would coordinate with internal stakeholders across the City and external community partners to develop data governance processes. Incorporating frontline community members into the data
governance structure is needed for accountability and to ensure community priorities of those most impacted are reflected in the City’s data practices and outcomes. This will improve our understanding
of the needs of those most impacted by COVID-19, allow for better evaluation of the City of Portland’s use of ARPA LFRF funds, improve an array of critical City services for pandemic response and
recovery, including those addressing the Mayor and City Council’s shared priority areas. The data governance practices and policies developed for ARPA, and the partnership with BTS on a pilot business
intelligence and data visualization service, build a foundation for improving all City services.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.

Investing in a BI and DV technology platform, paired with data governance practices and policies, creates an important set of resources for staff to work with communities on new experiences around
data. GARE’s six-part strategic approach to address all levels of institutional change includes being “data-driven” and advises transparent, proactive data analysis and use to not only become a part of
your organization's structure but part of your partnerships with communities. This is not possible at the enterprise level with the current fragmented nature of technology and data governance in the City
– wherein some bureaus have made investments, other have no resources or experience to do so, and data is housed in silos.

Through implementation of this proposed project, along with the BPS-proposed ARPA Data Governance Analyst, frontline community members accessing City ARPA project services will better understand
why City staff or partners need to collect data about them, where that data is stored, how data is protected, where data can be accessed, and how it will be used to evaluate a program and make future
decisions. City and community organization staff can both leverage more robust data sets and analyses to better understand disparities.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender,
disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

The design of the proposed BI and DV platform, in partnership with the ARPA Data Governance Analyst position proposed by BPS will result in new data management systems for ARPA LFRF, will evolve
data and metadata standards for disaggregation of data, will mature data policies, and will design in best practices. Data governance support and a more comprehensive set of technology tools allow
current investments in proactive data analysis and transparent reporting to go further. The support of this proposal would bring system-wide impacts and new experiences and relationships with
data. Demographics of participants in these discussions and assessments could be disaggregated to assess outcomes around which communities are “better off” due to ARPA LFRF investment and,
ultimately, across other City programs. Again, the fragmented nature of technology and data ownership in the City today means this is not possible at the enterprise level.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability, national origin,
and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

We do not anticipate negative impacts or unintended consequences for BIPOC or other vulnerable communities as a result of this effort. This project in and of itself does not ignore or worsen disparities.
Rather, the project is envisioned to provide a foundational platform through which data can be shared to enable tracking of community outcomes at an enterprise level. The intent is to use ARPA LFRF
Project tracking data as the foundational business case in partnership with the ARPA Data & Equity Strategies team and a new citywide Data Governance Committee. By incorporating the data
disaggregation standards laid out in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit, as well as other data governance established via authentic community engagement by a new Citywide Data Governance Committee
convened by the ARPA Data Governance Analyst proposed separately by BPS, a foundation is laid for more meaningful comparative analysis of disparities than we can currently achieve – both for ARPA
LFRF projects and in the future.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal,
and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Expenditure Category (EC) 7.1, Administrative Expenses. The interim final rule included guidance about how LFRF funds could be used in this eligible use category, including the use of targeted consumer
outreach, improvements to data or technology infrastructure, impact evaluations, and data analysis.

The proposed investment in technology facilitates analysis and visualization of data needed to evaluate the City of Portland’s use of $208 million in ARPA funds. Currently, the ARPA Data & Reporting
Analyst and support team have added significant design work to their scope to make sure data analysis and compliance reporting is successful because of a lack of existing data management
infrastructure and coordinated, approved best practices in the City. The proposed partnership between BTS and BPS on a new business intelligence and data visualization platform with strong data
governance is the initial foundation for better governance, management, analysis, visualization and sharing of data that would improve an array of critical City services for pandemic response and
recovery. The data lessons learned from this work are an opportunity to turn the $208 million ARPA investment into broad and ongoing improvements to City programs and services.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing funding source after the onetime ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.

BTS has solicited customer support for and is submitting a decision package in the FY 2022-23 Requested Budget to cover ongoing interagency costs associated with this proposed new business
intelligence/data visualization service, starting ARPA Project Tracking Data as the pilot business use case. Estimated ongoing costs for a business intelligence/data visualization service include $412,800
in interagency funding for the ongoing support and maintenance of the technologies required to run, maintain, and support the technology service. Based on consultant-generated cost estimates, BTS is
estimating up to $400K per year in direct system subscription costs for access to tools. This would be charged directly to bureaus on a per-user software as a service subscription model. This $400k is not
part of the ongoing ask but is being communicated to customers as part of the overall package cost for full transparency.
In addition, data and equity analysts across the City have expressed the need for consistent data governance and data justice leadership. This includes modern data guidelines, data standards, and
shared tools like a citywide data inventory. Employees who work with data span many job classifications. These staff are participating and sharing how data governance would improve their jobs through
the Data Governance Planning and Analysis Group, Open Data Work Group, Privacy Work Group, and the Equity & Diversity Data Practitioners Group. This investment, in concert with BPS’s proposed
ARPA Data Governance Analyst, would build the initial foundation to improve their access to quality information to inform decisions, allow them to not recreate the wheel each time they are starting a
project with data collection, follow standards so impact of data across projects can go further, facilitate the work of their bureau's specific data management processes, mature the organization's
culture and relationship with data as public stewards, and facilitate improved collaboration with communities on data sharing and analysis to rebuild trust.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project in and of itself does not further the City's climate goals. Rather, the project is envisioned to provide foundational data governance and an initial data platform through which data can be
shared to enable better future tracking of our progress on addressing the City’s climate goals at an enterprise level.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.

Business intelligence and data visualization capabilities have been an identified customer need for several years. In FY 2019-20, at the direction of City Council via a Budget Note, BTS contracted with
consulting firm Delaris LLC to conduct a Data Visualization Assessment, including gathering requirements for a data visualization platform. In conducting the analysis, Delaris engaged with 87
participants from 23 bureaus and found, among other things, that analysts' predominant struggle is in finding data, understanding its source, and "cleaning" it for use. Building on the work of Delaris, the
experience of BTS’s Corporate GIS program, and the work of Smart City PDX, BTS and BPS propose a Business Intelligence (BI) and Data Visualization (DV) service with an initial focus on building a system
to house, share, and facilitate analysis and visualization of data needed to track ARPA LFRF project budgets and community outcomes. This project leverages data gathering and governance work
currently in progress with BPS, OEHR, and BRFS across a broad spectrum of critical City services. The resulting system and resident data would then be used as the basis for continuing to build out an
enterprise service which, in the longer-term, is intended to overcome challenges associated with:

-Providing enterprise data governance policy and best practice, designed in to an enterprise system at its inception, and leveraging authentic community and bureau engagement.
-Enabling ALL city government entities to become more data-driven in their decision-making.
-Enabling BI and DV capabilities with community partners and organizations.
-Providing BI and DV capabilities to bureaus that lack resources and internal subject matter expertise.
-Protecting existing BI & DV investments already made by bureaus and develop centralized systems and support to realize full business value of these investments.
-Enabling bureaus that have not made an investment due to lack of resources to take advantage of BI & DV.
-Making the same data available to the entire enterprise uniformly without the duplication of data and future investments.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track
and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

This project, in combination with the BPS proposal for an ARPA Data Governance Analyst, essentially supports the ability of all ARPA LFRF projects to more effectively track performance and
output/outcome measures by developing policies, practices and systems for better governance, management, analysis, visualization and sharing of data. This will result in community members and
community organizations better understanding why the City is collecting these data, where data lives, how data is being used, and impacts of their work.
Output Measures
-Number and type of data sets available in the business intelligence platform
-Number of users with access to the business intelligence and data visualization platform
-Number and type of data visualizations created disaggregated by requests from City staff and community partners
-Number and type of engagements with community members on data governance process and structure development disaggregated by race and ethnicity, gender, age, household income, household
size, presence of disability
-Citywide Data Governance Committee Charter created and reviewed by every City bureau/office along with an open external review period, feedback would be grouped and tagged to facilitate analysis
of qualitative data collected
-Citywide Data Governance Committee holds at least 4 open public regular meetings to help receive wider feedback and participation once in implementation in addition to recurring
meetings established by charter development
-Number and type of data workshops to work with community members and community organizations on understanding data processes, reviewing shared data and data analysis
products. Participant information may be disaggregated by race and ethnicity, gender, age, household income, household size, presence of disability for individuals and/or race and ethnicity of staff and
board for organization participants.
Outcome Measures
-Number of data sets outside of ARPA projects that are ready to be implemented into business intelligence platform (because of our clear standards and processes).
-Survey of City employees who interact with data platform and governance processes to understand how these services and tools impacted their work. Questions could include asking if staff felt more
supported and successful in their work, why or why not and additional support they need
-Survey or interviews of community members involved in data engagement activities and processes to collaborate on data governance structure building to understand how these processes met the
community benefits described in answers 1-3.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Hearings Office Revenue Loss

Project Description:

This request is for $50,000 ARPA LFRF one-time funds to backfill Hearings Office revenues impacted by COVID which caused a reduction in
tow appeal hearing activity. We believe that COVID19 pandemic related factors are the cause of the Hearings Office experiencing a
decrease in the level of tow appeal hearing requests. Factors include less commuters and fewer tow enforcement/infractions have resulted
in fewer tow appeals which we believe may return to historic activity levels after COVID19.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this
program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no,
describe why.
Yes, our dispute resolution process removes barriers to receiving a “day in court”. We do not charge fees to the public for tow appeal hearings. We provide
all of our hearings online via zoom to keep people safe during COVID19 (especially highly vulnerable populations). Charging fees would have a disparate
impact on historically marginalized communities and low-income communities. To the extent the City uses a complaint driven system of enforcement in
deciding which vehicles to tow, this complaint driven system is criticized by some for negatively impacting certain minority communities as gentrification
moves into lower income areas of the City. City Council authorizes administrative appeals in City Code to create value for both the public and the City
through increased transparency and accountability. A cost-effective venue for disputes to be aired reduces the need for them to be litigated in court or the
media, which are alternatives that often reinforce perceptions that government cannot be trusted to treat people fairly. The City Hearings Office improves
trust in government by providing an impartial venue in which disputes can be aired and decided by an independent legal officer. It often is the only avenue
for residents or property owners to contest a City action that affects them. Decisions rendered by Hearings Officers may also point out areas that need City
Council or management attention.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting
measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Our program provides residents with due process to contest city enforcement actions. The City Hearings Office improves trust in government by providing
an impartial venue in which disputes can be aired and decided by an independent legal officer. This concept is known as procedural legitimacy. We provide
a quasi-judicial evidentiary hearing. The parties are able to submit evidence, ask questions of city witnesses, and argue their case to an independent
hearings officer. This is a very small office with a very limited budget. We cannot survive wild fluctuations in our case numbers because the interagency
agreements with the bureaus to support this program are tied to case numbers. But our largest costs are all stable: office lease, case management system
hosting and licensing, and bare minimum staffing. If the program is shut down because it is inadequately funded this will have negative impacts. Our
model for success is interested in measuring the parties’ satisfaction with the process. This concept is known as procedural legitimacy. The outcomes of
the cases are the result of findings of fact, being applied to the law, and often are zero sum (one winner and one loser). So we do not measure satisfaction
with the outcome but satisfaction with the process. For example, did they feel the hearings officer was neutral and independent? Did they feel that the
hearings officer waited to decide the case after hearing all the evidence and argument? Did they get a full and fair opportunity to participate (ask
questions, make arguments, submit evidence)? We tried sending parties surveys after the decisions were issued but this resulted in too few responses to
make any reasonable conclusions about this goal. The negative impacts would be similar if the courts shut down because of budget constraints. The
balance of powers (executive, legislative, and judicial) would be unchecked and the public would be deprived of their due process.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these
measures.
We are interested in surveying the members of the public that use our serives. In our survey pilot we received so few responses that no meaningful
conclusions could be drawn. This challenge has resulted in an overhaul of the pilot survey process that is currently under development. The survey does
include disaggregated information becuase the survye did ask people to identify race/ethnicity and geographic location.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including
people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences,
or denial of benefits.
We do not anticipate negative impacts or unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an
eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of
COVID-19.
This project is eligible per § 35.6 Eligible uses. (d) Providing government services.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify
another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs
implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This request does not require ongoing resources. This request is a one-time bridge to address the current and acute impacts of COVID-19 on hearings
services to ensure the service continuity provided by the City Hearings Office.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
We do not anticipate that this project will have direct positive or negative impacts on the City's climate goals.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This request will ensure hearings service continuity to both the public and City bureaus. The Hearings Office is funded through a mix of general funds and
interagency agreements to provide quasi-judicial administrative hearings to City bureaus and members of the public. The Hearings Office is minimally
staffed with two FTE Hearings Officer positions and two FTE Hearings Office Clerks. Specifically, the Chief Hearings Officer and a Hearings Officer position
currently split between two permanent part-time employees. In the same way the federal government's transparency and accountability would suffer if
the court sytem was closed due to budgetary issues, the closure of the Hearings Office program would deprive the community of a meaningful oppotunity
to be heard before a neutral decision maker. Due to barriers with accessing a court and a judge (attorneys, fees, complicated rules, delays in jury
trials/hearings) our hearing may often be the only dispute resolution process available to comunities without financial resources to hire attorneys and
litigate the issues in a court.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output
and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to
measure program impacts to communities.
We currently track the number of appeal requests received, the outcome of the case, and whether we met all associated deadlines becuase "justice
delayed is justice denied." For example, a person who cannot afford to get their car out of the tow storage yard has the right to hearing and decision
within 72-hours of the request for a hearing. This short turn around time priortizes the folks in the community that cannot easily afford the hundreds of
dollars to get the car out and every day storage costs increase the bill. After 30 days these vehicles can be sold at auction. The disruption to communities
with lower financial resources are the hardest hit. We havea very good track record of meeting deadlines with only a few exceptoins in the past several
years. We will contiue to track this data. In addition, the Hearings Office seeks to improve racial equity in services. Our pilot survey project was designed
to collect demographic information from community members who access the Office’s services and then to identify barriers to accessing this form of due
process. The Hearings Office implemented a survey for participants to complete in March 2020. The number of responses is very low. We believe we will
have more success in the coming year as we return to normal (post-pandemic). Public access to file a request for a hearing is already improved through
the implementation of an electronic case management system, which allows community members to file requests and documents online. We charge no
fees for an appeal hearing to remove the barrier for those with less financial means. And we are currently providing a remote participation option to
ensure we meet COVID19 safety protocols (avoding large gatherings in person).

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: CAO Facilities Change Management (DP:13183)

Project Description:

Updated communication and change management materials, such as facility signage, building information,
employee outreach materials, related to COVID-19 Health and Safety practices is needed based on new
requirements and expected future increase in people in City facilities – both remote employees returning to
worksites and the public. This meets the criteria as follows: Federal Eligibility: Other COVID-19 Public Health
Expenses (including Communications, Enforcement, Isolation/Quarantine) and City Round 2 criteria: The proposal
will improve the quality of work for City employees.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. The project includes facility signage, building information, and change management tools to provide health and safety information
to those working and visiting City facilities, particularly with the anticipation of increased access to City faciltiies by employees and the
public, who may not have experienced physical access to City facilities since 2020 and may not be familiar with the facilities and the
changing health and safety information. The intent, per the Equity Toolkit, is to provide information regarding facility entry expectations,
requirements such as face coverings and physical distancing, and general COVID-19 education in simple language, multiple languages
and in formats and platforms that facilitate meaningful access. This includes physical signage and information as well as web-based
informationon portlandoregon.gov.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Communicating the health and safety requirements, including how to access city facilities, supports the City's ability to increase access to
City facilities to employees and the public. Since March 2020 only 40% of City staff have been consistenlty inside city facilities, and public
access to facilities has been limited to by appointement only. As such, not everyone, employees and the public, are familiar with the
what the health and safety requirements are to enter City facilities - these materials will provide that information. While many city
services are available on-line, not everyone has access to technology. As such, increasing access to City facilities allows the City to provide
services to community, and in particular to those communiteis who cannot access servcies remotely and need in-person access. .
Facilities signage, building information, and change management materials conveys information to the public and to employees to
ensure all access City facillities understand what is expected to rovides materials needed to increase access City facilites.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Communities will benefit with the option to access City services in person, an option that has been by appointment only in many facilities,
and in some facilities not at all, since March 2020. This benefit can be measured by the number of facilities with increased access for
employees (the City has over 150 facilities where employees reported to work pre-March 2020) and the number of facilities wiht
increased access for the community. These measures can be disaggregated by geographical location.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
Communicating the health and safety requirements, including how to access city facilities, support the City's ablity to increase access to
City facilities to employees and the public. While many city are available on-line, not everyone has access technology. Health and safety
requirements, at this time, are likely to include, but are not limited to, the wearing of face coverings, signing in for contact tracing, and
the taking of a self-assessment health survey to assess if an individual should come into a city facility. Unintended consequences could
include individuals reluctant to follow these requirements not being able to access City services in person in a city facility.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Federal Eligibility: Other COVID-19 Public Health Expenses (including Communications, Enforcement, Isolation/Quarantine). A specific
impact of COVID-19 has been restricted access to City facilities - for employees and for the public. This proposal supports increased
access to facilities, and service, by communicating information on how to access city facilities and the health and safety procedures
required to do so.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This proposal will not require ongoing expenses and does not create a new service for an ongoing need.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The proposed project furthers the City's climate goals by providing a citywide standard for facilities health and safety signage, building
information, and change management materials. This avoids 26 bureaus creating disparate requirements and increasing consumption of
materials with duplicative or contradictory materials.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Communities will benefit with the option to access City services in person, an option that has been by appointment only in many facilities,
and in some facilities not at all, since March 2020.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
This benefit can be measured by the number of facilities with increased access for employees (the City has over 150 facilities where
employees reported to work pre-March 2020) and the number of facilities wiht increased access for the community. These measures can
be disaggregated by geographical location.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: CAO Ventilation Upgrades (DP:13184)

Project Description:

All City facilities are meeting Oregon OSHA ventilation maintenance and evaluation requirements. Recommended
ventilation improvements include MERV13 filters and/or air purifiers, depending on the type, age, and existing HVAC
system of each facility. This analysis would provide a high-level overview of which City facilities can implement
MERV13 filters and which facilities can’t and recommend alternatives, such as air purifiers, for those facilities that
can’t. Based on the Ventilation Upgrades Analysis, implement MERV13 filters and/or recommended alternatives in
City-owned facilities, prioritized based on cost, level of increase in ventilation, and level of improvement to quality of
work for City employees across all types of facilities. This meets the criteria as follows: Federal Eligibility: COVID-19
Mitigation and Prevention and Public Health - Capital Investments of Physical Plant Changes to Public Facilities that
respond to the COVID-19 public health emergency and City Round 2 criteria: The proposal will improve the quality of
work for City employees.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
In addition to meeting Oregon OSHA's COVID-19 Workplace ventilation maintenance and evaluation requirements, the proposal to
analyze the feasibility of implementing additional ventilation recommendations in City facilities adds another level of exposure
mitigation for everyone working and visiting city facilities, and in particular, the CDC-identified High Risk Populations as identified in the
COVID-19 Equity Toolkit.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The CDC recommends a layered approach to reduce exposures to the virus that causes COVID-19. This approach includes multiple
strategies to reduce the spread of disease and lower the risk of exposure including physical distancing, wearing face masks, hand hygiene,
vaccinations, and ventilation improvements. Analyzing and implementing CDC recommendations, in addition to the OR OSHA ventilation
requirements the City has already implemented, will provide an additional layer to lowering the risk to City employees and the public
when in City facilities.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
This additional layer of mitigation will benefit these communities by lowering the risk of exposure. The implementation of ventilation
recommendations, alternatives, and/or communicating why a City facility can't implement recommendations can be disaggregated by
geographic location of City facilities.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The implementation of the ventilation recommendations is facility specific; with the ability to implement MERV13 filters dependent on the
age of the facility, the specific facility HVAC system, the building use and configuration. Given a high proportion of City facilities are older
than 20 -30 years, the project analysis may highlight existing disparities based on the age and location of City facilities that are unable to
implement ventilation recommendations.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
This project falls under the COVID-19 Mitigation and Prevention (where ventilation improvements are called out) and Public Health Capital Investments of Physical Plant Changes to Public Facilities (which includes adaptations to public buildings to implement COVID-19
mitigation tactics). The project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19 by exploring, and providing where feasible, best
practices in ventilation in public buildings. The CDC recommends ventilation improvements, where feasible, as a COVID-19 mitigation
tactic.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This proposal requests funds for analysis and to fund the installation of filters and recommended alternatives in City facilities. Until the
completion of the analysis, it will not be known the number of filters, or alternatives needed. If the need exceeds the requested $1.0M, a
collaborative process across all facility-owning bureaus will be developed to prioritize the filters, or alternatives; with the implementation,
and cost, of any remaining filters or alternatives being the responsibility at the facility-owning bureau's discretion.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Increasing ventilation options for City facilities furthers the City's climate goals by, where feasible, utilizing more efficient air filters and
increasing outdoor air into buildings. It is important to note, however, meeting OR OSHA ventilation requirements, as well as
implementing CDC recommendations, may also require running HVAC systems for more hours in the day, or increasing the number of
times a system is flushed; facility managers will need to balance building efficiencies with health and safety requirements for the duration
of the pandemic.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Six bureaus, including OMF, own City facilities where existing ventilation systems would be analyzed. With this project, OMF is able to
provide the analysis and support citywide in lieu of each bureau needing to initiate and implement their own analysis.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the
specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while
outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
The proposal will track which City facilities, based on age, HVAC system, configuration etc. are able to implement additional ventilation
recommendations and for those facilities that can't - why not and suggest alternatives.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: 3.Contribution to AYCO Dream Center 8,000SF Community Center

This request of $700,000 is a one-time request that provides funding to purchase a property to develop the Dream Center for Eastern African Communities. The
proposed Dream Center will provide essential programs, support East Africa communities and expand their services to spur economic development without
displacement and provide protective factors to prevent systemic inequities. This proposal directly correlates with the Community Safety Division’s goal of
providing upstream investments and wraparound services to a vulnerable group in our community – ultimately contributing to a reduction in the need public
safety response.

Project Description:

Our Somali communities continue to find themselves institutionally underserved and increasingly involved in crime and gang activity. This community is plagued
with hate and bias crimes, gang violence, sexual assault and harassment, and increased domestic violence – especially women who perceptibly practice Islam.
The Somali community has demonstrated a need as victims of crime and violence and culturally specific services to address gang violence do not currently exist in
Multnomah County. AYCO has served and will continue to serve and expand their services to the Somali community. The AYCO Montavilla Neighborhood
Community Center is a hub for immigrants and refugees of the Pan-African Diaspora and communities of color to feel a sense of community. The current center
provides a variety of programs that assist the newcomers from East Africa to transition to the United States with important daily life activities-such as seeking
assistance with reading mail, understanding forms from school and doctors, communicating with landlords, immigration offices, employers, teachers, law
enforcement, benefit offices, and so many U.S. institutions that are unfamiliar and often unfriendly toward those with limited English. In addition, they provide
english second language classes, host parent engagement seminars that promote understanding of school expectations, the needs of their children, and
strengthening the capacity for adaptation while also reflecting important cultural identities; also, AYCO hosts information meetings to facilitate important
information related to law enforcement, school expectations, healthcare, rights and responsibilities, etc. These meetings are viewed as a two-way exchange of
information as well as cultural implications, strengths and challenges of the immigrant communities.
During crises like Portland's Heat Dome and the COVID19 pandemic, AYCO provided a critical role supporting their community. Since the beginning of the COVID
pandemic, AYCO's facility was utilized to educate their community members of the virus, distribution of personal protection equipment, administration of the
vaccination and testing. Furthermore, the facility was the hub to distribute resources and continue to provide the critical support to get their community through
the pandemic with rental assistance, utilities assistance, and gift cards for food.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those
most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, data analysis conducted by the City of Portland concludes that COVID-19 and gun violence have both disproportionately impacted black, indigenous, and people of color
communities. The proposed AYCO Dream Center will provide services directly to African immigrant communities, specifically the East African Immigrants who are underserved
and lack the resources to thrive due to language barriers, poverty, access to technology, race and religion discrimination, and difficulty transitioning to life in the United States.
Furthermore, due to immigration policies that prioritize resettling families that have one or more children with a disability, there is also disproportionate number of youth who
have a visible and/or invisible disability in this community.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a
project's intended impact.
AYCO has taken on a leadership role, working together with community partners to provide for the community’s needs--from youth academic support, mentorship,
environmental education, and leadership development to translation services and community dialogue, victim advocacy, health and disability support, small business support,
emergency assistance, wrap-around support, and more. AYCO’s UPLIFT program bridges the gap between students, parents, and schools to offer East African families culturallyspecific support and mentoring to successfully navigate the educational system. AYCO makes a point of partnering with local schools as well as justice departments to match
mentors with youth who are most at-risk, including recently immigrated refugee youth struggling to adjust to life in the U.S., youth with disabilities, and youth involved in the
justice system. Portland has seen a huge increase in the number of homicides and gang related shootings in the last several years. During the pandemic, AYCO learned that not
only are there over 120 Somali youth affiliated with the YCU gang, but also numerous gun violence victims in the community, as well as an increase in the number of youth
needing substance abuse and mental health services. AYCO was able to obtain multi-year funding from the Department of Justice in order to provide compassionate, responsive,
culturally-specific services dedicated to survivors of intimate partner, gang, domestic, and hate violence to minimize the impact of crime on victims’ lives. They are also working
on establishing the first Somali domestic violence hotline in Oregon as well as expanding programming to include Youth Violence Prevention advocates to work with at-risk
youth and provide the additional support that they need to inhibit gang involvement and violent activity via positive engagement and mentorship. As primarily a prevention
program, the work will be focused on positively engaging youth in academic, cultural, and extracurricular settings, providing wrap-around support (including mental health,
disability, emergency assistance, personal/economic development, etc.), and engaging with schools on a higher level to advocate for system change/address disproportionate
disciplinary measures in order to decrease likelihood of engagement with gangs, violence, and guns.
AYCO's Community Engagement team works hard to inform, prepare, and provide for community members during these complicated times via integration support for families
guided by the community, reflecting the immediate concerns, reality, and existing capacity. Family support is rooted in shared experience and community building. The BRIDGE
Health & Disability and Community Engagement departments work together to provide health clinics (including COVID vaccine clinics), healthcare assistance, and referral for
community members, with additional services focused on serving those who experience disability. AYCO also hosts community meetings to provide a two-way exchange of
information and cultural implications, strengths, and challenges of immigrant communities. For example, they recently partnered with Mohamed Sharif of OHA to offer a
bilingual, virtual information session for community members focused on disseminating information about the Omicron variant. Pre-COVID, they hosted regular Community &
Chai Dialogues covering diverse topics and welcoming newcomers to the community as well a Wadajir (Unity) Event led by Youth Ambassadors focused on mental health and
substance abuse. In the Wadajir event, which gathered over 200 community members, more than 60% of attendees felt they needed to increase their awareness of community
issues and more than 50% reported not knowing where to access mental health and substance abuse resources. Most notably, the community identified a need for collective
care, self-care, and the creation of safe spaces. AYCO's BRIDGE Health & Disabilities program, girls leadership programs, and victims assistance/violence prevention
programming
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race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.
All of AYCO's programming has been developed in response to the needs of the community and to improve their social determinants of health, providing crucial support systems
that are difficult to access. By using both qualitative and quantitative program and participant intake, tracking, and assessments - AYCO is able to demonstrate the positive
impact of many of these services via several channels including: student academic engagement and success, increased cultural awareness and support in schools, increased
parent/family self-sufficiency, ability to navigate systems and meet basic needs, decrease of stressors in the home, and increased presence of East African adults and mentors in
schools and other settings. The pandemic has been especially hard on this community, with people losing their jobs and many households without a source of income. AYCO's
rental and other emergency assistance services (utilities, groceries, personal care items, etc.) have become all the more crucial. Community Engagement activities and outcomes
are largely measured by households served, services provided, and dollars spent. All of these measures can be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or
geographic location. AYCO is in the process of transitioning intake and tracking data to an online system in order to better facilitate this process. Part of this upgrade (funded
through Portland Clean Energy Fund) also includes the development of internal program outcome assessments and evaluations, as the data currently collected is largely generic
and focused on output data.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a
disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
While AYCO and its services do not ignore or worsen existing disparities, it should be noted that their displacement as an organization from their current location creates
hardship for the organization and its constituents by making it difficult to find an appropriate space conveniently located within the heart of the East African immigrant
community. The space being considered for the new Dream Center is not as conveniently located for community members and will be more difficult for many to travel to. Having
foreseen this unfortunate situation, AYCO's Community Engagement team will work with community partners/organization 's via in-kind spaces to hold certain events and
gatherings, such as health clinics and other support services, more conveniently located to better serve constituents. AYCO also has two vans to ease transportation barriers for
youth and families. Once the organization has moved to its new location, surveys will be conducted within the community to take note of any other unintended consequences.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure
Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

AYCO's services are eligible for the following Federal Expenditure Categories: Public Health, Negative Economic Impacts, and Services to Disproportionately Impacted
Communities. AYCO's programs and services directly responding to the impact of COVID-19 include, but are not limited to: vaccination clinics; bilingual community information
sessions regarding the virus, variants, and safety protocols; rental and other emergency assistance for community members that have lost their jobs during the pandemics
and/or have COVID positive households; helping youth stay on track in school and facilitating communication with families; etc. The current facility is utilized for COVID testing,
vaccine administration, and culturally appropriate education seminars relating to COVID. The proposed Dream Center will continue to be the community's hub for COVID
related testing, vaccination and education.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing
funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to
the proposed use.
A one-time request for ARPA funds will be utilized to purchase the property for AYCO's new Dream Center as part of their capital campaign. This is a one-time expense; building
maintenance and organization/program sustainability in the future will continue to be managed via AYCO's development department as in the past.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
AYCO will seek to leverage funds from the Portland Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund to help finance energy efficient improvement for the new Dream Center to reduce
energy consumption of the facility while reducing overall carbon footprint.
AYCO also currently offers environmental education and leadership programming through their UPLIFT Youth & Education Services department and have submitted a proposal
to PCEF in order to further grow these efforts to include youth green workforce development training. Majority of AYCO staff and constituents, have an intimate understanding
of how climate crisis disproportionately impacts non-western countries. In Somalia, two thirds of the population live in rural areas and make a living from farming and livestock.
This livelihood has been made nearly impossible by the extreme weather, now being called a climate emergency, with the lives of thousands of Somalis under threat. Many of
the members of our Portland community have fled these conditions and/or have family members still suffering under them while their lives in Portland itself lack access to the
outdoors and connection to the land. What was once an essential part of life for many is now largely non-existent. For the younger generations growing up in the city,
opportunities to engage in real world environmental issues are few and far between. In partnership with entities such as Gray Family Foundation, Metro, Leach Botanical
Garden, Johnson Creek Watershed Council, Zenger Farm, and others, former UPLIFT participant and current department lead Nuradin Abdirahman has led AYCO's environmental
education program to date. The program is focused on environmental education, outdoor recreation, leadership education, and watershed stewardship. This programming
follows the 4-phase WISE model in which youth-led initiatives and community change occurs when youth witness, investigate, select, and educate. This program is strong in
connecting youth to nature (witness); having youth participate in stewardship projects and environmental literacy programming (investigate); and prepare youth to lead
community outreach and education activities (educate). The addition of Youth Green Workforce Development will strengthen career discovery, training, mentoring, and
apprenticeship (solve). Altogether, this programming centers the Pan-African experience and connects youth to AYCO's mission to acknowledge the past (displacement as
environmental migrants), engage in the present (climate crisis and environmental injustice), and work for a better future (advocacy, workforce development, and leadership).

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
AYCO is determined to be an enduring community hub for immigrants of the Pan-African Diaspora. They have worked hard to grow and strengthen our organization. Since
establishing a development department in late 2018, AYCO’s has more than tripled their budget, services, and numbers served. They are well poised to lead in community care,
leadership, and unity for Portland’s East African immigrant and refugee community while connecting them to the larger Portland community.
AYCO's current facility served over 300 youth through the UPLIFT program, over 400 families via Community Engagement rent and other emergency assistance, over 100

9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome
measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to
communities.
Output Measures:
UPLIFT Youth & Education Services: total students served (disaggregates by race/ethnicity, gender, grade, household income, disability, location, etc.) and which services they
participated in (academic tutoring, environmental education, afterschool activities, etc.)
BRIDGE Health & Disability Services: participants served and type of service received (disaggregates as listed above)
Community Engagement: client and household information (disaggregates as above), dollars spent by service (rental, utilities, and other emergency assistance), PPE + groceries
for COVID positive households, etc.
Victims of Crime: client and household information (disaggregates as above), types of victimization, services received (information/referral, advocacy/accompaniment, safety
services, housing/shelter, etc.)

Outcome Measures:
This is a crucial time for AYCO as an organization. Demand for services is high while capacity is limited and the organization's pending displacement looms ahead at the end of
2022. AYCO's community members deserve the same protections and resources as any other community--the same peace of mind that they can go somewhere safe and be
understood, respected, and assisted. AYCO and its community remain resilient as ever and continue to push forward in spite of all obstacles, where the goal is to improve the
social determinants of health and make for an East African immigrant and refugee community that is not merely surviving, but thriving!
AYCO has been limited in reporting mostly output measures / generic data in the past years. With the support of Portland Clean Energy Fund, AYCO is currently in the process of
developing an online database to not only better track data, but also develop comprehensive outcome assessments/evaluations. In 2022 and beyond, AYCO will be able to
demonstrate the positive impact/outcomes of all of its services utilizing both quantitative and qualitative methods as described in previous questions, including but not limited
to the following:
Youth-focused services, including academics as well as gang/violence prevention (via positive engagement): increased student academic engagement and success, increased
cultural awareness and support in schools, increased student concentration in school, decreased criminal/gan-related/violence activities, etc.
For Community Engagement services, outcome measures will be measured via community survey responses on the impact of services received, such as: increased parent/family
self-sufficiency, empowerment to navigate systems and meet basic needs, decrease of stressors in the home, etc.
Victims of Crime & Violence Prevention: client surveys on effectiveness and impact of services, such as: needs met, empowerment/ability to navigate systems, feelings of safety
and support, etc.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Community Safety Plan Pilot & Community Safety Crisis Response Fund

Description: There are two separate but related request in this proposal for a total of $3 million. A Bureau of Planning and Sustainability analysis of our city
neighborhoods reveals a connection between firearm violence and COVID-19 and shows that our Black, Indigenous, Latinx and Pacific Islanders communities are
disproportionately impacted by both epidemics. Social and economic disparities such as limited access to economic opportunities, social support, and food and
housing insecurities, put communities at high risk for COVID-19 and firearm violence. The Community Safety Plan includes community driven strategies such as
strengthening anti-violence social norms, violence interruption programs, mentorship that engages and supports our youth, and mitigating financial stress through
programs such as rent and income support. These are evidence-based interventions that have shown to reduce violence while building resilience in communities.

Project Description:

This ARPA proposal is requesting $2 million to support the work of a collaborative partnership of the Division of Community Safety, OHSU/PSU School of Public Health,
the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability, community members and organizations to pilot the implementation of these interventions in two high-risk neighborhoods
and evaluate effectiveness. This request directly ties into one of the Community Safety Transition Division’s goals and objectives: by addressing the root cause of
violence, we anticipate a reduction in the need for emergency services in proposed pilot neighborhoods.
Furthermore, there is a strong case that COVID-19 rates are associated with a decline in community safety in Portland – this is most evident with our gun violence
crisis. There is also a strong case that small, emerging, community-based organizations are best positioned to address these crises as these organizations embody
lived experience, credibility, and local knowledge about the problems their communities face. However, the city has difficulty quickly allocating funds to small
organizations to address urgent issues. $1 million of project funding would be awarded to a high-capacity organization who has the ability to quickly issue small
grants to address urgent community safety crises as they arise. The ideal organization would have connections to local groups who have a good pulse on local crises
in the area. The fund would be designed to receive contributions from the County and private donors to augment City dollars. The Community Safety Division is talking
with Multnomah County to gauge their interest in partnering through this program, This proposal correlates with the Community Safety Division goal of building
resiliency within communities to reduce the need for public safety response.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those
most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes.
A Bureau of Planning and Sustainability analysis of our city neighborhoods reveals a connection between firearm violence and COVID-19 and shows that our Black, Indigenous, Latinx
and Pacific Islanders communities are disproportionately impacted by both epidemics. Social and economic disparities such as limited access to economic opportunities, social
support, and food and housing insecurities, put communities at high risk for COVID-19 and firearm violence.
The Community Safety Plan pilot will concentrate on two Portland neighborhoods by engaging with individuals to utilize community intelligence to develop data informed solutions
such as strengthening anti-violence social norms, violence interruption program development, mentorship programs that engage and support youth, and mitigating financial stress
through programs such as rent and income support. These solutions will be piloted to reduce violence and build resiliency in these neighborhoods. Furthermore, there is a strong case
that small, emerging, community-based organizations are best positioned to address problems that are deeply rooted in neighborhoods. These organizations embody lived
experience, credibility, and local knowledge about the problems their communities encounter regularly. Unfortunately, the City has difficulty allocating funds quickly to these small
emerging organizations. Creating a crises fund that is managed by contracted foundation who can properly allocate funds and provide technical business support to enable
community-based organizations to successfully interact with communities and reduce crime.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a
project's intended impact.
Bureau of Planning & Sustainability analysis of our city neighborhoods reveals a connection between firearm violence and COVID-19 and shows that our Black, Indigenous, Latinx and
Pacific Islanders communities are disproportionately impacted by both epidemics. Social and economic disparities such as limited access to economic opportunities, social support,
and food and housing insecurities, put communities at high risk for COVID-19 and firearm violence. There is also a strong case that small, emerging, community-based organizations
are best positioned to address these crises as these organizations embody lived experience, credibility, and local knowledge about the problems in their communities. Communities
disproportionately impacted by gun violence will benefit from the proposed investments through evidence-based strategies, such as engaging youth in mentorship and skills training,
strengthening anti-violence norms, and supporting individuals and families with rent, food, and transportation assistance. These strategies will stabilize neighborhoods as well as
build resiliency, cohesiveness, and prosperity – with the goal of addressing the effects of social and economic disparities and reducing neighborhood violence.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Communities disproportionately impacted by gun violence will benefit from the implementation of the proposed evidence-based strategies as they address the effects of systemic
racism and racial inequity on exposures to violence. Community-wide measures of the impact of these strategies may include changes in the number of shootings as tracked by the
Portland Police Bureau and/or Gun Violence Archive; the number of patients admitted to emergency departments for firearm injuries who live in the pilot communities versus other
communities (using the state’s syndromic surveillance system); and the use of city emergency services by individuals in the pilot communities versus other communities. To the
extent possible, these measures can be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, gender and sexual orientation, and geographic location. Limitations as to how the data are collected in preexisting data systems and the quality and completeness of the data collected can impose challenges to disaggregation. However, by collecting the perspectives, thoughts, and stories
of community members through additional methods such as focus groups, one-on-one key informant interviews, and community forums, we can measure community improvements
without losing these important details. For example, community members would provide perspective on the City’s efforts to address systemic racism and embedding racial equity
through implementation of the proposed strategies and viewpoints on programmatic impact on social cohesion and violence exposure within the pilot communities.
The findings of this data collection effort can be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender and sexual orientation, disability, and/or geographic location to the extent that the
community members who participate in the focus groups, interviews, or community forums feel comfortable providing this information.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a
disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

We do not expect any unintended consequences for black, indigenous and people of color - or other vulnerable communities involved in this project. To the contrary, the project is
directed to address, and thereby reduce, existing disparities among these communities through programs implemented by community based organizations. Evaluation of the
implementation process itself will be designed to identify any disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits as programs are being “rolled out” and established. Also,
the involvement of community members and organizations in the evaluation of the project, most notably in identifying and tracking output and outcome measures, will serve to
minimize the risk of any harmful or unintended consequences on participating communities.
Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure
Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Social Determinants of Health: Community Violence Interventions. Analysis of our city neighborhoods reveals a connection between firearm violence and COVID-19 and shows that
our Black, Indigenous, Latinx and Pacific Islanders communities are disproportionately impacted by both epidemics. Social and economic disparities such as limited access to
economic opportunities, social support, and food and housing insecurities place communities at high risk for COVID-19 and firearm violence. The Community Safety Plan includes
evidence-based strategies such as strengthening anti-violence social norms, violence interruption programs, mentorship that engages and supports our youth, and mitigating
financial stress through programs such as rental and income support. These strategies are often best suited for emerging community-based organizations who embody lived
experience, credibility, and local knowledge about the problems their communities face.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing
funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to
the proposed use.
The intend of the newly created fund is to provide one-time seed money for a Community Safety Crisis Response Fund. The fund is designed to support new and emerging
organizations by stabilizing resources for these types of programs that actively support vulnerable communities. These foundations can seek philanthropists and secure funding from
other government agencies such as Multnomah County, State of Oregon, and other grants to support their community-based organization. This fund will allow for capacity building
for these small and emerging organizations by providing technical business support and developing business plans to provide stability, growth, and programmatic sustainability.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.

The strategies within in the pilot program include leveraging programs such as the Portland Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund to retrofit homes by making them more energy
efficient, safer, and comfortable – while also reducing greenhouse gas emissions and monthly utility bills. Through community engagement strategies – the project will create clean
green spaces and trees canopies to deploy safer public areas.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This proposal is taking the next step from a small pilot project that is currently occurring in the Mt. Scott Park neighborhood. In this pilot project, a handful of community driven
strategies were implemented in the neighborhood to reduce gun violence and early data analysis indicates the outcome is encouraging. This proposal is funding an innovative
program to address safety issues in our community and providing a proof of concept for the Community Safety Plan. The Community Safety Plan is community driven, data informed
project that connects the community with established programs and provides financial support to small and emerging organizations who can help address the issues that negatively
impact neighborhoods. The collective impact of supporting upstream interventions through local programs (including housing, health, food, education, mentorship and more)
working together to improve community resilience and cohesiveness with the overall goal of reducing violence the need for public safety response. If this program is successful, it
would likely have a second-order effect of not only improving safety but also restoring our community's trust and confidence in city government's effort to keep our residents safe.
This would be critical for the city to be able to demonstrate it is responding to the community needs.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures
you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

Approach to Performance Tracking: In keeping with the community-based focus of this project, efforts to evaluate the project will engage community members (including youth) and
organizations in identifying and tracking output and outcome measures. This inclusive approach will improve measurement validity and enhance the efficacy of the evaluation. In
drawing upon existing evidence to implement data-informed gun violence prevention and reduction strategies for the project, the focus of this project’s evaluation will be to build
additional evidence, specific to the Portland area, that will inform efforts to “scale up” and implement these strategies in additional Portland-area communities. Involving
community members in the evaluation of this project is also essential for tracking the project’s impact on the efforts to operationalize and prioritize equity in city government
practice and policy.
Output
Measures/Program Performance: These measures will focus on the implementation of gun violence prevention and reduction strategies and track program activities, capacities, and
expected outputs such as the development of increased opportunities for youth job mentorship, training, and educational supports; increased access to violence interrupters;
increased availability of short-term financial assistance for eligible community members in crisis; improved access to affordable housing and safe transportation options; and
environmental improvements to outdoor community spaces. Evaluation of the implementation of the programs will also identify the barriers and facilitators to effective
implementation so that knowledge can be gained on which programmatic inputs and real-world conditions may result in more effective operationalization or “up-take” of the
project.
In addition to
tracking the performance of the individual programs implemented by each community-based organization involved, the performance of the full collective of city agencies,
community-based organizations, and other partners working on this project will be tracked. Performance measures such as the efficacy of the technical assistance and capacity
building provided to community-based organizations by city agencies and the organization managing the allotment of the grant funds; the efficacy of the working relationship
among city agencies collectively responding to needs identified by the pilot communities; and the success of city agencies in promoting racial equity in its working relationships with
community partners will be evaluated.
Outcome
Measures/Community Impact: These measures will focus on the impact on the health, safety and resilience of community members and the pilot communities. Community-wide
outcome measures may include changes in the number of shootings as tracked by the Portland Police Bureau and/or logged in the Gun Violence Archive; the number of patients
presenting in emergency departments for firearm injuries who live in the pilot communities versus other communities (using the state’s syndromic surveillance system); and the use
of city emergency services by individuals in the pilot communities versus other communities. Other community-wide measures will be evaluated by centering the voices of
community members (using focus groups or one-on-one interviews) who will be asked about, for example, their perceptions regarding the failures and successes related to the
implementation of the programming offered to community members; the relationships between city agencies and the community with respect to the city’s efforts to address
systemic racism and build racial equity in their practices and policies; and community members’ views as to the effect of the pilot program on social cohesion and exposure to
violence in their communities.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Wildland Fire Coordinator

This proposal requests 1.0 limited term FTE for a two-year duration at a total cost of $312,088.

Project Description:

Lush and natural vegetation is an integral component of Portland's charm, and these features add to our city’s vibrancy and livability. However, our
wildland environment creates significant fire risk, threatening lives, and property. These wildland fire risks have substantially increased as a direct result
of CDC Covid-19 guidelines and they disproportionately impact communities who are financially burdened and Black, Indigenous, and People of Color
communities (https://www.washington.edu/news/2018/11/02/racial-ethnic-minorities-face-greater-vulnerability-to-wildfires/).
Early in the pandemic, CDC Covid-19 guidelines discouraged the clearing of encampments to decrease the potential for infectious disease spread
(https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/homeless-shelters/unsheltered-homelessness.html#facility-encampments). While necessary
from a community health perspective, the inability to clear encampments has resulted in the accumulation of more combustible material and a higher
fuel load in wildfire hazard areas. When the City of Portland revised its HUCIRP protocols in May of 2021, there was no mechanism for PF&R to send
abatement email requests directly to HUCIRP, which has further exacerbated conditions in wildland areas.
The Wildland Fire Coordinator will evaluate the City’s wildland hazard areas to identify specific hazards that increase fire threats in hazardous wildland
areas. Areas to be assessed include residential dwelling units, commercial structures, natural features, recreational activities, and urban camping areas.
The response plan would discover equitable strategies to provide fire protection for all individuals that interface with the wildland hazard areas in the
city. Preventative strategies would include implementation of warning and alert systems, evacuation routes, and temporary relocation area planning.
During the two-year limited-duration assignment, the Wildland Fire Coordinator will develop response plans in partnership with City bureaus, regional
partners, state, and federal resources. The Multnomah County Fire Defense Board, and as the Regional Fire & EMS Working Group representative to the
RDPO Steering Committee, expressed support for a Wildland Fire Coordinator for Portland Fire & Rescue. As we have seen throughout the west, no
community is completely safe from Wildfire Risk. Creating this position will assure Portland is well positioned moving forward. Further, it may provide a
single responsible point of contact as both the Multnomah County and RDPO Wildfire Projects move forward. The plans will allow immediate deployment
of resources to strategic locations with the goal of quickly stopping the spread of fire incidents and minimizing fire risk. Finally, the position would report
to Portland Fire & Rescue to evaluate its internal capacity and identify gaps and areas of improvement regarding staffing, training, and equipment."

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing
those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes.
A study published by the University of Washington proved that wildfires disproportionately impact financially burdened and black, indigenous, and people of color
communities. Furthermore, the disadvantaged and black, indigenous, and people of color communities are experiencing higher rates of infection and death from COVID19, as well as greater economic impact because the social inequalities that have been amplified by COVID-19.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a
project's intended impact.
The evaluation of the wildland interface areas will identify specific hazards that increase fire threats and provide mitigation strategies to address these concerns. The
response plan would address equitable ways to provide fire protection for all individuals that interface with the wildland hazard areas in the city. Preventative strategies
would include implementation of warning and alert systems in multiple languages, evacuation routes, and temporary relocation area planning. This planning effort will allow
for immediate direct deployment of resources to strategic locations with a goal to quickly stop the spread of fire incidents, minimize property damage and loss of life, as well
as implementation of risk reduction efforts to the indirect effect of wildland fires and smoke to our communities. The ultimate outcome is to prepare our vulnerable
communities for the threat of wildfire and avoid magnifying the inordinate impacts experienced by our financially burdened and black, indigenous, and people of color
communities.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Wildfire can threaten our black, indigenous, and people of color communities in multiple ways. One example directly stems from the impact of fire upon their homes
causing unintended displacement. Another example includes the compounded health effects wildfire smoke can have upon respiratory systems and other illnesses, such as
COVID-19. Performance measures will be tracked by overlaying wildfire danger tracts with the direct and indirect threats wildfires pose to financially burdened and black,
indigenous, and people of color communities by census tract. Strategies to mitigate threats within tracts will include ongoing evaluation, mitigation, preparation, and
response planning efforts across associated bureaus. Accomplishing after mentioned strategies and continuous census tract assessment will be adopted as performance
data points for this proposal.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a
disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

Data will be monitored to track project outcomes but there is no anticipation that this program will create harm or unintended consequences to the Black, Indigenous, and
People of Color; or vulnerable communities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure
Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Social Determinants of Health: A study published by the University of Washington states that wildfires disproportionately impact financially burdened communities and
Black, Indigenous, and People of Color communities. Furthermore, these communities are experiencing higher rates of infection and death from COVID-19, as well as
greater economic impact because social inequalities that created burdens pre-COVID, have been amplified by this global pandemic.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing
funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source
to the proposed use.
Limited to two years.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The Wildfire Preparation Plan and this Wildland Coordinator position is in alignment with the City's Climate Goals. The proposal also pursues best practice strategies for
wildland prevention, mitigation, and response. It also reflects reflect the priorities of Native Nations people. This proposal minimizes the possibility of involuntary
displacement of communities due to wildfires and proactively prepares our community land spaces for the impacts of global warming. The position would work to evaluate
local ecosystems and human impacts to minimize the risk of human-caused fired.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
The response plan would deploy equitable strategies that provide fire protection to all individuals who interface with the wildland fire treats in Portland. Preventative
strategies would include implementation of warning and alert systems, evacuation routes, and temporary relocation area planning.
In the two-year limited-duration assignment, the Wildland Fire Coordinator will develop response plans in partnership with City bureaus, regional partners, state, and
federal agencies. The partnership will allow immediate deployment of resources to strategic locations with the goal of quickly stopping the spread of fire incidents and
minimizing fire impact on all communities – particularly our most vulnerable communities. Finally, the position would evaluate Portland Fire & Rescues internal capacity and
identify gaps and areas for improvement regarding staffing, training, and equipment so that bureau response is comprehensive rather than localized.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome
measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to
communities.
Outcomes should create alignment among City bureaus and regional partners for wildland fire risk reduction efforts and response planning, instill best practices among this
group, and coordinate regional project management that identifies local gaps in planning & response. Performance tracking will identify how the Wildland Coordinator
efforts affect the direct and indirect impacts of wildfire upon our local wildfire-prone ecosystems and the BIPOC census tract communities. These outcomes should prepare
local planning and response capabilities to address the direct impact of wildfire as well as anticipating the indirect impacts throughout all communities. The

establishment of this position will result in improved operational plans, quicker response times and improved coordination with other entities. As
such, this will focus our response to wildland incidents and result in the following outcomes: 1. Decrease in number of wildland incidents over
100'X100' in size. 2. Improve response time to under 7:20 in 90% of the calls. 3. Eliminate fire deaths from wildland fires. 4. Contain fires, that are
deemed to be man-made, to within 20' of their point of origin 90% of the time.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Digital Literacy Capacity Building for BIPOC Small Business Pilot

Project Description:

This proposal is put forward in partnership with Prosper Portland’s Inclusive Business Resource Network, Mercatus Platform, and
Tech Cluster Programs. Digital literacy for business owners provides foundational education around how to work in a society where
communication and access to information is increasingly through digital technologies. Funds would be available for business
technical assistance providers within the Inclusive Business Resource Network to build staff capacity and deliver digital literacy
workshops for BIPOC Small Businesses. The program is focused on BIPOC business owners who have little or no digital literacy but
recognize the need. Participants will become more comfortable with digital assets and ultimately this will serve as an essential early
step in a full digital pivot where they bring and maintain their business presence online. The program leverages and builds upon
OCT’s Digital Inclusion Fund by complementing financial resources for entrepreneurs with culturally specific technical assistance
capacity. It also builds on a $5 million dollar CARES Act investment in hardware and infrastructure technology kits. Now that more
people in priority populations have access to technology, this capacity building ensures technology can be put to its highest and best
use.
The program also leverages Prosper Portland’s Inclusive Business Resource Network and a community of culturally specific nonprofit
organizations, as well as better prepares business owners to take advantage of more advanced Mercatus resources like digital
marketing supports and marketing stack mini-grants.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this
program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If
no, describe why.
BIPOC small businesses have had to shift online to compete during the COVID-19 health pandemic. Many of the small businesses owners and staff
however need basic training on email, using the internet, file storage, online banding, bill payment, and accounting platforms, Google My Business,
Cyber security, and Point of Sale systems. These are the building blocks business owners need to fully compete in the online marketplace.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting
measures to assess a project's intended impact.
All BIPOC business owners and employees participating in this program will be able to confidently use the tools to compete in the online marketplace
and be successful which would include business efficiency, increase in number of customers, and increase in profit. In addition, they will be part of a
wider network that can assist with locating and sharing resources.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these
measures.
BIPOC small business owners and employees will have to knowledge and tools they need to thrive online. Participants in training will be required to fill
out a pre- and post-survey that will include demographics. To project ensure participating individuals are comfortable, they will not be required to fill
out their demographic information. For those that do, our partner training organization will provide the dissaggregated information to the City of
Portland. An additional 6 mo to a year post survey could ask additional questions to gauge the impact on their business.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including
people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended
consequences, or denial of benefits.
This project will be paired with OCT's Digital Inclusion Fund that will offer a digital navigator to provide direct support and give participants access to
OCT's small business tech toolbox which provides grants to small businesses to purchase hardware and software to advance their business. This
wraparound approach is meant to ensure individuals are supported and no disparities are worsened. In addition, the organizations recieving funding
to provide training are business technical assistance providers within the Inclusive Business Resource Network and the BIPOC-owned businesses they
serve. Pre-program surveys will gather demographic data and service providers already have shared their information with Prosper Portland.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify
an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific
impact of COVID-19.
This project directly addresses the negative economic impacts that BIPOC small business owners have during the COVID-19 pandemic. The transition
to full online services have left many small business owners scrambling to acquire the training to thrive in an online or hybrid environment.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or
identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the
tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This is an immediate need that is in response to specific threats due to COVID-19. Utilizing ARPA funds and conducting community engagement in the
next year will help the bureau figure out the highest community needs going forward. Those issues will be prioritized for the City's $250,000 Digital
Inclusion Fund.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
By offering these types of workshops to BIPOC small businesses, business owners have an opportuntity to learn how to transition into a potential
paperless business with can offer a variety of environmental and eco-friendly benefits, is it easier and safer to store files in the cloud but it can also
decrease paper waste across the workplace. Online marketing and social platforms are also a more eco-friendly way of marketing businesses now in
days than traditional marketing options.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
OCT has worked since 2016 to serve as a hub for community based organizations, individuals, and companies to come together to solved the digital
divide for the Portland-Metro Area. This project will continue to allow the City of Portland to meet the needs of constituents and continue to discover
evolving specific needs of communities and individuals.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific
output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures
allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Outputs: # of trainings offered/demographics, # of individuals served, # of hours of instruction in priority languages, % of BIPOC businesses served per
training; Outcomes: Increase in internet user confidence/demographics, increase in # of connections to the digital navigators program, # of BIPOC
business utilizing the Digital Inclusion Fund, X businesses saw % growth by incorporating the lessons learned,

Rescue Plan
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NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Community Gun Violence Prevention Program

Project Description:

The office of Violence Prevention addresses the complex factors that drive violence in our city using national models. With the
steady increase in Gun violence shootings, injuries, and homicides, with ARPA funding, we aim to increase our service outreach in
communities most affected by gun violence through the expansion of our Gun Violence Prevention program. OVP will continue to
implement strategies and initiatives to prevent, reduce, and end violence in Portland by using data and research to inform our
investments in violence prevention, creating safer communities.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this
program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If
no, describe why.
In considering the information analyzed in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit, yes the Office of Violence Prevention (OVP) serves racial and ethnic
minorities groups (Black, indigenous populations, immigrants, refugees, migrants, and racial minorities) by partnering with culturally specific
community-based organizations throughout Portland. These communities have been identified as the CDC’s high-risk populations.
Recent data collected by the Portland Police Bureau (PPB) has shown that racial and ethnic minority groups have been disproportionally affected by
injury and homicide shootings compared to their white counterparts. The Victim Demographics for Injury and Homicide data show that from January
26, 2021, to January 25, 2022, 41.4% of the shooting injuries and homicide victims were Black, with that group only representing 5.8% of the city
population. Out of 401 shootings between January 2021 and January 2022, 59% of those, were considered by the CDC as high-risk populations
(Black, indigenous populations, immigrants, refugees, migrants, and racial minorities).
As of May 6, 2020, The Oregonian reports ZIP code-level statistics show that roughly two-thirds of all identified COVID-19 infections in Multnomah
County are among residents living in neighborhoods east of 82nd Avenue. OVP acknowledges the local disparities within these neighborhoods and
applies an upstream (primary) and downstream (secondary and tertiary) prevention approach, which calls for strategic, aligned efforts with
sustained investments and actions that are all designed to prevent violence, build resilience, and create a safer Portland.
Lastly, OVP acknowledges the growing concern expressed by the community and recognizes the public health challenges prevalent, all of which have
been exacerbated by the pandemic. These challenges include violent crime and gun violence, both of which have disproportionately impacted lowincome and communities of color throughout Portland. OVP uses research and data to inform our decision-making and programs in order to
prioritize the most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic.
As mentioned above, OVP addresses these local disparities with Primary prevention, Secondary prevention, and Tertiary prevention. The Community
Based Organizations (CBO’s) OVP partners with focuses resources on communities most affected by gun violence, such as Hazelwood, Centennial,
Powellhurst-Gilbert, Lents, and St. Johns. Primary prevention aims to prevent violence before it occurs. This lane focuses on upstream efforts that
address root causes that contribute to long-term gun violence reductions. Our Prevention Specialist Program (Outreach and Violence Interrupters) is
based upon the Cure Violence model. Our Outreach workers and Violent Interrupters engage youth and young adults who are at risk of becoming
victims or perpetrators of violence. The goal is to reduce their risks and limit their future involvement with the criminal justice system.
OVP’s Trauma and Violence Impacted Families Program serves within all primary, secondary, and tertiary prevention lanes. This program is a multiagency group that provides services to individuals and families who are the most susceptible to violence. OVP's goal is to break the systemic family
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about
selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The public health lens that OVP relies upon has been instrumental in its ability to develop a shared definition of the problem, specifically noting that
violence is a virus. This understanding guides OVP's treatment plan and highlights the fact that a virus is both preventable and treatable. Not only
does this help to forge a path for addressing the problem, but it also benefits the community in providing hope among community members. The
communities are "better off" because they now have knowledge of what action steps, they and other community partners can collaborate and
interrupt violence before it happens. OVP and our community-based partners focus on working with at-risk to highest-risk individuals that have been
historically underserved. Our programs serve those directly impacted by violent crimes and gun violence by providing wraparound services such as
rental assistance, relocation support, mental health services, food aid, mentoring, utility assistance, funeral aid, education, and more.
All these resources help lessen the burden on families/individuals who have been impacted by the trauma caused by the violent incident and effects
exacerbated by the pandemic. The reduction of being exposed to violence leads to a decline in the long-term impact of trauma. Communities will
experience decreased risk factors and increased protective factors such as prosocial activities, safer passages to school, and decreased
revictimization and reoffending.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these
measures.

OVP's shared goal is to reduce gun violence both near and long term through a harm reduction approach. It is essential to use data and communityinformed efforts by using evidence-based practices that have proven to reduce gun violence and thus measure the effects of our services and impacts
through our quarterly reports provided by the CBO's which we partner.
Quarterly progress reports contain qualitative and quantitative measurements that include a number of youth/young adults served, amount and
type of contacts made with each youth/young adult, update/status of each youth/young adults, as well as services provided, number of participants,
physically injured or killed by firearms, and a number of participants with new gun charges/arrests. These measurables allow us to monitor our
programs' progress and discuss these measurables with our CBO’s. The overall goal is to make sure communities have access to resources when in
need and decrease recidivism, re-offenders, and re-victimization.
Other metrics that can be used to measure if communities are better off as a result of investing in programs that address community health would
be to formulate a survey that focuses on what perceived community attributes correlate with community satisfaction. We can also measure
outcomes that focus on community engagement (voting, attendance in community meetings, volunteering). Each of these will seek to disaggregate
by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location. However, in surveying communities of color, we must be careful not to
exploit community members and extract from the community as has been the historic nature of community research without compensating
community members and organizations for the information they provide.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities
including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended
consequences, or denial of benefits.
This project seeks to be mindful of the externalities or unintended consequences that are created by the very nature of pilot programs and research.
In an effort to not ignore, worsen existing disparities, or produce unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities, including people
living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender, we will ask for community input in community outreach efforts and adhere to equitable best
practices along with the national model for ensuring that BIPOC and vulnerable communities are protected during the process.
As stated above, it is OVP’s goal to address those disparities that have historically affected communities of color.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please
identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a
specific impact of COVID-19.
3: Services to Disproportionately Impacted Communities
• 3.16 Social Determinants of Health: Community Violence Interven ons*
OVP programs directly address the increase of violent crime and gun violence through our harm reduction approaches that use national models
proven to reduce community/gun violence. Nation-wide, the proportion of homicides with firearms rose from 73 percent in 2019 to 76 percent in
2020 (1). More significantly, in Portland, from January 2021 to January 2022, there have been 1292 shooting incidents, a sharp increase compared to
2020 with a total of 920 shooting incidents. Moreover, from January 2021 to January 2022, Portland experienced record-breaking 90 homicides,
compared to 2020 with 59 homicides.
The data shows that those most impacted are categorized as high risk by the CDC, black, indigenous populations, immigrants, refugees, migrants,
and racial minorities and impact 18-44 years of age the greatest. By addressing the root cause of violence, we anticipate a direct reduction in gun
violence.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or
identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the
tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
OVP intends to apply for federal funding in the future. If no federal funds are awarded, general funds will be requested in the requested budget, to
sustain our programming needs after the 2-year ARPA allocations are spent.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
OVP intends to use SLFRF funds to invest in holistic approaches in violence prevention that are rooted in targeted outreach and addressing root
causes. Through this approach, we address the City’s climate goals by building partnerships with CBO’s that provide tools and education to the
communities they serve, including environmental education.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) enhances safety by influencing the physical design of our environment and encouraging
positive social interaction. CPTED recognizes that our environment directly affects our behavior, whether we are aware of it, because we constantly
respond to what is around us. These responses help us to interact safely in our communities. A place designed using CPTED principles reduces
opportunities for criminal behavior. CPTED uses many different strategies that work together to create safer communities. Within these
neighborhoods, community-led prevention strategies is essential in better serving the people who live there and are directly impacted.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
The proposed project will increase OVP’s overall customer and constituent service through various programs, services, and community engagement
efforts, using a non-law enforcement approach to addressing gun violence throughout Portland. Community events will help educate the public on
our programs while providing services and pro-social activities.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific
output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures
allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Progress reports are submitted quarterly from our grantees to reflect the status of our programs and our overall progress in meeting our
benchmarks. Each report includes data that reflects qualitative and quantitative measurements. These measurements allow us to see how well our
community-based organizations are engaging with the community and, more importantly, how they engage with individuals and families to
decrease recidivism, re-offenders, and re-victimization.
The qualitative outcomes are gaged to push our community-based organizations to really engage / outreach with the community. Increasing
engagement with at-risk – high-risk individuals/families, youth/young adults with risk of involvement in gun violence, increasing
relationships/connections with youth/young adults at risk of involvement in gun violence, increasing employment preparation, training, and paid job
opportunities for youth/young adults and increasing capacity of parents/caregivers to prevent retaliatory gun violence.
The quantitative outcome measurements allow us to see the number of individuals receiving services and participating in the programming. This
measurement allows us to see how and who are CBOs are engaging with. It reflects mentor opportunities, employment and training provided, new
arrest, re-offended, deceased due to firearms, social services received, and completed education.
In addition to the quantitative and qualitative measurements from the information collected quarterly, our community-based organizations are
required to submit short narratives outlining the overall success of their program as it pertains to how they're meeting the milestones. This allows
the organization to share how the program works and explain the reports' overall numbers. This information helps OVP understand whether a
program is working well or not.
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Project Title: COAD Coordinator

Project Description:

During the pandemic response, PBEM engaged with a broad array of community-based organizations in order to distribute essential items like
cleaning supplies, masks, and food boxes through the Joint Volunteer Information Center (JVIC). As Portland transitions to recovery, PBEM is
seeking to transition these relationships to a sustainable partnership with Community-Based Organizations (CBO) through a Coalition of
Organizations Active in Disasters (COAD). This will ultimately be a member-led coalition of CBOs who are able to assist the City in
communicating with underserved communities during disaster response, promoting City programs that assist underserved communities, and
supplying volunteers and other community resources to meet community needs during times of emergency, such as severe weather.
Investing up-front to create a coalition of community partners is more sustainable method of working in authentic partnership CBOs than trying
to engage community groups ad hoc, during an emergency. It also provides value to the City as a whole by building relationships with
organizations supporting communities most impacted by disaster, which are Black, Indigenous, and other communities or color, immigrants,
refugees, and people with disabilities.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program
prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

The CBOs that PBEM works with primarily serve Black, Indigenous, and other communities of color, people with disabilities, immigrants, and refugees. The
purpose of the Coalition is to create opportunities for those CBOs to direct PBEM's emergency preparedness and response efforts in future, and to cerate
opportunities for organizations to support and learn from eachother.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting
measures to assess a project's intended impact.
CBOs will receive training, small grants, and some PBEM staff support for the preparedness and recovery needs they have identified in their own communities;
COAD will foster two-way communication about residents' interests / needs / preferences for emergency preparedness and response activites; community
members will receive timely and culturally relevant messages about how to prepare for and respond to emergencies.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Communities will receive more culturally relevant assistance and will have the opportunity to engage with othe rcommunities as well as with the City. We will
know if the coalition is successful in meeting its goals / meeting member's needs because they will lead it and it will become self-sustaining. We are able to
disaggregate information about who benefits somewhat, because organizations identify their primary communities served; however, all communities are also
diverse and we don't ask organiztions to provide specific demographic data about their membership, just their areas of focus.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people
living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of
benefits.
No one would be excluded from receiving benefits from this effort; however, we will see who participates and it is certainly possible that some communities will
have greater participation than others. If we recognize demographics that are under-represented, we will actively recruit more participation from CBOs that
serve that community.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible
Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

That is a lot of material to review! This project could fit under several categories, would welcome advice about which is best choice: 2.10 Aid to non-profit
organizations - we are supporting non-profits that serve communities disproportionatley impacted by COVID, providing training and services as they identify a
need, and creating a network among them, to help them more effectively assist communities recovering from COVID; 3.14 Social determinants of health
community health workers or benefits navigators - the COAD coordinator provides information to CBOs about services available from the City that may be of
interest to the communities they serve, and helps to identify / create programs to meet the needs they identify.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify
another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by
dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
The COAD will become member-led and PBEM's required contributions of staff time will be significantly less once the project gets to a sustainable place. PBEM
anticiaptes in future it can be supported by an existing staff person.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The same network of mutual aid that we are working to create around disaster resilience and recovery will support communities in responding to other climatecaused emergencies such as heat waves.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This essentially creates a new customer service position focused on CBOs.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and
outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure
program impacts to communities.
Output measures: COAD meeting notes and attendance, trainings provided, materials developed in support of the COAD (e.g. bylaws, website).Outcome
measures: COAD will have established leadership structure and continue to exist when the funding ends. COAD will provide valuable service to the community
in an emergency. COAD members will have positive evaluation of their participation / time well spent.
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Project Title: 82nd Ave Wealth Building Project

Project Description:

A focused workforce development program to identify, recruit, and enroll approximately 100 people who live on or
near 82nd Ave into a labor and trade pre-apprenticeship program so they are ready to hire for 82nd Ave and other
East Portland transportation project. This is an anti-displacement and wealth building strategy to ensure investments
made in the corridor benefit people who have been economically impacted by COVID and are most at risk of
displacement.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. The communities that would be the focus of these benefits live within a 1 mile radius (approximately 60th to 112th) of 82nd Ave and
includes neighborhoods like Lents, Foster-Powell, Parkrose, the Jade District, and even parts of Cully. These neighborhoods and more
experience disproportionate rates of housing instability, economic disparities, and negative health outcomes, especially related to the
COVID-19 health pandemic.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
These communities will benefit by experiencing new access to family wage job opportunities that can lift them out of cycles of poverty
and provide more freedom and stability in housing and health care choices. In addition, this request will specifically leverage additional
resources to address inequities that low-income people experience when entering into an unpaid vocational program by not only paying
for the program, but providing additional stipends to help cover the costs of housing, child care, and food.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Workforce development strategies to create diverse populations of employees has often failed because we have not been able to
resource additional stipends to help cover rent, child care, and food. For this program, outcomes can be measured by the number of low
income people in specific zip codes who were able to complete the pre-apprenticeship program, the race/ethnicity/gender demographics
of the people who were able to complete the program, and the number of people who completed the program who were then able to join
a trade union or other organized apprenticeship. Some challenges in accurate reporting of geographic location of the participants may
exist but it is too early to tell.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The project may not be enough to provide a pre-apprenticeship program to all who would qualify or want the opportunity. We would
need to design the approach to prioritize those who have the least economic opportunity (single parents, renters, unemployed, etc.)
which may still leave out others. We would require our community partners to track applications, those accepted and denied, to
determine disparities.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
The Expenditure Category is 2.7, Job Training Assistance. By focusing on this region of the city to prepare them for upcoming work in
construction trades, we are enabling people who were working in entry level service jobs, or other jobs that experienced major layoffs due
to COVID, to enter into a trade that is experiencing a dearth in people ready to hire. Trade jobs are family-wage jobs that can turn into a
long term career.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This is a discreet project that will end by Dec 2024.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This will build workforce capacity for people who live near the site of the work, making active transportation and short commute times
highly likely. Resilience to market forces that cause people to move further and further away from family-wage jobs is a sustainability
strategy that enables people to reduce their carbon footprint.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project would enable PBOT to earn trust and improve credibility with people in Portland who have most often been burdened by the
inequities of our transportation systems and our investment impacts. This project will help us deliver on our racial equity, climate, and
anti-displacement goals by creating a path for BIPOC and low income customers to benefit directly from the transportation investments
we will be making. Our customers receive a better transportation system to connect to the businesses, jobs, and culturally specific
services that help them thrive while also being able to learn a new trade that increases their household income that enables them to
stabilize their housing.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
The output measures include: The number of BIPOC and low-income people who were contacted, types of outreach and engagement
strategies used, number of people who successfully completed the program, demographics of the people who were recruited,
demographics of the people who successfully completed the program, number of different trades completed, and number of people who
were recruited into a long term trade apprenticeship.

Rescue Plan
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EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Healthy Business Program

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

PBOT’s Healthy Businesses permit program provides right-of-way space to businesses for
outdoor operations, creating opportunities for outdoor service and social distancing. The
program remains in high demand, and public surveys demonstrate strong support for
continuing the program throughout the pandemic and beyond. The program is currently funded
through the 21-22 fiscal year, waiving all permit fees. Additional funding would allow PBOT to
continue this program with some fee subsidies, ensuring that small businesses are able to
participate, while supporting the development of long-term program standards and compliance
efforts. This request supports program operations and the procurement of materials to support
equity projects.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
No
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
The Healthy Businesses Program has been in place since the summer of 2020, enacted to provide immediate support
as businesses needed additional space for operations. The implementation of Round 1 ARPA funding began as soon as
funds were available, allowing staff to continue supporting approximately 850 permitted locations with a high level of
customer service. As permits expired at the end of October 2021, staff were funded to process renewal requests and
welcome new program participants. Additional activities have included ongoing review of installations to maintain
accessibility on sidewalks and traffic safety. BIPOC applicants continue to receive additional technical assistance and
provided traffic control devices. The budget includes staff time (approximately 50% expended), replacement of
revenue for use of metered parking spaces (fully encumbered), and materials (majority of funds reserved for spring
implementation).
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
The Healthy Businesses Program continues to serve a large number of businesses with high representation of BIPOCowned businesses. The permit program has also serves corresponding ARPA-funded programs to offer additional
public amenities in partnership with permit-holder businesses and organizations (Vibrant and Inclusive Community
Spaces). General community survey responses indicate overwhelming public support for continuing this program, with
93% of respondents agreeing that "street space should remain open for business use."

Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round
Round 1 ARPA funding request was expected to be temporary to address immediate needs for businesses in response
to COVID. Unfortunately, local businesses continue to suffer severe impacts due to the pandemic. The vast majority of
Healthy Businesses permits are held by businesses in the hospitality industry, which is also impacted by staffing
challenges and supply chain issues. Although it is expected that businesses will start paying moderate fees for right-ofway use, additional funding is required to support operations in the right-of-way as the pandemic continues. Funding
also supports permitting for short-term business use, including a wide variety of street fairs and public events that
occur in the right-of-way.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
[Answer]
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The 2021 Healthy Businesses and Portland Plazas Evaluation Report found that a majority of users arrived on foot
(63%), by bike (%11%). This helps achieve our Transportation System Plan mode share targets (TSP Policy 9.49e,f) and
aligns with Portland's transportation strategy for moving people (TSP Policy 9.6). Encouragement of alternative use of
the right of way supports our City's adopted vision for growth (2035 Comprehensive Plan), Regional vision of Centers
and Corridors (Metro 2040 Growth Concept), by supporting compact, connected, people-oriented neighborhoods.

Rescue Plan
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EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Vibrant and Inclusive Community Spaces

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

Small businesses and business districts were disproportionately negatively economically impacted by COVID-19 through
capacity restrictions to meet public health orders, resulting in a reduced number of customers, revenue loss, and business
closure. Some businesses and communities experienced a drop in foot traffic due to extended working from home. The
surrounding communities have been negatively impacted through social isolation, and a weakening of community bonds.
This project and its sub-programs aim to boost business and community prosperity through reduced costs to businesses,
boosting increasing community confidence in outdoor public spaces, encouraging community participation, and improving
the built environment of the neighborhoods, and providing places to gather to reconnect people. The project provides
assistance to small businesses and nonprofits, though financial subsidy, technical assistance, and implementation of
physical changes to enable social distancing to meet public health orders and community expectations.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes are those that might
This program continues the current funding for the Vibrant and Inclusive Community Spaces program to conduct ongoing street plaza
management, long-term program development, and capital construction. This request does not include the Events and Permit Subsidy,
Branding and Awareness, and Play Streets sub programs of the Round 1 ARPA funding.
This request for continued funding will build from the foundation established by the pilot program and would allow PBOT to continue this
program through 2025 transitioning from a short-term COVID response to a long-term public space activation strategy. The seed funding for
capital investments would allow the bureau, in partnership with community, to build permanent plazas in parts of our community most in
need of community gathering spaces.
By the 2025, the City would implement a long-term funding strategy to allow this program to continue with active plaza management and
operations by community partners. This $2M request would include $1.5M for staff, temporary materials and community partner stipends
and $500,000 or capital investments in active public spaces.

Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you completed the planning
The program is still in the planning phases, establishing community partnerships, consultant contracts and internal coordination for the
Spring and Summer 2022 season of street plaza deployment and activation. The Round 1 ARPA funding is expected to cover program costs
for FY 21/22 and 22/23. 3% of the budget has expended thus far.
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please describe how the project is or is not meeting
While it is too early to report on the 2022 season funded by Round 1 ARPA funding, PBOT’s vibrant and inclusive public space program has
received extremely high marks from the public with more than 90% of survey respondents hoping that the City will continue this program
beyond the pandemic.

Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round 1 application process
Round 1 ARPA funding request was expected to be temporary to address immediate needs for businesses and communities in response to
COVID. This Round 2 ARPA funding request will formalize the program to support long-lasting changes in our city to support local
businesses and community vitality.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community engagement have you used
This request is built upon community engagement and calls for ongoing community use of our streets in the long term. 94% of survey
respondents hoping that the City will continue this program beyond the pandemic. (2021 Healthy Businesses and Portland Plazas Evaluation
Report).
Beyond its rationale as a COVID response effort, street plaza projects and programs support recommendations of our Citywide Pedestrian
Master Plan and Transportation System Plan, both adopted by City Council built on a foundation of community engagement.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Development of Street Plazas and encouragement of community use of the right of way supports our City's adopted vision for growth (2035
Comprehensive Plan), Regional vision of Centers and Corridors (Metro 2040 Growth Concept), by supporting compact, connected, peopleoriented neighborhoods.
The 2021 Healthy Businesses and Portland Plazas Evaluation Report found that a majority of users arrived on foot (72%), by bike (13%).
This helps achieve our Transportation System Plan mode share targets (TSP Policy 9.49e, f) and aligns with Portland's transportation
strategy for moving people (TSP Policy 9.6), both aimed at reducing transportation's contribution to climate change.
By providing more space for people, we support community cohesion and resiliency. Street Plazas are a key tool in the 2020 PedPDX Citywide
Pedestrian Master Plan (PedPDX Action 10.4).

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Portland Bureau of Transportation Capacity to
Support Small Businesses

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

The pandemic created unprecedented short-term strains on the Land Use and Building Permit
Review permit revenues, totaling $2.5 million in FY 2021-22 and $2.2 million in FY 2022-23. To
offset these losses, 4.0 Full-Time Employees were eliminated from the Portland Bureau of
Transportation (PBOT) development staff budget in addition to other materials and services
cuts, forcing reductions in critical services that are foundational to stimulating Portland’s
recovery from crisis. To promote economic recovery and prevent permitting delays, additional
funding is needed to staff this customer service group appropriately. This project will prioritize
small businesses and business owners identifying as Black, Indigenous, or People of Color,
supporting the City’s goal of an inclusive, equitable recovery.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
No substantive changes are proposed in the request of additional funding. The plan will continue to support cost
recovery and prevent development permit delays.
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
Staff are currently charging to the current funding program for non-cost recovery activity in the division that can
account for almost 50% of some staff time.
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
Yes. The project is on track to meet the performance goals for this project.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round
[Answer]
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
PBOT Development Services is expected to continue a depressed cost recovery model until larger development
projects return to Portland economy.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
PBOT's Development Services staff implement the City's Comprehensive and Transportation System Plan that have
many imbedded climate goals adopted by City in each of them.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Homeownership for BIPOC Households

Project Description:

Homeownership is a primary pathway for building personal and generational wealth. To address the homeownership
gap for Black, Indigenous, Latinx and People of Color this package would provide down payment assistance for BIPOC
households. Portland’s housing market continues to create a gap in homeowner outcomes for low income and
minority populations due to a lack of affordable homeownership inventory and rapidly increasing prices. Down
Payment Assistance is an effective tool to help first time homeowners to compete in the market and lessen the
financial burden by reducing the principal balance on the mortgage loan. Low to moderate income households are
challenged in a very competitive market as the average priced home listed in the Portland area are sought out by cash
buyers and developers.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. Low income households, and Communities of Color have been disproportionately impacted by the negative economic impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic. These households are more likely to have experienced job disruption, job loss, income loss, inflation adjusted income
reduction, debt accumulation, etc. This has increased the risk of housing destabilization and displacement that many of these households
were exposed to prior to the pandemic. This project focuses on providing homeownership, housing stabilization and housing counseling
services to 50 primarily BIPOC households seeking a pathway out of renting a home and increasing generational wealth through
homeownership. These 50 new homeowners would not otherwise be able to become a homeowner in Portland.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Creating additional homeownership opportunities is one of a few tools necessary to support the housing continuum, providing a pathway
from homelessness to homeownership options in the market. Renters have been faced with increasing rents and rising living costs, while
incomes haven’t met that same level of growth; homeownership provides a stabilized, long term affordable housing option. The project
outcomes will all fall in the category of improved circumstances through increased affordability and stability of housing. These outcomes
include: new low-income homeowners, closing the minority homeownership gap.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Yes, these are all standard measures utilized with Housing Bureau programs. Examples of these measures are provided in question 2 new low-income homeowners, closing the minority homeownership gap.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
Down payment assistance is necessary in addressing the homeownership disparities, and policies should improve access and lessen
challenges and barriers in obtaining resources. Success in this program should increase the number of homeowners from communities of
color, improve their financial wellbeing, and strengthen trust from the community as it relates to past government actions.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Negative economic impacts and services to disproportionately impacted communities. This project directly responds to housing instability
that has increased for low-income households due to income loss and inflation adjusted income reduction (which has led to increased
household debt and debt arrears).
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding
source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This project does not meet the full need for BIPOC homeownership to address the minority homeownership gap. That said, this project is
designed to serve a set number of households on a onetime basis to make a significant impact to increase household stability and can be
successfully implemented if future funding is not appropriated.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project may potentially impact the Climate Action Plan objectives 1-3 with new construction and repair rehabilitation; objectives 4-7
for low income households (preventing displacement as the associated transportation improvements are completed); objective 17 by
directly engaging with communities along the corridor; and objective 20 through additional capacity and partnership.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
PHB has primarily used Tax Increment Financing as its funding tool for Down Payment Assistance, which is geographically constrained
and sometimes located in extremely high housing cost areas. Being able to offer this resource city-wide would significantly made
headway towards mitigating the minority homeownership gap in areas that are more affordable to low income first time homeowners,
increasing PHB's customer base.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output measures will largely be households broken out by income, race/ethnicity, gender, etc. Outcome measures will included new lowincome homeowners.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Expungement Clinics

Project Description:

A criminal or eviction background can be a significant barrier to housing. By working with qualified expungement
experts individuals can expunge both criminal records and evictions from their backgrounds. PHB launched a program to
provide Expungement Clinics in FY 20/21 in association with Metropolitan Public Defenders. MPD hosts clinics in
partnership with culturally specific community-based organizations. As of May 2021, Oregon has a new state law under
which tenants can have evictions filed during the pandemic (April 1, 2020 through March 1, 2022) expunged from their
records. Two additional laws went into effect on January 1, 2022 that expand eligibility for a reduction of a conviction
and/or expungement. To sustainably administer this technical assistance over 2 years, the Housing Bureau would
request staffing, overhead and materials costs.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. Both the negative economic impacts of the pandemic and the negative consequences of criminal justice system involvement
disproportionately impact Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) individuals. These compounding negative consquences further
marginalize and destablize the BIPOC community. The service provider partners with culturally-specific community based organizations
(CBO) to host expugnment clinics that make expungement services available to the CBOs clients with an emphasis on overserving BIPOC
clients.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The central purpose of the expungement clinics is to increase access to expungement resources to mitigate the impacts that past
involvement with the criminal justice system or having an eviction record creates when it comes to housing and employment
opportunities. Both the criminal justice system and evictions disproportionately impact Black, Indigenous and People of Color (BIPOC)
individuals and households, making members of these communities more likely to experience associated hardships in accessing safe and
stable housing and/or employment due to issues on their records that can be addressed through expungement or other collateral
consequence services.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Reducing or removing criminal convictions and eviction judgments from an individual's record makes them more likely to obtain
employment and meet screening criteria for rental housing. The service provider will track client's demographic data, including race,
income, disability, household size, whether the household is female-headed, whether the household receives government benefits,
whether the household is caring for dependent children, and gender. Zip codes are also collected, so the data can be disaggregated by
geographic location.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
The project will not ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other intendend consequences for BIPOC and vulnerble communities
including people living with disability, national origin, and/or gender.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Category One: To respond to the COVID-19 public health emergency or its negative economic impacts; specifically additional services as a
response to the negative economic impacts of the pandemic, for disproportionately impacted communities.
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, BIPOC communities were disproportionately impacted by the criminal justice system and more likely to
experience eviction. The pandemic has deepened economic precarity in BIPOC communities, which have experienced higher job losses,
increased housing insecurity, and increased risk of eviction. Expungement clinics can assist these households in addressing issues on their
records that would otherwise block them from opportunities and future stability.

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding
source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
The Rental Services Office currently funds a smaller expungement clinic program. The current program is a highly demanded service and
there is strong community need for additional capacity for expungements. This funding would expand the program during two critical
moments: when the number of clients eligible for both criminal and eviction expungements has expanded due to changes in state laws,
and when the number of clients in need of eviction expungements may increase due to the ongoing impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic.
When ARPA funding expires, the RSO intends to continue funding the smaller expungement clinic program.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The project neither furthers nor hinders the City's climate goals; it is climate-neutral.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
In FY 20/21, the service provider aimed to partner with six culturally specific community-based organizations to serve a total of 85 clients.
Due to enthusiastic community response, the service provider easily partnered with seven organizations and served 233 clients, resulting
in 305 expungement motions filed. This is a clear indication that the community need for expungement services was large even before
the changes in state law expanded eligibility. The commitment to serving all eligible community members put considerable strain on the
staffing resources of the service provider. Expanding the available resources would allow the service provider to serve 90 additional
clients per year, a service increase of 105% over current service goals.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
The outputs measured will be: the number of culturally specific community-based organizations partnered with in providing expungement
clinics; the number of clinics held; the number of participants screened for eligibility for expungement or collateral consequence services;
the number of participants determined to be eligible for expungement or collateral consequence services; the number of petitions filed
for expungement and/or collateral servcies; and the number of participants whose records are expunged or corrected. The following
outcomes will be measured by responses to anonymous surveys provided upon case closure: the percentage of responding participants
who are more likely to be able to secure employment; the percentage of responding participants who are more likely to be able to secure
housing; and the percentage of responding participants who feel an emotional benefit from the expungement or other collateral service.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: 82nd Avenue Anti-displacement Program

Project Description:

As the city assumes ownership 82nd avenue, much needed transportation and infrastructure improvements will
increase significantly along the corridor. These can contribute to increased land, rent, and home prices which
destabilize vulnerable households and lead to displacement. Early interventions to stabilize communities at risk for
gentrification and displacement, prior to other significant transportation, infrastructure, and economic development
spending, has been shown to reduce involuntarily displacement in later years. The census tracts along 82nd avenue
contain 34,000 housing units (20,300 owners and 13,600 renters). Of these, 2,300 homeowners and 4,000 renters are
extremely cost burdened – paying more than 50% of their income on housing and most vulnerable to displacement.
This request would provide anti-displacement and stabilization services for extremely cost burdened owners and
renters in advance of major transportation and infrastructure improvements.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. Renters, low income households, and Communities of Color have been disproportionately impacted by the negative economic
impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. These households are more likely to have experiened job disruption, job loss, income loss, inflation
adjusted income reduction, debt accumulation, etc. This has increased the risk of housing destabilization and displacement that many of
these households were exposed to prior to the pandemic. This project focuses on providing stabilization and antidisplacement services to
these households in advance of city infrastructure work along 82nd avenue, actions that may lead to increased land prices, rents, and
housing costs in the future.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The project outcomes will all fall in the category of improved circumstances through increased affordability and stability of housing.
Depending on the suite of services implemented, examples of these outcomes include: new low-income homeowners, closing the minority
homeownership gap; reduced low-income homeowner debt, tax arrears, mortgage arrears, outstanding repairs, etc.; new regulated
affordable housing units; reduced rent burden for low-income renters; etc.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Yes, these are all standard measures utilized with Housing Bureau programs. Examples of these measures are provided in question 2 new low-income homeowners, closing the minority homeownership gap; reduced low-income homeowner debt, tax arrears, mortgage
arrears, outstanding repairs, etc.; new regulated affordable housing units; reduced rent burden for low-income renters; etc.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
As with all Housing Bureau COVID-19 response programs, the bureau will prioritize BIPOC communities through a racially equitable
program design and implementation. In Portland and Multnomah County, households of color disproportionately rent, work in service
occupations, and earn below $60,000 per year (the household income needed to not be housing cost burdened). In addition, regarding
82nd avenue, the communities and people along the corridor are disproportionately lower income households, renters, and Communities
of Color than compared to the rest of the city. Funding this program would provide services in alignment with the City’s racial equity
goals, and the equity goals of the Portland Plan and Comprehensive Plan. Within the corridor itself, lower income households, renters,
and Communities of Color disproportionately live on the East side of the corridor. Geographic priorities for services within the corridor will
need to be established to ensure the program is implemented in the most equitable manner.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Negative economic impacts and services to disproportionately impacted communities. This project directly responds to housing instability
that has increased for low-income households due to income loss and inflation adjusted income reduction (which has led to increased
household debt and debt arrears).
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This project does not meet the full need for housing stability and antidisplacement services need along the 82nd Avenue Corridor.
Continued funding after ARPA LRF will allow for additional households stabilized in the future. That said, this project is designed to serve a
set number of households on a onetime basis to decrease instability and displacement and can be successfully implemented if future
funding is not appropriated.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project may potential impact the Climate Action Plan objectives 1-3 with new construction and repair rehabilitation; objectives 4-7
for low income households (preventing displacement as the associated transportation improvements are completed); objective 17 by
directly engaging with communities along the corridor; and objective 20 through additional capacity and partnership.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project will increase the bureau's level of service and improve consituent services along 82nd avenue with dedicated staffing and
services funding. The bureau does not currently have funding for 82nd avenue specific services (although some citywide or TIF district
programming overlap). If City Council funds this decision package, the bureau intends to go through a stakeholder engagement process to
determine what programs and services are best tailored to stabilize and prevent the displacement of vulnerable households along the
82nd avenue corridor. There are many past and current efforts by community members and organizations that can be supported, and
others where partnerships can be initiated. That said, the services would generally fall into 3 cost categories: (1) lowest cost services at
$500 to $5,000 per household such as legal assistance, basic habitability repairs, foreclosure prevention counseling, etc.; (2) mid-cost
services at $15,000 to $25,000 per household such as significant home repair, short term rent assistance, mortgage assistance, etc.; and,
(3) highest cost services at $75,000 to $150,000 per household such as down payment assistance, new housing development, housing
acquisition and rehabilitation, etc. To estimate numbers served, if the decision package were funded at the $5.35 million level and all
funding went to the lowest cost services, 1,500 to 2,500 households would likely be served. If all funding went to the highest cost services,
40 to 80 households would be served. In actuality, the funding will likely be distributed across services in all 3 cost categories and the
numbers served somewhere between the max and min estimates. This decision package has been developed and is being submitted in
coordination with the Bureau of Transportation and Prosper Portland.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the
specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while
outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output measures will largely be households served by stabilization and antidisplacement services broken out by income, race/ethnicity,
gender, etc. Outcome measures will included new low-income homeowners, new regulated affordable housing units with reducing
housing cost burden, home repairs completed, households stabilzed through legal services, households stabilized through
debt/mortgage/rent relief, etc.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Land Banking for Future Affordable Housing

Project Description:

As Portland’s housing market continues to appreciate and once-affordable neighborhoods gentrify, rising land costs
also challenge developers of regulated affordable housing. To ensure that desirable sites can be acquired and
protected for use as affordable housing, this project/proposal would establish a new land bank for affordable
housing. The focus of the land bank will be acquiring sites and stemming displacement in East Portland, where a
diproportionate share of Portland's rent-burdened households and families in poverty reside, and where rising land
values signal a growing threat of displacement for renters. Using internal City data and expert guidance to develop a
targeted strategy, the Portland Housing Bureau will investigate and purchase sites in East Portland that are optimal
for affordable housing development. Having locked in lower land costs, the City can then partner with mission-driven
developers to build new affordable rental housing and/or new home ownership opportunities on these sites for lowand middle-income Portlanders. This project would fund land sufficient to develop approximately 200-400 new units
of permanently-affordable housing.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. Renters, low income households, and Communities of Color disproportionately reside in East Portland, and have been
disproportionately impacted by the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. These households are more likely to have
experiened job disruption, job loss, income loss, inflation adjusted income reduction, debt accumulation, etc. This has increased the risk of
housing destabilization and displacement that many of these households were exposed to prior to the pandemic. This project focuses on
land banking to develop new affordable housing for these households, addressing the threat of displacement in East Portland by providing
permanently-affordable homes so that vulnerable residents can stay in their communities and benefit from the investments in
infrastructure and services that accompany rising land values.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit , i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The project outcomes will all fall in the category of improved circumstances through increased affordability and stability of housing.
Outcomes are likely to include: new low-income homeowners, closing the minority homeownership gap; reduced low-income homeowner
debt, tax arrears, mortgage arrears, outstanding repairs, etc.; new regulated affordable housing units; reduced rent burden for lowincome renters; etc. Furthermore, residents of new affordable housing developed on land-banked parcels will have the opportunity to stay
in their communities and benefit from the investments in infrastructure and services that accompany rising land values

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Yes, these are all standard measures utilized with Housing Bureau programs. Examples of these measures are provided in question 2 new low-income homeowners, closing the minority homeownership gap; reduced low-income homeowner debt, tax arrears, mortgage
arrears, outstanding repairs, etc.; new regulated affordable housing units; reduced rent burden for low-income renters; etc.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
As with all Housing Bureau COVID-19 response programs, the bureau will prioritize BIPOC communities through a racially equitable
program design and implementation. In Portland and Multnomah County, households of color disproportionately rent, work in service
occupations, and earn below $60,000 per year (the household income needed to not be housing cost burdened). In addition, the
communities and people of East Portland are disproportionately lower income households, renters, and Communities of Color when
compared to the rest of the city. Funding this program would provide services in alignment with the City’s racial equity goals, and the
equity goals of the Portland Plan and Comprehensive Plan. Geographic priorities for land acquisition within East Portland will need to be
established to ensure the program is implemented in the most equitable manner.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Negative economic impacts and services to disproportionately impacted communities. This project directly responds to housing instability
that has increased for low-income households due to income loss and inflation adjusted income reduction (which has led to increased
household debt and debt arrears).
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This project contemplates use of one-time ARPA funds for the purchase of land for affordable development, and for limited-term
staffing/administrative requirements during program setup and initial operations. After the program is established and parcels are
purchased, the City anticipates using local funding sources to finance affordable development on these sites. Specific sources have not yet
been identified, however, funding these units is in keeping with the PHB's mission and standard mode of operating, so this should not be
regarded as a "new need" created by this project/program.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project would fund land sufficient to develop approximately 200-400 new units of permanently-affordable housing. All of these new
developments would contribute to Portland's Climate Action Plan (Objectives 1-3, buildings and energy) by achieving a Gold rating under
one or more green-building rating systems (LEED, Earth Advantage, or Enterprise Green Communities). By prioritizing acquisition of sites
accessible by transit, bike, and/or walking, this project would also contribute to Climate Action Plan objective #4 (Create vibrant
neighborhoods where 80 percent of residents can easily walk or bicycle to meet all basid faily, non-work needs and have safe pedestrian
or bicycle access to transit.)

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project will increase the bureau's level of service in East Portland with dedicated staffing and services funding. The bureau does not
currently have funding for land banking or East Portland-specific development services.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

Output measures will largely be households served by new affordable development broken out by income, race/ethnicity, gender, etc.
Outcome measures will include new low-income homeowners, new regulated affordable housing units, reduced housing cost burden, etc.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Preservation of Affordable Housing

Project Description:

Portland Housing Bureau has over 500 units of affordable housing that have expiring affordability terms in the next five
years. If not preserved and renovated, these projects are at risk of converting to market rate housing, causing
displacement of potentially hundreds of households whose average income is 30% AMI, and would be challenged to
locate new affordable housing. Many of these existing PHB rent restricted units are in high opportunity locations in
the City where affordable housing is limited. If these existing affordable homes are no longer required to be
affordable, these very low-income residents would be displaced and forced to pay substantially more rent and be
further rent burdened. Preservation of existing affordable units costs much less than construction of new affordable
housing or conversion of existing market rate housing into affordable.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. This program serves very low-income renters, many from Communities of Color, who have been disportionately impacted by the
negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. The average income of residents in PHB's portfolio has an income equivalent to
30% AMI (or $19,598 and pay an average monthly rent of only $605, compared to median household income of $65,000 in Portland and
monthly rent of over $1400). In addition, over 35% of residents in PHB's affordable housing identify as non-white, 21% identify as elderly
and 25% identify as having a disability.
These low-income households are more likely to have experienced negative impacts due to COVID including higher levels of health
impacts, job disruption, job loss, income loss, inflation adjusted income reduction, debt accumulation, etc. This programs aims to prevent
their displacement. This project seeks to ensure that households are not displaced and rents are required to be affordable long term.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit , i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
The project outcomes will all fall in the category of improved circumstances through increased stability of housing. Examples of these
outcomes include: increased stability within low-income community; no displacement of low-income households; long-term preservation
of regulated affordable housing units and no reduction in total portfolio of PHB regulated units; prevention of gentrification; reduced
rent burden for low-income renters; etc.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Yes, these are all standard measures utilized with Housing Bureau programs. Examples of these measures are provided in question 2 - no
displacement of low-income households; long-term preservation of regulated affordable housing units and no reduction in total portfolio
of PHB regulated units; prevention of gentrification; reduced rent burden for low-income renters; etc.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
As with all Housing Bureau COVID-19 response programs, the bureau will prioritize BIPOC communities through a racially equitable
program design and implementation. In Portland and Multnomah County, households of color disproportionately rent, work in service
occupations, and earn below $60,000 per year (the household income needed to not be housing cost burdened). In PHB regulated
affordable housing, households on average earn $19,598 or 30% AMI and are disproportionately from Communities of Color than
compared to the rest of the city. Funding this program is aligned with the City’s racial equity goals and with the 2035 Comprehensive
Plan to establish ways to support fair, equitable, healthy, resource efficient, and physically-accessible housing; mitigate gentrification
and displacement; and maintain and promote a supply of permanently-affordable housing for Portland’s most vulnerable residents.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Negative economic impacts and services to disproportionately impacted communities. This project directly responds to housing
instability that has increased for low-income households due to income loss and inflation adjusted income reduction (which has led to
increased household debt and debt arrears).
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding
source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This project contemplates use of one-time ARPA funds for the preservation of existing affordable housing where affordability
requirements are expiring over the next 5 years. With the ARPA funds, the City could proactively maintain and preserve some of theses
building that need rehabilitation funds and will agree to extend their affordability requirements, ranging from 30%, 60% and 80% AMI. If
not preserved and renovated, there are over 500 units that are at risk of converting to market rate housing, causing displacement of
potentially hundreds of households.
Ongoing long-term preservation funding for PHB's portfolio of 15,000 affordable units has not been identified, although the City
anticipates using local, state and federal sources to continue rehabilitation of existing rental units and extending affordability
requirements where possible.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project would fund the preservation of approximately 500 existing affordable homes. Normally, preservation has a smaller
environmental footprint than new construction. In addition, many of the building that have expiring affordability requirements are
expected to be in high opportunity locations where new construction could not be completed without demolition, which has significantly
larger climate impact than rehabilitation of existing buildings.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This project will increase the bureau's level of service to existing residents in its low-income affordable units. This program could help
relieve worries of displacement among residents, who may already know that their building would no longer remain affordable and are
at-risk of significant impacts already exasperated by Covid.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Output measures will largely be households served by the preserved affordable developments broken out by income, race/ethnicity,
gender, etc. Another measure would be the number of years these affordable unit have been extended and the cost per unit of retaining
these affordable homes.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Venture Portland Business District Support
The long-lasting effects of COVID-19 continue to severely impact our small business communities, with
historically underserved areas being especially in need of critical, long-term support. Venture Portland wishes
to continue providing significant aid to the six identified Catalytic Investment Initiative (CII) districts in East
and North Portland-Midway, Gateway, Lents, Foster, Williams Vancouver, and St. Johns. As well, Venture
Portland’s Events Hub provides vital support to businesses and business districts with event trainings,
information and assistance, event social media/marketing support, and hands-on activations. Through a
second round of American Rescue Plan funding, we will continue offering and expanding these event services
to showcase our great City and generate revenue for its neighborhood businesses.

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

Venture Portland seeks to provide large-scale grant opportunities to Portland’s business district associations
(BDAs). Many BDAs would benefit greatly by employing a staff person, by hosting large format events and
activations and enhanced marketing efforts; this portion of the funding request, below, would allow Venture
Portland the opportunity to meet those needs by significantly increasing our city-wide grantmaking budget.
Currently, our budget only allows us to award a maximum of $5,000 per applicant each grant cycle. With ever
increasing costs for staffing, marketing, events and infrastructure, BDAs need access to larger awards to
make significant impacts on their community and the small businesses that call their district “home.”
With a second installment of ARPA funds, Venture Portland can build upon and expand the impact of the
work we have already done thus far. Thank you for your support of our business community and for allowing
us the opportunity to apply for a second round of ARPA funding.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes are those
No. This funding will allow us to continue our current programming through 2024. The only change will come to our competitive
grants program, which will have significantly more funds to award for the first time since its inception.

Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you completed
We have hired a CII Director and District Managers for all 6 CII districts. Each District Manager has begun working with their
business association's board to market and promote their district, plan events and support local businesses. We have also hired
both our Events Director and Events Assistant who are currently in the process of launching our Events Hub which will provide
training, information and assistance and resources to business associations as they plan events over the next several months. We
have expended 12% of our budget as of 1/20/22.
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please describe how the project is or is not
Yes. With both programs fully staffed and funded we are in a solid position to meet our goals by the end of 2022. Both the District
Managers and Events Hub have begun planning projects that will launch in the next several weeks. All staff have clear workplans
to guide their priorities through the end of the year.

Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round 1
The funds we are requesting are to continue these programs through 2024. We are also asking for additional funds for our
competitive grants program. Currently, our grantmaking budget only allows us to award a maximum of $5,000 per applicant
each grant cycle. With these new funds, we hope to offer larger awards that will be more impactful for business districts.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community engagement
The feedback we have received from our member business district associations is clear. With ever increasing costs for staffing,
marketing, events and infrastructure, BDAs need access to larger awards to make significant impacts on their community and the
small businesses that call their district “home.” Also, because BDAs are volunteer-run, they do not have the resources to apply for
grant funds unless the awards are significant. Currently, awards of $3,000-5,000 are not significant in the current landscape.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Vibrant, walkable neighborhood business districts with a healthy business mix alleviate the need for most automobile trips. If the
majority of Portland residents live within walking or biking distance of shopping, restaurants and services, less fossil fuels are
consumed by each person. Venture Portland's work directly impacts the health of these neighborhood commercial areas by
supporting the small business owners that operate in them.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: East Portland Equitable Development - 82nd Ave. Small Business Grants & Technical
Assistance

In 2021 the Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) announced the award of $80M in American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) funds to deliver Phase
1 of comprehensive improvements to the 82nd Avenue roadway and the adjacent transportation facilities. However, the project funding cannot
be used to address construction impacts to businesses or to anticipate the impact of potential displacement pressures for those living and
working on and near the corridor. Moreover, COVID-19 continues to have a disproportionate impact on the residents and businesses of East
Portland. API-owned small business along the corridor, many within industries like food service, hospitality and personal services, have faced
disproportionate economic pressures from both industry impacts and virus-related xenophobic violence. In Multnomah County, Portland’s
central areas have high vaccination levels whereas there are much lower vaccination rates in East Portland. In fact, 82nd Avenue is a significant
delineator of Portland’s disproportionate experiences. Communities east of 82nd are significantly more burdened by COVID-19, with coronavirus
infection figures of over 1,100 per 10,000; whereas communities west of 82nd Avenue have coronavirus infections figures under 700 per 10,000.

Project Description:

Prosper Portland and our partners have supported entrepreneurs of color in geographic areas where there are readily accessible sources of
funding, usually Tax Increment Financing (TIF) and limited General Fund. However, over 70% of the corridor lies outside an existing TIF district.
This requested funding will help mitigate business displacement impacts in and around the 82nd Avenue corridor by providing the following
services:
-Prosper Portland will administer business grants for small scale property improvements and operating costs
-Provide culturally specific or responsive business technical assistance through a community-based organization within the Inclusive Business
Resource Network
-Fund one full-time Prosper Portland position to administer this program and coordinate with PBOT and other bureaus to outline a strategy for
future equitable development and anti-displacement efforts for the corridor
The Portland Housing Bureau (PHB) is submitting a complementary proposal to serve extremely cost burdened residents and homeowners in the
corridor. Together this and PHB’s request create a holistic package, addressing people that live, work and do business in the corridor, an
approach that helps achieve the city’s equitable development aspirations.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program
prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, 82nd Avenue is one of the most diverse commercial corridors in the city of Portland. Services and grants would be prioritized for those who are most
vulnerable to displacement, particularly business owners of color and immigrant owned businesses, so they can benefit from the transit investments and future
develop in their neighborhood.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures
to assess a project's intended impact.
Under this program, $400,000 would support business outreach efforts and provide approximately 100 businesses with one-on-one technical assistance and
workshops through a community partner. Technical assistance could include advising in the following areas:
-Digital media, e-commerce
-Marketing campaigns
-Relocation advising
-Loan readiness/access to capital
-Lease review/negotiations
Approximately $1,200,000 would provide cash grants to approximately 85 businesses for physical improvements and operating costs. Grant funding will be
prioritized for BIPOC, immigrant-owned and women-owned businesses and culturally-specific non-profit organizations.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

The following data would be collected to measure program success:
-Number of businesses served
-Demographics and primary language of business served
-Detail regarding grants disbursed (amounts, usage, estimated impact)
Data would also be collected in line with Inclusive Business Resource Network reporting: service hours, client demographics, general business information,
outcome metrics (e.g., increased business knowledge, meeting self-identified business goals, growth milestones, etc.), and program feedback.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people
living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of
benefits.
This funding will help mitigate business displacement impacts in and around the 82nd Avenue corridor by providing the following services:
-Prosper Portland will administer business grants for small scale property improvements and operating costs
-Provide culturally specific or responsive business technical assistance through the Inclusive Business Resource Network
-Fund one full-time Prosper Portland position to administer this program and coordinate with PBOT and other bureaus to outline a strategy for future equitable
development and anti-displacement efforts for the corridor

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible
Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
Negative Economic Impact - supports small businesses, especially those in communities more heavily impacted by COVID-19 and prioritizes businesses owned by
people of color.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify
another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by
dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
NA
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Localized shopping and dining reduces driving, which is the largest source of carbon emission in Oregon. If the majority of Portland residents live within walking or
biking distance of shopping, restaurants and services, less fossil fuels are consumed by each person.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Supports approximately 185 business owners in 82nd Ave corridor, as well as indirect positive outcomes for residents along the corridor.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and
outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure
program impacts to communities.
The following data would be collected to measure program success (Outputs):
-Number of businesses served
-Demographics and primary language of business served
-Detail regarding grants disbursed (amounts, usage, estimated impact)
Data would also be collected in line with Inclusive Business Resource Network reporting: service hours, client demographics, general business information,
outcome metrics (e.g., increased business knowledge, meeting self-identified business goals, growth milestones, etc.), and program feedback.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Small Business Stabilization Grants - Eviction Prevention & Operating Support

Portland’s commercial business districts are the lifelines of economic and social commerce within the city. Holding just over 23,000 businesses, these
areas are where Portlanders gather to shop, eat and drink, attend events, and connect with each other. They provide over half of the jobs in the city and
play a critical role in Portland’s ability to stabilize and recover from the pandemic.
As the pandemic continues to disrupt economic activity, many “Main Street” businesses including restaurants and local retailers are struggling to stay in
their brick-and-mortar spaces as they continue to face reduced revenue, labor shortages, increased costs including insurance premiums, and ongoing
break-ins and security challenges. The state’s Commercial Eviction Moratorium ended on September 30, 2021, which had allowed qualified tenants to
stay in their space and repay their back rent. With the moratorium lifted, landlords are no longer required to defer or discount rents for their tenants.
Instead, commercial tenants’ back rent is now due, compounding the laundry list of challenges many are already facing including spikes in COVID variants
that impact their ability to stay open.
Project Description:

These small businesses need access to technical and financial resources to help keep them in their space and operating, while providing aid to those that
have had to close-up shop and are in eviction proceedings and/or being sued. Specifically, while some landlords have worked collaboratively with their
business tenants, many business owners are having to seek legal support to negotiate with their landlords and needing financial resources to cover a rent
schedule for back and future rent owed. Many are also experiencing repeated break-ins, causing physical property damage and stolen inventory, and
other security challenges. Business owners are looking for security services, such as learning de-escalation techniques, to increase the safety for their
customers and staff. Others that cannot pay their back rent and may have closed are requesting legal assistance for mediation and bankruptcy, and
technical support to adapt their business to remain viable.
This proposal addresses the needs of small businesses within our community through a combination of technical and financial assistance to help retain
critical businesses along our commercial corridors. Prosper Portland will work with small businesses, community-based organizations and other real
estate advisors providing legal and business assistance to reinvigorate some of our most impacted districts including those in East Portland, Old Town,
and Central Eastside and support their return to healthy business and street environments.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing
those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, Prosper Portland prioritizes small businesses and particularly those owned by People of Color to connect them with resources to start, grow, and stabilize their
businesses. In addition, the agency has been working over the past two years to provide immediate relief including funding and technical assistance to the most vulnerable
businesses to keep them afloat during the pandemic. The proposal responds to the input the agency has received directly from small businesses and service providers
working within the business districts in addition to what we are experiencing with our own retail tenants in an effort to stem the loss of additional businesses and get them
the resources they need to remain and grow. Prosper Portland will prioritize at-risk business districts and work with partners to reach businesses that do not have
alternative resources.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess
a project's intended impact.
Small business grants: Prioritize small businesses with ongoing lease and operational needs, increased costs including tenants negotiating, rent due with landlords and/or
those who may have had to obtain debt to cover other increased operational expenses due to the pandemic. Any rent relief would require landlords to allow tenants to
remain in their space. Estimated grant amounts will average $25,000 per business – support approximately 350 businesses.
Specialized support and services: This proposal prioritizes services to businesses in need of more urgent support:
1) One-on-one legal advising – Includes bankruptcy education and prevention, filing assistance, payment plans
2) Lease mediation – In conjunction with legal advising, businesses are provided access to mediators to avoid eviction. This could include payment plans, month-to-month
extensions, reduced rates, etc.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

As stated in question 2, businesses in Portland will be better off by getting direct financial support needed because of the negative impacts of COVID-19. This will help keep
businesses afloat. Data that will be measured will include race/ethnicity, gender, geographic location. Potential client/business surveys will be used to assess whether
businesses benefitted in the long term.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a
disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

Funds will assist businesses that are currently under threat of displacement, focusing efforts on those businesses that are historically worse off, specifically businesses
owned by people of color.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible
Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Negative Economic Impact - supports small businesses, especially those in communities more heavily impacted by COVID-19 and prioritizes businesses owned by people of
color.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another
ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that
funding source to the proposed use.
NA
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Localized shopping and dining reduces driving, which is the largest source of carbon emission in Oregon. If the majority of Portland residents live within walking or biking
distance of shopping, restaurants and services, less fossil fuels are consumed by each person.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Supports approximately 500 business owners in Portland, strengthening districts in Portland with a focus on those hit more harshly by the pandemic: Old Town, Central
Eastside and East Portland.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome
measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to
communities.
Small business grants will average $25k per business and support approximately 350 businesses
Specialized support and services will support 160 businesses at $3k per business and train roughly 30 business advisors
Outcomes will look at how businesses benefitted, potentially utilizing surveys and disaggregating all data by race/ethnicity, gender, geography and more.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Commercial Activations & Re-tenanting

Project Description:

It is well-documented that since the start of the pandemic local businesses throughout the city have suffered setbacks, restrictions, damage, and in
many cases closure. Small businesses’ struggles had a ripple effect putting property owners at risk with little to no rental income and overall
neighborhood health when businesses were forced to close. While the future impacts of COVID-19 on the community and the local economy can’t be
predicted, we do know the next few years will usher in a critical time for survival of Portland small businesses and health of neighborhood business
districts. Over the past two years, the work done by Prosper Portland, along with public, private, and non-profit partners, to support small businesses
in the face of pandemic impacts; promote local shopping districts; and activate spaces have together consistently produced positive awareness, safe
community gathering opportunities, and beneficial business results. This work underscored the fact that healthy business districts and vibrant
neighborhood events are intrinsically linked.
With ongoing pandemic impacts, we have an opportunity to sustain this support by partnering with public and private property owners, small
businesses, artists, and event producers to invest along our ‘main streets’ and within our larger business districts in a way that will bring customers to
these areas, while providing technical and financial resources to small businesses and business advisors to support tenant readiness to re-tenant
vacant buildings within those districts. These efforts coupled with strategic marketing campaigns will create and raise awareness of partner-led and
Prosper Portland-hosted local events and activities happening around Portland. Activities such as retail pop-ups, window activations, and event
productions support the growth and vitality of our local small businesses while generating activity and increased foot traffic in our neighborhood
business districts.
A key activation within a larger district format will be My People’s Market (MPM). MPM provides critical access and visibility for BIPOC makers,
designers, artists, and food-based businesses. It successfully held an outdoor market at the North Park Blocks Community Plaza (hosted by Prosper
Portland) in August 2021 that provided an opportunity for 150 businesses to sell during the pandemic and reclaim a portion of lost sales.
Past MPM events have been held at various locations around the city. With this proposal, MPM would establish a more regular event presence in the
Central Eastside, providing six additional selling opportunities each year for BIPOC owned businesses, serving approximately 150 businesses at each
event. The size and scale of MPM also helps to reinvigorate one of Portland’s hard-hit areas, with each market drawing 7,000 to 10,000 visitors to
each event. The market will also serve as an anchor event to entice other events and activations into the area.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program
prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, this proposal to develop a consistent flow of activations, events, and art installations throughout the city presents opportunities to bolster commercial corridors
while also prioritizing the needs of BIPOC entrepreneurs through events like My People’s Market and marketing campaigns that highlight BIPOC owned businesses
through Prosper Portland social media channels. In addition, the proposal will further connect in-house expertise, external partners, and a team of event producers
and project managers. Further, it offers a chance to lower the barriers for small businesses (particularly those who have not had previous access) to lease space and
generate economic activity.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to
assess a project's intended impact.
Investing ARP funds over the next two years to support and promote local events and activations significantly builds on the work done to date. It enables Prosper
Portland to invest funds at different scales with a focus on Main Streets (aligning with Venture Portland’s business district support proposal focused in North and East
Portland) and larger districts including those particularly in need of additional support like Old Town, downtown, and Central Eastside. Retail advising will support
businesses seeking to become tenants and service providers that are looking to build capacity in learning more about commercial leasing. A key outcome of this is
creating a tenant pipeline to more easily lease-up vacant spaces which will also help to minimize the vandalism, supporting adjacent businesses to stay in business,
and landlords to maintain their properties. Advising will include one-on-one assistance and larger-format workshops. Prospective tenants may be eligible for a grant to
lower the barriers of getting into a retail space including security deposit, first/last month’s rent, and permitting and construction costs.
Business District Activations: Employ an events production team to work with private and public property owners and community organizations to activate vacant
storefronts through a combination of pop-ups, performances, and other activities to increase foot traffic within larger districts. Coordinate with partners such as
Venture Portland to disburse grants to organizations and business and property owners for commercial corridor-specific efforts.
Retail advising and tenanting grants : Provide tenant readiness for businesses who are moving into retail spaces for the first time, expanding or relocating. Inclusive
Business Resource Network partners and other district service providers would also receive support to grow their capacity in this area. Inclusive Business Resource
Network clients, Prosper and Mayor’s office referrals will be prioritized.
Event and District Marketing: Work with consultants, district managers and other partner organizations to raise awareness about upcoming events and activities
through paid advertising, social media, and other promotional activities.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by
race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Activations in communities more disparately hit by the pandemic will promote local shopping districts and make spaces safer for community gathering. Data that will
be measured will include race/ethnicity, gender, geographic location. Potentially surveys will be used to assess success of events.
Demographics will also be collected for training recipients and small business grant recipients.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living
with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.

Goal is to strengthen considerably weakened neighborhoods and business districts, while focusing on BIPOC vendors, artists and cultural organizations.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible
Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Negative Economic Impact - supports small businesses, especially those more heavily impacted by COVID-19
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another
ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating
that funding source to the proposed use.
NA
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Localized shopping and dining reduces driving, which is the largest source of carbon emission in Oregon. If the majority of Portland residents live within walking or
biking distance of shopping, restaurants and services, less fossil fuels are consumed by each person.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Will activate several communities and businesses throughout Portland - 60 activations, 6 My People's Markets, 50 grants for additional activations; training 150
businesses/advisors; getting 50 businesses in vacant storefronts.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and
outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program
impacts to communities.
Outputs:
Number of events – both original events and leveraged opportunities from larger, pre-planned events and festivals (updated every three months)
Event/activation attendee counts (compiled post-event)
Social media tracking measures (click-throughs, ticket sales, hashtag counts)
Paid advertising (views, click-throughs, impressions)
Market available commercial space as part of neighborhood events (QR code-counts)
Number of trainings held and one-on-one advising
Number of leases signed and grants awarded
Outcomes:
Sales figures from vendors (compiled post-event)
Vendor surveys (compiled post-event)

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: ARPA LFRF: Mt Scott Community Center Roof Repair

Project Description:

Mt Scott Community Center is planned to be a community resiliency hub and has been used as an emergency shelter in
recent years. The existing community center consists of an ad-hoc collection of different linked buildings dating from
the 1920s through the 1990s. Most of the facility, outside of the natatorium, was built prior to the 1960s and has been
designated by the City of Portland as an unreinforced masonry building. In order to improve community safety PP&R
has embarked on a renovation project to bring the Mt. Scott Community Center building to current seismic compliance.
In addition to the safety project, PP&R will also be expanding the building to improve ADA accessibility and expand
recreational programming. The community center roof and structural improvements for the natatorium were not
originally scoped as part of the Build Portland Project but now a structural assessment is clearly
suggesting the need to replace the roof and the structural elements
underneath. This proposal is for $10 million of ARPA funds, half of which are new scope items/costs, half would
substitute existing Build Portland funding, allowing the bureau to redirect that resource to the reconstruction of
O’Bryant Square – a project that would not be completed within the timeframe for ARPA spend-down.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Yes. The Mt. Scott Community Center provides shelter in response to houseless and economic emergencies and has served as a shelter
during extreme weather events to houseless, housing insecure, low-income, BIPOC, and other residents who are at greater risk for
COVID-19, as well as all other city residents who are in need of such services. The community center provides recreation services that
support community resiliency and employment. The need for a new roof, including seismic retrofitting, is critical to preserve our building
and continue to safely serve the public with recreational activities and emergency shelter. The MSCC roof repair will be designed to
increase energy efficiency by increasing insulation rating thereby reducing heating and cooling loads. A more resilient building envelope
will maintain stable temperatures for longer time periods during extreme temperatures and power outages allowing for prolonged
services to the community. HVAC systems will be designed to meet future anticipated temperature increase due to climate change
providing future resilience and will incorporate ability to switch filtration from standard to higher filtration to make spaces more resilient
to airborne pathogens/irritants in times of pandemics or smoke. Inefficient HVAC systems will be replaced with high performance units
reducing energy consumption for decades of use.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
By continuing to stay open safely, the community center can continue to serve as an emergency shelter during extreme weather events
that make staying outside or in houses with inadequate heating and cooling systems dangerous and life-threatening. The number of
people served during these events will be tracked, as well as the number of people who access the community center for recreational
activities.
3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Mt. Scott Community Center is located in SE Portland. When the project was selected initially, it ranked very high using our capital
project equity scoring tool. That tool prioritizes communities that have a high percentage of poverty, diversity and youth under the age
of 18 years old. The populations served are tracked using GIS and will use available census data to look at race/ethnicity, income,
gender, disability and geographic location as data allows.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
No. The MSCC project will not worsen existing disparities. PP&R believes recreation is critical for everyone's health and well being.
PP&R also recognizes that cost can be a participation barrier to the recreation programs offered at community centers like Mt. Scott.
With resources from the Parks Local Option Levy (Parks Levy), we are offering new payment options for City of Portland residents at
community centers that allow the residents to choose payment levels based on needs. Using PP&R’s Pay What You Can option, the price
of registered activities can be reduced to four different payment levels. No income verification is required. This proposed project to
repair the MSCC roof will facilitate keeping the community center open. MSCC can then provide additional Portland Park & Recreation
(PP&R) services at reduced cost to those households that are challenged economically. When the center is used as a shelter, all are
welcomed free of charge.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
General Provisions: Other (Capital Expenditures); This capital investment will ensure the safety and continued operation of the
community center, a neighborhood hub for populations most impacted by COVID-19.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding
source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This Mt. Scott Community Center Roof Repair project is a capital repair project with a one time cost. Once the repairs are complete, the
building should not need any major capital repairs for 25 years after project completion. However, regardless PP&R has funding for daily
operations and maintenance dedicated to the Bureau annually through the budget process.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
The Mt. Scott Community Center Roof Repair Project will include energy savings items such as adding additional building roof and wall
insulation to prevent heat and cooling loss, changing out inefficient plumbing fixtures, HVAC equipment and lighting fixtures with energy
saving plumbing fixtures, HVAC equipment and electrical lighting.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
The MSCC roof repair project will be completed in conjunction with a seismic and general building repair effort that will create a much
more functional, effective, attractive, customer friendly community center that will enhance the community's experience and provide
additional recreational facilities to those currently available.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Our Capital Projects scopes, schedules and budgets are all rigorously tracked by the assigned Capital Project Manager and Construction
Manager to ensure the funds are being tracked in a transparent, fiscally responsible manner. Monthly project spending tracking reports
are produced and provide the information for a bi-annual Capital Team work plan. For the recreation related activities, PP&R uses the
Active Net registration program which asks for race/ethnicity, gender, disability and geographic location information when the
customer logs on for the first time.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Plant Trees in Priority Neighborhoods

Project Description:

This package addresses tree canopy inequity by increasing the number of trees planted in low-income, low-canopy,
and BIPOC, immigrant, and refugee communities. Six thousand trees will be planted in rights-of-way, yards and other
private holdings, and on City properties including parks and natural areas.

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community
input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities
receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.
Portland Parks & Recreation Urban Forestry uses a data driven approach to determine priority neighborhoods for focusing tree planting,
education, and outreach resources. Canopy levels, income, and communities of color are considered together to determine areas where
resources have the potential to provide the most benefit. PP&R Urban Forestry uses this data to establish priority planting areas which
are predominantly east of I-205. The communities living in these neighborhoods are disproportionally people of color, low-income, and
with limited English proficiency.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources
about selecting measures to assess a project's intended impact.
Urban trees provide an array of environmental, public health and livability benefits. Trees improve air quality by actively removing
particulate matter and other pollutants, provide for safer streets by reducing vehicle speeds, reduce urban flooding through stormwater
capture, and lower summer temperatures through shade and evapotranspiration. Communities in East Portland are more exposed to
these hazards than those in other parts of Portland. In particular, East Portland experiences summer temperatures up to 15 degrees
hotter than neighborhoods west of the Willamette with significantly greater tree canopy.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these
measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have
in disaggregating these measures.
Trees planted by this package will help to reduce urban heat islands, improve air quality, sequester carbon, capture stormwater, and
lower building cooling costs among many other benefits. Urban Forestry collects demographic data from tree recipients and will report
on this information.

4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable
communities including people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify
disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
At present, Portland's citywide canopy coverage is 31% but distributed unequally. West of the Willamette River, Portlanders enjoy
canopy coverage of 56%. On the east side, where 80% of Portlanders live, coverage is just 21%. Residents who are low-income, BIPOC,
immigrant, and refugee are significantly less likely to have access to trees and natural areas than more affluent and white populations.
This project will make progress towards addressing the inequitable access to tree canopy in Portland by planting thousands of trees
where they are needed most.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility.
Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project
directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.
6.1 Provision of Government Services - COVID-19 has exposed and exacerbated significant public health disparities in Portland. Research
has demonstrated access to trees, particularly in urban settings, is leading determinant of health outcomes. This proposal responds to
these disparities with targeted tree planting in high priority communities.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the
service or identify another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source,
please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
The requested ARPA funds will cover the cost of a limited term Botanic Specialist II and the direct costs associated with planting
additional trees. PP&R Urban Forestry will cover watering and establishment costs beyond 2024 using the Tree Planting & Preservation
Fund.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Portland's trees store carbon from the atmosphere in their biomass, which has the effect of reducing overall atmospheric carbon
dioxide. Sequestration is a critical component of the City's goals to reduce carbon emissions. The 2015 Climate Action Plan established a
citywide canopy goal of 33%.

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Portlanders consistently communicate strong support for growing and preserving Portland's tree canopy. In PP&R's most recent
Community Needs Survey, 85% of respondents reported planting and maintaining trees to be among the bureau's highest priorities.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify
the specific output and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance,
while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.
Trees planted will be reported in the City’s annual planting report. This includes reporting on trees planted, location, whether they are in
a priority planting area, species, and type. Trees planted will be entered into Urban Forestry's long term monitoring study, which
monitors trees for survival, growth, and condition. Urban Forestry's collects demographic data from tree recipients and will report on
this information, to ensure that planting is reaching focus communities.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: PP&R Community Safety Capcacity

Project Description:

This package enhances park visitor and staff safety and the protection of park assets through investments in Park Rangers and safety
personnel, and improved security infrastructure at park maintenance and recreation facilities.
Add 6 FTE Park Ranger permanent positions: Provide implementation of citywide district patrols by increasing capacity achieving a service
level of 7 teams for full citywide coverage 6:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m., 7-days per week; one graveyard team until 5:00 a.m.
Add 1 FTE Analyst I permanent position:
Provides a position to perform complex analysis of Park Ranger patrol and call-for-service data, Bureau incident reports, and other
relevant data sets to develop external and internal reports, develop policy recommendations, and review equity in Ranger patrol and
engagement regimens.
Add 1 FTE Office Support Specialist II, providing necessary administrative support commensurate with the increase in full-time and
seasonal employees reporting to the Safety and Security programs.
Convert 2 FTE Park Ranger Supervisor I position to permanent and backfill vacancies created by conversion of staff to permanent
Convert 2 FTE Park Ranger Service Dispatcher positions to permanent
Fund permanent records management system

COVID-19 Response Equity Toolkit
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program
prioritizing those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

PP&R is committed to response efforts that ensures crisis does not exacerbate existing inequities and addresses the needs of vulnerable populations. Park
Rangers are essential to keeping our parks, natural areas and public facilities welcoming, activated, safe and enjoyable for ALL Portlanders, especially during
the COVID-19 public health pandemic. The Park Ranger program is a unique model that relies on Rangers having a specific set of skills and training including
de-escalation, crisis management, anti-bias, and cultural competency to gain voluntary compliance and prevent escalation of community safety challenges.
Rangers problem solve with Portlanders and community organizations in a way that helps instill trust and respect. Park Rangers use a combination of
education and positive engagement to reduce harm to visitors and park resources. Since the negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic have
taken hold in Portland, PP&R has experienced a significant increase in theft and damage at park maintenance yards and recreation facilities. This includes
theft of equipment, vehicles, tools, and damage to maintenance or recreation facilities. Since May 2021, PP&R has been tracking at least one report each
week of a PP&R facility, yard, or vehicle being breached. These incidents are disproportionately impact facilities located in north and east Portland, where
COVID-19 outcomes are statistically worse, and access to parks and recreation opportunities is highly valued and associated with better health and mentalwellbeing outcomes.

2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting
measures to assess a project's intended impact.
With the City Council’s one-time investment in 2021, PP&R quickly expanded and enhanced the Park Ranger Program to increase services across the city.
These Rangers supported street-level outreach services, along with our partners, and build trust and public support for community safety. Park Rangers are
also essential workers serving Portland's most vulnerable during emergencies, such as hot or cold weather events, urban wildfires, poor air quality events and
community emergency shelter activation. This proposal will provide additional Park Rangers to serve as goodwill ambassadors, providing a positive, highly
visible and unarmed community safety presence in Portland’s parks, recreation facilities and surrounding neighborhoods.
PP&R maintenance yard and recreation facilities are not well protected against physical intrusion in north and east Portland facilities. Crime at these facilities
is leading to lost work time, increased costs, and therefore worse outcomes related to park maintenance and clean-and-care of parks and recreation facilities
located in north and east portions of the city. This project will help strengthen physical security infrastructure at those sites to reduce lost time, maintain
productivity, and improve service. Communities will benefit by not experiencing gaps in service due to crimes against City infrastructure.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be
disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender, disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these
measures.
The following metrics will be collected by PP&R and can be disaggregated by race:
1. Percentage of employees who feel physically and emotionally safe at work.
2. Percentage of employees who fee safety is a bureau priority.
3. Percentage of Portlanders who are very or somewhat satisfied with the safety of park and natural areas visited.
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including
people living with a disability, national origin, and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or
denial of benefits.
PP&R Park Ranger program improves community safety through its proven efforts and we do not anticipate any unintended consequences due to improving
the protection of park maintenance facilities

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an
eligible Expenditure Category for this proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of
COVID-19.
This proposal is responsive to the public health and negative economic impacts of the COVID-19 emergency through provision of community safety and parks
and recreation services. This proposal responds to Treasury’s Interim Final Rule giving recipients broad discretion to use funds for the provision of
government services to the extent of reduction in revenue and the proposed government services are forward looking for costs incurred by the recipient after
March 3, 2021.
Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify
another ongoing funding source after the one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied
by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.
This proposal uses both one-time funds for physical security improvements and ongoing funds for enhanced Park Ranger staffing levels. Ongoing funds for
Park Rangers will be absorbed in future budget decisions for enhanced community safety and could involve service tradeoffs or contributions from the City's
General Fund or other PP&R available funds.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Park Rangers are essential in the protection of the City's urban forest from urban wildfires. Protection of Portland's urban forest is a primary element of the
City's climate goals.
Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
This proposal directly addresses local priorities related to community safety, livability, and improving the quality of work life for City employees. Park Rangers
are essential in the support of community safety in the City's parks and recreation facilities. One of the primary barriers to participation and enjoyment of
PP&R services is Portlanders' sense of safety. The positive presence of Parks Rangers aids in overcoming this barrier. In addition, overall customer service will
improve by reducing downtime related to theft at PP&R maintenance yards. City staff work satisfaction will increase and stress will lessen by having a safer
work environment.

Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output
and outcome measures you propose to track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to
measure program impacts to communities.
The following metrics will be collected by PP&R:
1. Percentage of employees who feel physically and emotionally safe at work (every two years)
2. Percentage of employees who fee safety is a bureau priority (every two years)
3. Percentage of Portlanders who are very or somewhat satisfied with the safety of park and natural areas visited (every two years)
RANGER PERFORMANCE METRICS
4. Number of positive contacts with park visitors (annually)
5. Number of park violations abated, such as trash, alcohol, drugs, dog issues, behavior, and more (annually)
6. Percentage of contacts Park Rangers make with public without the need to involve PPB or PF&R (annually)
7. Number of criminal incidents at park and recreation facilities as it relates to theft, vehicle damage, and vandalism (annually)

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Park Trash Can Enhancement Replacement Project
Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

This proposal will enhance and expand an existing ARPA project to replace garbage cans
throughout parks properties. New funding will increase the number of trash cans replaced from
220 to 320. Replacing additional cans results in increased ADA compliance, reduces the volume
of graffiti, and eliminates ergonomic issues directly associated with back injuries for staff
servicing them.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
No
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
We are in the process of creating speifications for the can holders, choosing locations based on equity and service
level considerations, and will be soliciting bids to meet Federal guidelines for procurement soon. We have spent 0% of
the current budget

3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
We are on track to meet the goals of replacing 200-220 cans by June 2023, if awarded additional funding all work is
scheduled to be complete by June 2024.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round
We are requesting additional funding to expand the number of trash cans replaced with the funding. Portland Parks
currently has over 800 in it's portfolio. The original request would replace about 200 -220, and this additional funding
would add 100 more for a total of 300-320 cans. We did not plan to ask for additional funding, nor is this a newly
defined need. The original ask covered ~25% of our total system needs, with us prioritizing equity and service levels.
Increased funding will allow us to expand that prioritized list.

5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
Adding additional funds will potentially reduce overall procurement costs as the volume of our order increases. Data
used to request increased funding is based off current inventory, service level and equity goals.

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
NA

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
NEW PROJECTS
Project Title: Portland Street Response Expansion

Project Description:

This decision package is one of three packages, that should be considered holistically, not individually. These decision packages were submitted separately by revenue
source due to budgeting software reporting requirements but should not be considered in isolation of the other packages.
In combination all three packages will provide the resources Portland Street Response needs to expand to 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, in all parts of Portland,
starting in July 2022 with 2 onboarding phases. If approved, full 24/7 service and citywide coverage is anticipated to be in place by Fall 2022.
In total, Portland Fire and Rescue is requesting $8,852,321 and 34.0 FTE across all three packages. Specifically, $5,910,000 would be appropriated in FY 2022-23, and
$2,942,321 would be set-aside for FY 2023-24. The three sources of funding being requested are: ongoing appropriations from existing General Funds currently sitting
in policy set-aside, new ongoing Cannabis Recreational Tax Revenue, and 2 years’ worth of one-time American Rescue Plan Act (ARPA) revenues to partially bridge the
program in anticipation of new ongoing funds by FY 2024-25.
This decision package specifically requests $5,884,642 of American Rescue Plan Act Funds, to fund two years of 1x needs. Specifically, this decision package
appropriates $2,942,321 of the $8,852,321 request from ARPA funds in FY 2022-23 and holds the other $2,942,321 in policy set-aside for use in FY 2023-24.

The combination of 3 decision packages will request a total of 34.0 FTE. Specifically:
•10.0 FTE Community Health Medics
• 5.0 FTE Supervisor II’s
• 7.0 FTE Mental Health Crisis Responder I’s
• 3.0 FTE Mental Health Crisis Responder II’s
• 2.0 FTE Peer Support Specialists
• 2.0 FTE Community Service Aide III’s (MHCR I on-call pool)
• 1.0 FTE Manager I
• 1.0 FTE Analyst I
• 1.0 FTE Administra ve Specialist II
• 1.0 FTE Administra ve Specialist III
• 1.0 FTE Coordinator II
When added to the existing authorized FTE, this will bring Portland Street Response up to a total of 58.0 FTE.
With this addition to staffing, Portland Street Response will add 4 shifts in July 2022, and another 5 shifts in October 2022, bringing the program up to 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week with citywide operations.
Toolkit
Government Alliance on Race & Equity

1. Considering information in the COVID-19 Equity Toolkit - including CDC high-risk populations, local disparities data, and community input - is this program prioritizing those most impacted by the
COVID-19 health pandemic? If yes, please describe the communities receiving project benefits. If no, describe why.

Yes, this project not only addresses Equity Goals 2 and 3,, but it also prioritizes those most impacted by the COVID-19 health pandemic - individuals who are often houseless, which puts them at
greater risk of severe illness, and individuals experiencing mental and behavioral health crises.
2. If you answered yes to question 1, how will these communities benefit, i.e. how will they be “better off”? Review GARE’s resources about selecting measures to assess a project's intended
impact.
Portland Street Response (PSR) employs a diverse team of highly trained individuals who specialize in trauma informed mobile crisis response. This decision package increases service equity for
Portlanders. Expanded coverage ensures that anyone who is experiencing a mental health or behavioral health crisis will have access to Portland Street Response regardless of the day, time, or
where they reside within the City.
Portland Street Response offers an unarmed response to low-acuity mental and behavioral health calls. Black, Indigenous, and Other People of Color (BIPOC) are both disproportionately homeless
and disproportionately arrested and imprisoned, as are people with disabilities. By sending an unarmed voluntary response for those in crisis on Portland’s streets, PSR is able to assist some of our
city’s most vulnerable community members where they are, and outside of the criminal justice system.
In its first six months of operation, PSR went on 383 calls for service, 344 (89.8%) were calls traditionally responded to by the Portland Police Bureau and 39 (10.2%) were fire and medical calls
traditionally responded to by Portland Fire & Rescue. By taking on low acuity calls usually dispatched to the police, Portland Street Response frees the police up to respond to the high acuity violent
calls that also disproportionally affect BIPOC and houseless communities. Portland State university found that in its first six months, PSR service resulted in a 4.6% reduction in total calls that police
would have traditionally responded to in the PSR service area and during PSR’s hours of operation. Applying this figure out citywide, Portland State estimates that PSR could have responded to
8,528 calls if the program had been operating citywide and 24/7 during the first six months of the pilot period, with potential impact even greater with expanded call criteria.
Portland Street Response’s unique structure that sends responders to the scene and then offers follow-up assistance from Community Health Workers allows the team to assist those who are most
disconnected from services, historically BIPOC and members of the disability community. PSR Community health workers assisted a total of 28 clients in its first six months who were referred to
them from the PSR first responders. Over half were BIPOC. Community health workers met with their clients an average of 8.25 times each, working with them to make over 125 referrals to
service, including 30 housing applications, 21 financial/ benefits referrals, and 14 shelter referrals. Six clients obtained permanent housing as a result of their work with Portland Street Response.

3. If you answered yes to question 1, in what ways will those communities be better off, and can those ways be measured? Will these measures be disaggregated by race/ethnicity, income, gender,
disability, and/or geographic location? Describe challenges you may have in disaggregating these measures.

Portland Street Response has been utilizing performance data and professional third-party program evaluation since the pilot's inception. The one year pilot will end in February 2022, but
evaluation and peformance measurement will continue. Information can be disaggregated. Here is a link to Portland Street Response's online performance dashboard:
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/pdxstreetresponse/viz/PSRDashboard_16400451878570/AndyDashboard?publish=yes
4. Will the project ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability, national origin,
and/or gender? Please describe any data being collected to identify disparities, unintended consequences, or denial of benefits.
It is not anticipated that PSR will ignore or worsen existing disparities, or produce other unintended consequences for BIPOC and vulnerable communities including people living with a disability,
national orgin, and/or gender. PSR's 6-month evaluation report did note a disparity in community members who might be aware of the program, and we have since contracted with HUB to launch
a PR campaign to address that disparity quickly. Utilizing a third party program evaluator has allowed the program to check-in with itself as it evolves to address disparities quickly.

Federal Eligibility
Final Rule
Compliance and Reporting Guidance

5. The Interim Final Rule and Compliance and Reporting Guidance from by US Treasury provide detailed information about eligibility. Please identify an eligible Expenditure Category for this
proposal, and list that category below. Please also describe how this project directly responds to a specific impact of COVID-19.

Statutory Eligible Use #1: To respond to th COVID-19 public health emergency or its negative economic impacts. To assess whether a program or service would be eligible to respond to the public
health emergency or its negative economic impacts, the interim final rule stated that, “the recipient [is required] to, first, identify a need or negative impact of the COVID–19 public health
emergency and, second, identify how the program, service, or other intervention addresses the identified need or impact [.…] [E]ligible uses under this category must be in response to the disease
itself or the harmful consequences of the economic disruptions resulting from or exacerbated by the COVID–19 public health emergency.” Portland has seen an increase in individuals living on our
streets as a result of the pandemic. Some of these individuals experience the kinds of mental and behavioral health crises that Portland Street Response responds to.
Statutory Eligible Use #3: For the provision of government services, to the extent of the reduction in revenue of such recipient due to the COVID–19 public health emergency, relative to revenues
collected in the most recent full fiscal year of the recipient prior to the emergency; The final rule offers a standard allowance for revenue loss of $10 million, revenue loss calculation. Recipients
that select the standard allowance may use that amount for government services

Financial Sustainability
6. If your proposal requires ongoing expenses or creates a new service for an ongoing need, please identify how you will phase out the service or identify another ongoing funding source after the
one-time ARPA allocation is spent. If you identify an ongoing funding source, please address the tradeoffs implied by dedicating that funding source to the proposed use.

PSR's request for ARPA funding represents two years' worth of 1x needs that are ultiamtely ongoing. There are a few options to replace this need being explored, including a new tax, utilizing new
ongoing Cannabis funds in out years, and utilizing returning TIF funds in FY 2024-25.
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
7. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
N/A

Customer Service
8. Please describe how the proposed project would increase your bureau's overall customer or constituent service.
Expanding Portland Street Response will result in first responders being able to respond 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year, in every corner of the City. Currently, that is not the
case.
Performance Measures
9. US Treasury requires rigorous and thorough performance tracking for all funded projects. With question #3 in mind, please identify the specific output and outcome measures you propose to
track and report. Note that output measures track program performance, while outcome measures allow us to measure program impacts to communities.

PSR could report on any of the performance measures already being tracked in it's online dashboard. See here:
https://public.tableau.com/app/profile/pdxstreetresponse/viz/PSRDashboard_16400451878570/AndyDashboard?publish=yes

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Afloat: Utility Debt Relief

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

The Portland Water Bureau in collaboration with the Bureau of Environmental Services seeks up to $13.2 million to fund
sewer/stormwater/water utility debt relief. Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, customer account balances have
grown by $16.3 million. The bureaus received an allocation of $2.6 million from the first round of ARPA funds to provide bill
credits to low-income residential customers and a further investment of $500,000 from general fund resources. This $3.1
investment is generous, but not enough to cover the need for utility relief. Federal relief dollars are essential for ongoing
economic recovery and stabilization of customers who would directly receive the bill credits as relief, while also supporting
and protecting future ratepayers from rate increases associated with pandemic debt. This additional funding would support
Portland’s economic stabilization and recovery efforts by providing direct relief to customers through bill credits, therefore
improving livability for those who are having to choose between paying their mortgage/rent or utilities.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes are those that might
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, Portlanders have incurred $16.3 million in overdue sewer, stormwater, and water bills. Our initial
program was tailored to serve low-income single-family households vulnerable for water shutoff. With the $2.6 million in ARPA funding plus
$500,000 in general fund resources, we are only able to credit a fraction of the customers who need help.
We seek to expand the program to fully eliminate all debt associated with the COVID-19 pandemic, including remaining single family,
commercial, and multifamily debt. If a full allocation is not available, the bureau would use any resources allocated to relieve additional singlefamily debt that was not funded by the $2.6 million provided by round I ARPRA funding or the general fund resources.
Utility debt burden continues to build and affects individual customers, as well as the collective ratepayers who may see rate increases to
cover this financial loss if it cannot be collected. The municipal sewer, stormwater, and water systems rely on the funding from rates collected
to sustain their essential functions. Legal restrictions prevent the bureaus from simply forgiving the debt using water and sewer rate funds.
Absorbing the debt would yield higher rate increases for all customers. Federal relief dollars are essential to support customers who directly
receive the bill credits as relief, while also supporting and protecting future ratepayers from rate increases associated with pandemic debt.
Using ARPA dollars to support utility debt supports livability and economic recovery for individual beneficiaries as well as ratepayers.

Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you completed the planning
The bureau is working through its program planning for Afloat, the utility debt relief program funded with ARPA round I resources. We are
working in collaboration with the African American Alliance for Homeownership, Verde, NAYA, and IRCO. Applications will open for six weeks
beginning in February, with funding decisions made in April and bill credits applied to accounts shortly after.
With more than 14,000 households potentially eligible for just $2.6 million, we expect to receive more applications than can be funded. The
bureau is deeply invested in delivering relief equitably and expediently. We have spent less than 1% of the budget to date to reserve the
budget for the bill credits directly paid to customers. We are on track to spend all $2.6 million by June 2022.

3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is or is not meeting
Yes, we are on track to meet performance targets. We have contracts with established community partner organizations to set equity
priorities when allocating funds, we have contracts for outreach and translation services to reach underserved communities, and we are
preparing internally for managing the increase in customer service demands and applying credits to accounts.

Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round 1 application process
We are asking for additional funding because the need for utility relief goes far beyond the resources that are currently available. When we
applied for round I resources, we knew the debt owed by Portlanders far exceeded our initial request, but we wanted to focus first on our
most vulnerable customers. We also knew that the need for support across City services was great and hoped to be able to ask for additional
resources after the first round of funding.
Debt recovery continues to be a challenge as the pandemic continues. When we first applied, we also anticipated other funding streams
available for utility debt relief through Emergency Rental Assistance (ERA) and the Low-Income Household Water Assistance (LIHWA)
programs. Both of those programs have struggled to launch and have high barriers to customer access to these resources. Additionally, both
programs only offer support to people living with incomes below 60% of the median household income. Additional funding would support
Portland’s economic stabilization and recovery efforts by providing direct relief to customers through bill credits, therefore improving livability
for those who are having to choose between paying their mortgage/rent or utilities.

5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community engagement have you used
The bureaus and Commissioner Mapps’s office continue to hear from Portlanders about the impact of utility debt. Multifamily property
owners and small businesses are among those in need of additional support. We hear feedback daily from our frontline call center staff that
customers are unable to pay. The first round of funding allows us to provide relief to only a fraction of those who are struggling to pay their
city utility bill. We have partnered with community organizations that provide housing stabilization services to help us make the difficult
decision of whom we can provide credits to. Our partners continue to stress the importance of additional funding to serve all who are at risk

Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
While there is not a direct connection to the City’s climate goals, as summers get longer, hotter, and drier, people need more than ever to be
able to afford water. A Los Angeles-based report found that utility debt disproportionately affects Black and Latinx residents, with lowerincome neighborhoods, renters, and people with limited English proficiency also more likely to have debt. The City’s climate plan centers
those same communities, which will be disproportionately affected by climate change.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Streets to Stability
Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

This package provides continued funding for Safe Rest Villages, C3PO alternatives shelters, and
citywide hygiene stations using American
Rescue Plan (ARP) funds. Costs of providing services to address homelessness and to improve
access to stable, affordable housing among
unhoused individuals are eligible under ARP.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
No, we do not intend to make substantial changes to the Streets to Stability program. Rather, this is a continuation of
the outdoor shelters and wraparound services provided by the Safe Rest Villages and the C3PO Alternative Shelter
projects, as well as a continuation of the citywide portable restrooms and handwashing stations provided by the
Hygiene Stations project.
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
The Streets to Stability program has been very busy since the Round 1 ARPA funding was allocated. However, we
prioritized first expending CARES funding before that grant ended on December 31, 2021.
The C3PO Alternative Shelters and Hygiene Stations projects were a continuation of interventions that began at the
onset of the pandemic. As such, they have completed the planning phase and are into the implementation phase. The
C3PO Alternative Shelters currently serve shelter participants in 135 units across three sites, while approximately 175
Hygiene Stations are serving unhoused Portlanders in Rights of Way and parks across the city.
The Safe Rest Villages project has completed the planning phase, hired a project team, built out a website, created a
community engagement plan, identified program partners, and selected multiple Safe Rest Village sites. However,
Safe Rest Villages has lease agreements to finalize, vendor proposals to review, contracts to award, and permits to
submit before construction on the outdoor shelters can begin.
Round 1 ARPA funds are currently being expended. As soon as the MultCo ARPA IGA is finalized we will see a large
chunk of funds encumbered, and more funds will be expended as construction gets underway this spring.

3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
Yes, we are on track to meet performance goals set for this program . The hygiene stations continue to be used by
unhoused persons citywide, and while the Safe Rest Villages project has additional work to do before construction can
begin, we anticipate opening at least three Safe Rest Villages before the end of the fiscal year. We are putting
partnerships in place to ensure that shelter participants experience stability, needed services, and access to housing
supports.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round
During the Round 1 application process we planned to ask for additional funds in Round 2, as the Streets to Stability
program is intended to span three years, providing support to unhoused persons through December 31, 2024.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
N/A
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
Black, Indigenous, People of Color, low-income people, and unhoused people are disproportionately impacted by
climate change, whether it comes in the form of soaring summertime temperatures or more intense winter storms.
Unsheltered people may camp in natural areas at risk of flooding or wildfires, and may be unable to get away from
wildfire smoke while living outdoors. Support for unhoused persons, both in the form of shelter with heating and
cooling and increased access to housing, is critical to building resilience in the face of climate change.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: Program Delivery

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

The Delivery Team provides oversight of all COVID Response funding, maintains compliance with Federal regulations,
completes required reporting, provides support to subrecipients and provides bureau Project Teams with support,
resources, coordination, information, and oversight to help ensure that the City's Rescue Plan LFRF implementation
meets Federal requirements and Council expectations.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes are those that
No.
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you completed the
The Delivery Team is in place and supporting implementation of Round 1 projects. More information about program activities to date can
be found in CFO Michelle Kirby's quarterly reports to Council.
Q1 report
Q2 report
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is or is not meeting
Yes. All federal reporting requirements have been met and the program continues to support project teams to implement their projects
according to Council's expectations of efficiency, effectiveness, equity, accountability, and transparency.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your Round 1 application
The Delivery Team was hired to manage COVID Response funding through December 31, 2024. The City is on schedule to fully expend the
funds by December 31. 2024. The Delivery Team will provide oversight of the COVID Response funding to assure the city is in compliance
with federal regulations, complete reporting, auditing and closeout. The team was funded for one year with Round 1 resources, with the
understanding that future years would be funded through Round 2.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community engagement have you
N/A
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project supports the overall success of the City's Rescue Plan program and does not itself include a policy response to the City's
climate goals.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: City Vaccine Program
Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

Effective October 18, 2021, it is a requirement of every position at the City of Portland to be fully
vaccinated for COVID-19. Exceptions are allowed for medical and religious reasons meeting legal
standards. The project includes procurement of test kits and staff to review and follow up on
exception and accommodation requests.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
are those that might impact program eligibility for federal funds, equity impacts, or the financial sustainability of the
program. If yes, please describe the changes here and fill out the questions on the "New Projects" tab as well.
If no, reviewers will use existing project information to assess the project's alignment with the COVID-19 Equity
Toolkit, the US Treasury Compliance and Reporting Guidance, and Financial Sustainability.

No.

Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
completed the planning phase? Approximately what percentage of your budget have you expended thus far?
The City vaccine program stood up at Council's direction in fall 2021. The program is nearing full implementation with
multiple layers of safety now in place to protect the City workforce. The requested budget would fully fund the
program through the end of Calendar Year 2024.
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
or is not meeting performance goals.
This internal project does not have defined reporting measures. The program is on track with implementation
timeline with staff hired to run the testing sites, test kits and equipment successfully ordered, and scheduling for tests
underway.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your
Round 1 application process or is this a newly defined need?
Council direction to establish the City vaccine program came after Round 1 allocation decisions were made. The
program is not yet funded. City staff will seek federal FEMA reimbursement for this work, and use allocated Rescue
Plan dollars only if the project is not approved for FEMA reimbursement.
5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
engagement have you used to determine that more funds are needed?
N/A
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This internal project does not include a climate-specific focus.

Rescue Plan
Local Fiscal Recovery Funds
Round 2 Proposal Template
EXISTING PROJECTS
Project Title: COVID-19 Homeless Services

Project Description:
(for more information please
see project fact sheet in the
City's first annual report to US
Treasury)

This project continues the joint County/City COVID-19 homeless response strategy implemented in
March 2020. Round 2 funding will support the strategy during FY 2022-23. The project includes
physical distancing and medical isolation motel shelter; street outreach to people who are
unsheltered; and support for providers as they continue to adapt to the ongoing pandemic and
necessary evolution of the service delivery system.

Changes to Project Scope
1. Do you plan to make substantial changes to your program if you receive Round 2 ARPA funds? Substantial changes
are those that might impact program eligibility for federal funds, equity impacts, or the financial sustainability of the
program. If yes, please describe the changes here and fill out the questions on the "New Projects" tab as well.
If no, reviewers will use existing project information to assess the project's alignment with the COVID-19 Equity
Toolkit, the US Treasury Compliance and Reporting Guidance, and Financial Sustainability.

This project was funded 50/50 by the City and County in FY 2021-22, with a $5.1 million committment from each
jurisdiction. This project provided funding to continue COVID-19 homeless response programming - Physical
Distancing and Medical Isolation Shelters, Safety on the Streets Outreach, and Partner Agency Support - that was
initiated early in the pandemic with CARES Act funding. Due to the availability of carryover CARES Act resources
(resulting from FEMA reimbursement) only 6 months of funding was needed for this project in FY 2021 - 22. This
request will provide funding for all of FY 2022 - 23, although the scope of the project is to narrow somewhat due to
evolving pandemic conditions and the shifting of some of the programming to ongoing funding sources within the
Joint Office of Homeless Services. This request will fund the continuation of five shelter sites and street outreach
supplies, once again proposed to be split 50/50 between the City and the County. The amount requested here is the
City contribution.
Existing Project Update
2. Describe the progress you have made in implementing the Round 1 ARPA funding you were allocated. Have you
completed the planning phase? Approximately what percentage of your budget have you expended thus far?
The Round 1 allocated was meant to fund the continuation of work described above, which was already underway at
the time of allocation. That work has continued and will continue into the next fiscal year. The project will fully expend
Round 1 funding in the current fiscal year. The City and County are jointly developing the IGA to govern related
programming - the new and emerging alternative shelter work.
3. Are you on track to meet the performance targets you have set for this project? Please descibe how the project is
or is not meeting performance goals.
The work funded in Round 1 is underway as proposed. We anticipate our first quarterly report from JOHS with
performance information in April, consistent with the related activities being funded for January - June.
Additional Funding Need
4. Why are you asking for additional funds for this project? Did you plan to ask for additional funds during your
Round 1 application process or is this a newly defined need?
The trajectory and timeline of the pandemic remain unclear. As new variants continue to emerge, the need for
physically-distanced shelter options and street outreach, including provision of PPE to unsheltered people, remains. At
the time of the Round 1 application, it was hoped that the existing congregate emergency shelter system could be
returned to pre-pandemic density, but that has not been possible. The ongoing presence of COVID-19 and the urgent
need for shelter capacity requires a continuation of this programming.

5. If this need is newly defined, please describe the rationale for additional funds. What data and/or community
engagement have you used to determine that more funds are needed?
N/A
Climate/Sustainability/Resilience
6. Please describe how the proposed project furthers the City's climate goals.
This project does not include a climate-specific focus.

